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Production and characterisation of bioresorbable polymers
and polymer-glass composites for application in cardiac stents
Reece Neil Oosterbeek
Bioresorbable polymeric cardiac stents are a promising technology for treating
cardiovascular diseases, but current poly-L-lactide (PLLA) stents have been limited by
poor mechanical properties and slow degradation. Materials with increased strength
and stiffness are needed, to reduce the required stent strut size and elastic recoil, so
that the risk of restenosis can be minimised. Long term complications such as strut
fracture and late stent thrombosis are also critical concerns, which require increased
ductility and accelerated material degradation to be addressed.
This work investigated new materials based on polymer blends and polymer-
glass composites, for future application in an effective and safe bioresorbable cardiac
stent. PLLA was combined with polyethylene-glycol functionalised poly(L-lactide-
co-caprolactone) (PLCL-PEG) to form a semi-miscible set of polymer blends with
increased ductility and degradation rate. To provide mechanical reinforcement to these
polymers, water soluble phosphate glass (P2O5-CaO-Na2O) particles were incorporated
to produce polymer-glass composites. These phosphate glasses were also studied to
understand their structure and dissolution behaviour, to inform the subsequent design
of composite materials. Material samples were degraded in vitro in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) at 37℃ to determine their relative rates of degradation. Mechanical
testing was carried out immersed in 37℃ water to simulate body conditions, and
after various stages of degradation, to assess the evolution of mechanical properties.
Thermal analysis (differential scanning calorimetry, ashing) and structural analysis
(X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy) techniques were used to study the
microstructural changes and their effects on mechanical properties.
To assess the long-term degradation behaviour of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends, and
the evolution of their mechanical properties during degradation, blends of PLLA with
varying amounts of PLCL(80:20)-PEG or PLCL(70:30)-PEG were created by solvent
casting. Tests undertaken in PBS at 37℃ revealed that the addition of the faster
degrading PLCL-PEG component catalysed and accelerated PLLA degradation. The
onset of degradation was reduced controllably from 16 months for pure PLLA, to
between 2 and 12 months for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends. The miscibility of blend
components had a strong impact on the ductility in ambient conditions and blends
with low PLCL-PEG content underwent brittle failure, while samples with a higher
PLCL-PEG content exhibited ductile failure, due to the formation of a PLCL-PEG-rich
phase via phase separation or bulk changes. Under simulated body conditions all blend
compositions exhibited significant ductility (>400%) due to the elevated temperature
and hydration state. After 30 days of degradation several structural changes were
observed. Moderate PLCL-PEG addition (10-30%) stabilised the structure and retained
approximately 200% ductility, while other compositions displayed severe embrittlement
resulting from enthalpy relaxation, or degradation-induced crystallisation.
Phosphate glasses are attractive as a reinforcing phase in polymer-glass composites
to improve the mechanical properties, however uncertainty remains over their dissolution
mechanisms, specifically the multi-stage behaviour sometimes observed. This work
aimed to understand the factors affecting the multi-stage dissolution mechanisms, and
the cause of the transition between them, as well as measuring the relative dissolution
rates of the glasses tested. The dissolution behaviour of (P2O5)90−x(CaO)x(Na2O)10
glasses (where x = 40, 45, 50) was assessed in water, PBS, and PBS pH-adjusted with
lactic acid (to simulate polymer degradation) using mass loss and pH measurements,
as well as structural analysis methods mentioned above. Dissolution was accelerated
by lower CaO concentration in the glass, and lower solution pH. Two-stage dissolution
was observed, and a new mechanism was proposed to explain this, where diffusion-
limited conversion layer formation is followed by reaction-limited layer dissolution.
The transition between these stages is a result of stabilisation of the conversion layer,
which is dependent on layer composition and solution conditions. This mechanism is
important for understanding and predicting glass behaviour, particularly in complex
solutions such as body fluids and acidic polymer degradation products within polymer
composites.
Phosphate glass microparticles with d0.5 = 1.4 ±0.3 µm were incorporated into
polymer-glass composites by precipitation of the polymer onto glass particles within
a slurry, followed by injection moulding. This method was confirmed by electron
microscopy and X-ray microtomography to give good dispersion. The polymer matrix
composition (PLLA, 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG), glass composition (45, 50% CaO),
and glass filler loading (0, 15, 30wt.%) were all varied to optimise and study their
effects on mechanical and degradation behaviour. Glass particles provided significant
mechanical reinforcement, increasing the modulus from 3.3 ±0.04 GPa to 5.1 ±0.2
GPa for PLLA with 30wt.% glass. Up to 15wt.% glass could be incorporated into
the composites without ductility reduction, while interfacial adhesion resulted in
comparable composite yield strength (41 ±2 MPa, 42 ±1 MPa) to the unfilled polymer
(43 ±2 MPa), demonstrating that the composites are non-inferior to existing polymers
in terms of yield strength and the resulting stent strut size required. Degradation
testing revealed two-stage behaviour for composites, dominated initially by water
absorption, followed by glass dissolution. The presence of glass suppressed polymer
structural changes that lead to embrittlement, while also accelerating water absorption
into the composite. Composite materials displayed a gradual reduction in mechanical
properties during degradation. There was a decrease in elastic modulus (2.8 ±0.2 GPa
to 1.4 ±0.2 GPa) and strain to failure (290 ±20% to 70 ±30%) after 4 months for the
PLLA:PLCL-PEG composite with 15wt.% glass, which might allow slow transfer of
loading to newly healed tissue. These results provide understanding of the evolution of
composite mechanical properties during degradation, which is crucial in the design of
effective bioresorbable cardiac stent devices.
This work has shown the important influence that polymer matrix composition
and glass filler loading have on the evolution of polymer blend and polymer-glass
composite mechanical properties during degradation, and the degradation rate itself.
These findings have significant implications for the design of materials for bioresorbable
polymer-based cardiac stents. Although this work investigated a selected set of material
compositions, the mechanisms revealed provide a broader understanding that can be
applied to a range of other polymer blend and composite systems. This work has
made significant advances towards improved bioresorbable polymer-based materials
for cardiac stents, and has developed a theoretical framework that allows design of
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PBS Phosphate-buffered saline
PCL Polycaprolactone, a.k.a. poly-ε-caprolactone
PDLLA Poly-D,L-lactic acid (Poly-D,L-lactide)
PEG Polyethylene glycol
PGA Polyglycolic acid (Polyglycolide)
PLA Polylactic acid (Polylactide)
PLLA Poly-L-lactic acid (Poly-L-lactide)
PLCL Poly(lactide-co-caprolactone)
PLCL-PEG PEG functionalised PLCL
Abbreviations and symbols xix
PLGA Poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
R Ideal gas constant (J mol-1 K-1)
SA/V Surface area/volume ratio (m-1)
SDT Simultaneous DSC and TGA
SEM Scanning electron microscopy
T Temperature (°C)
Tg Glass transition temperature (°C)
Tc, Td, Tm Crystallisation, degradation, and melting temperatures (°C)
TGA Thermogravimetric analysis
ttrans Transition time between dissolution regimes (days)
Vm Molar volume (cm3 mol-1)
w Weight fraction (w/w or wt.%)






1.1 Medical and health background
Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are one of the leading causes of death worldwide,
resulting in 28% of all deaths in the UK, and 31% worldwide [1–3]. The World Health
Organisation has identified two specific CVDs - coronary artery disease (CAD) and
stroke - as “the world’s biggest killers”, accounting for a total of 15 million deaths
worldwide in 2015 [4]. CAD has been the world’s leading cause of total deaths since
at least 1990, and since then has also overtaken communicable diseases such as lower
respiratory infections and diarrhoeal diseases, as well as neonatal preterm birth com-
plications, as the number one cause of DALYs1 [5]. This trend is a result of an ageing
population with lowering child mortality - surviving until age 5 decreases a person’s
likelihood of dying from communicable diseases, and those that survive to adulthood
then tend to be affected by cardiovascular diseases [5].
In addition to this cost of human life and health, there is a substantial economic
burden associated with CVDs. In 2015 alone, all CVDs combined are estimated to
have cost the UK healthcare system AC12 billion, 5% of total healthcare expenditure. If
1DALY (disability-adjusted life year) is a metric that measures the total health loss a person
experiences, incorporating years of life lost from premature death, and the years lived with a disability.
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informal care and productivity costs are included, the total cost to the UK economy
can be estimated at AC26 billion. CAD, the most significant and prevalent CVD, alone
accounts for AC2.2 billion in healthcare expenditure and a cost to the UK economy of
AC9 billion in 2015 [1, 6].
From these statistics it is clear that CVDs, and in particular CAD, have an immense
cost to society. Therefore, any new technology that can reduce the incidence of this
disease, or treat it more effectively, will have a significant benefit to societal health
and to the economy.
1.1.1 Coronary artery disease
Coronary artery disease (CAD), also known as coronary heart disease (CHD) or is-
chaemic heart disease (IHD), occurs as a result of atherosclerosis of the coronary
arteries, where fatty plaque is deposited on the inner wall of the artery, restricting
blood flow to the heart [7]. This can lead to inadequate oxygen supply to the heart,
causing chest pain, heart attack, and death [7]. Atherosclerosis is depicted in Fig. 1.1,
where fatty deposits (plaque) can be seen on the inner arterial wall, narrowing the
artery and restricting blood flow.
CAD is usually treated using a procedure known as balloon angioplasty, which is
illustrated in Fig. 1.2. The obstructed blood vessel is mechanically dilated by inserting
a collapsed balloon into the affected area using a guide wire and catheter. The balloon
is then inflated, forcing the artery open and compressing the plaque that blocks the
vessel. This same process can also be used to deploy a stent, with the stent being
crimped onto the balloon and inserted in a compressed state, and then expanded by
the balloon. The catheter and guide wire are then retracted to leave the expanded
stent in place and restore normal blood flow [7].
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Fig. 1.1: Illustration of atherosclerosis in a coronary artery, showing the fatty plaque buildup.
Reproduced with permission under CC BY 3.0 [8] from [9].
1.1.2 Current stent solutions
Selecting the material of construction for a stent is perhaps the most crucial aspect of
stent design, and is where materials science can contribute to combating CAD. To date,
three main types of stents have been used to treat CAD: bare metal stents (BMS),
drug eluting stents (DES), and bioresorbable vascular scaffolds (BVS) [12]. Examples
of these types of stents are shown in Fig. 1.3
Bare metal and drug eluting stents are typically constructed using 316L stainless
steel, cobalt-chromium alloys, or nitinol shape memory alloys [17]. In addition, DESs
have a polymer coating that elutes antiproliferative or anti-inflammatory drugs [12].
BMSs were the first type of coronary stent implemented, and although this repre-
sented a significant advance, drawbacks included a 30 - 40% rate of clinically relevant
restenosis [17] (re-narrowing of the blood vessel after angioplasty [7]). This led to
the development of DESs, which release drugs that reduce neointimal growth (growth
of muscle cells on the vessel wall, which thickens walls and decreases lumen space)
[17]. Use of DESs reduced the problem of restenosis, however it also introduced a new
issue - late stent thrombosis (where a stented artery is suddenly blocked by thrombus
formation) [12]. Second-generation DESs have altered strut design, polymer coatings,
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Fig. 1.2: Illustration of balloon angioplasty, showing how the inflation of the balloon compresses the
plaque and expands the stent. Reproduced and adapted with permission under CC BY-SA 4.0 [10]
from [9, 11].
and drugs, thus reducing the risk of late stent thrombosis and other problems [12,
18]. In spite of these advances, there are concerns that permanent DESs are still
linked to chronic inflammation, neoatherosclerosis, restenosis and late stent thrombosis
(including thrombosis resulting from stent fracture) [17, 19–21]. For these reasons, a
fully bioresorbable stent is an attractive proposition to alleviate these issues.
Fully bioresorbable stents are an emerging technology, with only a handful of
devices being manufactured commercially, most of which are based on polylactic acid
(PLLA) [17]. It was only in 2016 that the first absorbable stent was approved by
the U.S. FDA to treat CAD - the Abbott Absorb GT1 BVS [22, 23]. Early clinical
data showed promising results, with bioresorption allowing return to normal vessel
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BMS DES BVS
NEXGENTM by Meril (Co-Cr) DeSolveTM by Elixir (PLLA)XienceTM by Abbott (metal with
drug-eluting polymer coating)
b)a) c)
Fig. 1.3: From left to right: examples of (a) bare metal stent (BMS), (b) drug eluting stent (DES),
and (c) bioresorbable vascular stent (BVS). (a) reproduced and adapted with permission under CC
BY-NC-SA 4.0 [13] from [14], (b, c) reproduced and adapted with permission from Elsevier and AME
Publishing Company [15, 16].
physiology and vasomotion, and no evidence of a greater incidence of adverse effects
[12, 17, 24–28]. In contrast, later results from large scale randomised clinical trials
concluded that the Absorb bioresorbable vascular scaffold was associated with increased
rates of target lesion failure and device thrombosis [29, 30]. The Absorb stent was sub-
sequently permanently withdrawn from sale by Abbott, citing low commercial sales [31].
The limitations of the current generation of BVSs have also been revealed by these
studies, including the thick struts required (due to the lower mechanical strength of
the polymeric materials), making the device bulky with the potential for fracture, with
some studies also suggesting that thicker struts increase late luminal loss. In addition,
the larger device size compared with metallic stents makes BVSs less deliverable and
reduces the procedural success rate [12, 32, 33]. The limited range of dilation possible
with polymeric BVSs compared with DESs is also a key issue, as is the need for slow
dilation and lack of visibility in X-ray images [26]. The slow resorption of PLLA has
also been identified as an important drawback. Although there is no clear consensus on
the optimal stent resorption time, it is generally thought that resorption on a timescale
that mimics the natural healing time of the human body (6 - 12 months) would be
beneficial, which is significantly faster than typical PLLA resorption times [34–36].
From the clinical literature, there is a clear mandate for development of stent ma-
terials with faster resorption times, and greater strength, stiffness, and ductility [36, 37].
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1.1.3 Stent requirements
From a materials science perspective, a cardiac stent has a number of material property
requirements that must be carefully considered when designing new materials for this
application. A summary of some properties of relevant candidate materials is shown in
Table 1.1.
Table 1.1: Summary of properties of some stent materials [38–45].
Material σy εB E Recoil Degradation
(MPa) (%) (GPa) (%) (months)
PLLA1 65 4 3.8 -26 - 24 ∼24
316L Stainless Steel 170 40 200 2 - 20 -
Co-Cr alloy 450 8 220 2 - 17 -
Nitinol2 105 8.5 35 -3 - 33 -
1σy, εB , and E for PLLA measured under standard conditions (dry at room temperature). 2Strain
shown for Nitinol is the maximum shape memory strain rather than fracture strain.
Yield strength: Once inserted, cardiac stents are under constant radial pressure
as they hold the blood vessel open. Stents are designed so as to be able to withstand
this force, which means that stents made from weaker materials tend to have larger
struts to support this force (strut thickness for PLLA stents tends to be about double
that for metallic implants [46]), which can increase blood flow turbulence, thereby
increasing the incidence of restenosis [12, 32, 47, 48]. PLLA stents tend to be bulky,
while those made of 316L stainless steel and Co-Cr alloys allow thinner struts to
be used, improving clinical outcomes [47]. Unlike metals, the mechanical properties
of polymers such as PLLA can vary significantly between ambient conditions and
the elevated temperature, hydrated state experienced in vivo, therefore changes in
mechanical properties resulting from implantation and degradation must also be taken
into account. [49, 50].
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Elongation: Ductility is another essential property of a stent material, as it must
be able to be deformed significantly during crimping and deployment as part of the
balloon angioplasty procedure, all without fracturing. The brittle nature of PLLA leads
to a limited range of dilation [26], while the increased ductility of metallic stents allows
a greater range of expansion. Embrittlement during degradation is also a concern, and
can lead to catastrophic failure of the device [51, 52].
Elastic recoil: Once a stent is expanded in vivo, significant contraction is unde-
sirable as this presents a risk of restenosis [47]. The elastic modulus of the material
plays a large role here, with stiffer materials displaying reduced recoil. The effect of
material properties is compounded however, by other factors such as stent design, as
well as patient variability, both of which can have a significant effect on the measured
recoil [39, 40]. Although manufacturers typically claim elastic recoil of < 3%, 7 - 10%
is more common, with the discrepancy arising from testing being done in air with no
external force [53].
Flexibility: In order to be deployed in vivo, a stent must be able to bend to follow
the contours of the blood vessels. Although material stiffness plays a small part here,
it is the stent design that is the major contributor to stent flexibility [47].
Radiopacity: Visibility of the stent in X-ray imaging is another important prop-
erty to consider. Metallic stents are often visible, however polymer based stents require
modification to enhance visibility. Methods used include Pt, Au, or Ta markers, or
incorporation of iodine into the polymer [46].
Degradation: Using bioresorbable stents offers the advantage of reducing some of
the long term risks associated with permanent stents, including fracture, neoatheroscle-
rosis, restenosis and late stent thrombosis [12, 17]. Early tests with PGA (polyglycolic
acid) stents failed due to the polymers quick degradation within 2 - 4 weeks [54], while
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PLLA stents are seen to take ∼ 24 months to degrade [46]. Currently the optimal
timescale of degradation is unclear, however it is generally accepted that pure PLLA is
resorbed too slowly, and that a stent resorption time of around (6 - 12 months) would
be advantageous [17, 34–36]. Biodegradable metallic stents consisting of Fe-based,
Zn-based, and in particular Mg-based alloys have also been investigated due to their
high strength compared with polymeric materials, however their low ductility, fast
and uneven corrosion behaviour, and the release of hydrogen gas are significant limita-
tions. Efforts to achieve slower and more consistent degradation have included surface
treatments or alloying elements, however these must be considered carefully due to the
potentially harmful effects of release of elements such as Al, Zr, or Ce into the body
[55, 56].
Biocompatability: Bioactive implant materials such as these must be designed to
elicit a desired response from the body, promoting endothelialisation and not causing
inflammation. BMSs, DESs and BVSs have all been seen to cause inflammation [57,
58], and in addition the poor wettability of PLLA can lead to thrombosis.
1.2 Thesis aims
This thesis aims to develop new bioresorbable stent materials with improved proper-
ties compared with current PLLA stent technology. Although achieving comparable
mechanical robustness to metallic stents (σy ≥ 100 MPa, E ≥ 200 GPa) is unrealis-
tic, improvements in these properties that close the gap between polymer-based and
metallic stents will allow the disadvantages of bioresorbable stents over the short term
to be reduced. Current PLLA stents also display inferior ductility compared with
metallic stents, leading to a reduced range of radial expansion and potential fracture if
over-dilated in vivo [28, 35, 59], however this is an area where material development
has the potential to match and even exceed the performance of metallic stents, in terms
of crimping and deployment performance.
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The main advantages of bioresorbable polymer stents over metallic stents lie in their
long-term performance, where degradation can restore normal physiological behaviour.
The current long-term performance is not optimal however, so this project aims to
accelerate the material degradation time to around 6 - 12 months, and reduce the
tendency of PLLA to become embrittled during degradation to prevent catastrophic
device fracture or fragmentation.
To achieve these aims, novel polymer blends and polymer-glass composites will
be fabricated and tested, specifically investigating the microstructure, mechanical
properties, and degradation behaviour. The interactions between these factors will also
be examined, in order to gain a mechanistic understanding of the materials’ behaviour
in dry, wet, and degraded conditions. Polymer components will be based on commercial
PLLA and novel PEG functionalised PLCL copolymers (PLCL-PEG), while phosphate
glass microparticles will be used as a filler material within a polymer composite, in order
to provide mechanical reinforcement and influence composite degradation. Chapter 2
will describe the current state of the art for these bioresorbable polymers and blends,





Since development of synthetic biodegradable polymers began in the 1960s, a huge
range of polymers have become available, from polyesters such as polylactide and
polycaprolactone, to polyurethanes, polyanhydrides, and many more [60, 61]. Despite
this wide range, there are a limited number of polymers that have suitable mechanical
and degradation properties for use as a cardiac stent. Here I will focus on polylactide
(PLA) and polycaprolactone (PCL), their copolymers, and polyethylene glycol (PEG).
2.1.1 Homopolymers and copolymers
2.1.1.1 Polylactide
Polylactide (also known as polylactic acid, PLA) is one of the most commonly used
resorbable polymers. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2.1, showing it is a chiral molecule,
giving rise to two isomers - poly-l-lactide and poly-d-lactide - which have significantly
different properties. PDLA is amorphous (compared with the semi-crystalline nature
of PLLA), mechanically weaker, and degrades faster [60, 62]. Hence most applications
use the l- isomer of PLA.
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The mechanical properties of PLLA compare favourably with most other resorbable
polymers, with a yield strength of around 60 MPa, and elastic modulus of around 4
GPa in dry, ambient conditions [38, 63]. This has lead to its application in multiple
orthopaedic fixation devices, particularly interference screws [60, 64–66], but also
scaffolds for ligament replacement [67, 68] and resorbable stents [12, 17, 26, 46, 69].
PLLA also displays relatively low toughness, with εB around 4%, limiting its use in
applications where significant plastic deformation is necessary [38, 63].
PLLA is a relatively hydrophobic polymer [60], leading to a very slow degradation
rate. It is reported that PLLA can take between 2 and 5.6 years to be completely
resorbed in vivo [66, 70], but begins to lose strength after 6 months [62]. It degrades via









Fig. 2.1: Structure of PLA (polylactide).
2.1.1.2 Polycaprolactone
Polycaprolactone (PCL) is a semicrystalline polymer with crystallinity ranging between
30 - 50%, depending on molecular weight [71]. Its structure is shown in Fig. 2.2. [60].
PCL has reduced strength compared with PLA, with a tensile strength of approximately
23 MPa, however it is extremely ductile with εB > 700% [60]. Similarly to PLA, PCL
undergoes bulk hydrolytic degradation, with a slower rate of degradation (2 - 3 years).
















Fig. 2.2: Structure of PCL (polycaprolactone).
2.1.1.3 Poly-lactide-co-caprolactone
Early work on copolymers of PLA and PCL for biodegradable implants was carried
out by Schindler et al. in the late 1970s and early 1980s [72, 73]. They found that
the stability of the copolymers under ambient conditions decreases with increasing
lactide content, until Tg exceeds ambient temperature, which was attributed to lack of
crystallinity in the copolymers with lower lactide content. Copolymers with lactide
content from 10 - 90 mol.% displayed rapid degradation in terms of molecular weight,
but weight loss took longer and was significantly dependent on lactide content, with
copolymers with higher lactide content losing weight faster [72, 73]. Dependence of
degradation on initial molecular weight is also seen, with onset of weight loss occurring
later for higher starting Mn [73].
In 1996 Seppälä et al. published a series of studies describing a set of PLCL
copolymers (poly(lactide-co-caprolactone)), where they comprehensively investigated
the effects of l- and d,l- lactide content on the mechanical, thermal and degradation
behaviour of PCL copolymers [74–76]. The mechanical and thermal properties of these
polymers is shown in Fig. 2.3, with intermediate compositions displaying reduced
mechanical strength and stiffness, which was attributed to low crystallinity at these
compositions. The reduced crystallinity for intermediate copolymer compositions also
explains the faster degradation of these compositions seen by Schindler et al. [72, 73],






























































Fig. 2.3: Mechanical and thermal properties of PLCL copolymers. Figures created from data from
Seppälä et al. [74].
In their third work of the series, Seppälä et al. investigated the effect of hydrolytic
degradation on the mechanical properties of PLCL copolymers [76]. Surprising results
were seen for some of the copolymers, which showed increased stiffness and yield
strength after degradation (up to a 9× increase in σy for PLCL(40:60) (40% lactide))
- see Fig. 2.4. This increase in mechanical strength during the degradation process
was subsequently studied by other groups, particularly Saha and Tsuji, who found
that this increase is the result of crystallisation of the amorphous copolymer, which is
accelerated by the presence of water due to enhanced chain mobility [78, 79].
From 2012 to 2014 Fernández and Sarasua et al. carried out comprehensive surveys
of the thermal and mechanical properties of multiple PLCL copolymers, investigating
the effect of and susceptibility to ageing [80–82]. Similarly to Seppälä et al. and
Saha and Tsuji, they found that ageing of PLCL copolymers, even under dry, ambient
conditions, causes crystallisation and subsequent increases in elastic modulus.
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Fig. 2.4: Changes in the tensile modulus of PLCL copolymers and PLLA and PCL homopolymers
during hydrolysis at 37℃. Figure reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons [76].
Fernández and Sarasua et al. also investigated which copolymer compositions
are prone to this effect, finding that in copolymers with high lactide content, chain
mobility is hindered, and ageing does not occur [80]. They studied the effect of the
degree of randomness in the copolymer chains on the ageing behaviour, finding that
copolymers with a high degree of randomness are less prone to ageing, in contrast to
copolymers with a structure more similar to block copolymers, which exhibit significant
crystallisation upon ageing [81, 82]. They also determined the effect that different
chain microstructures have on the thermal properties of PLCL copolymers, finding that
more random microstructures have a shorter average sequence length, which reduces
the degree of crystallinity and Tm [83, 84].
PLCL copolymers with lactide content in the range 60 - 90% have also been seen
to display a shape memory effect, with the crystalline PLLA domains acting as the
crosslinker, and the amorphous phase acting as the reversible phase [85, 86]. This




Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a water soluble polymer, whose structure is shown in Fig.
2.5. Early studies on block copolymers of PEG with PLLA, PDLLA, and PCL indicated
that addition of PEG reduces crystallinity and Tg/Tm, increases hydrophilicity, and
significantly increases the water absorption [87–91]. These copolymers have also been











Fig. 2.5: Structure of PEG (polyethylene glycol).
A significant application of PEG is for injectable temperature sensitive hydrogels
initially developed by Kim et al. in 1997 [94–96]. They developed diblock and triblock
copolymers of PEG-PLLA with varying molecular weights, and observed temperature
sensitive sol-gel behaviour at concentrations between 10 - 60 wt.% in aqueous solutions.
The sol-gel transition is tunable using the molecular weights of the PLGA and PEG
components.
PEG copolymerised with PLA/PCL has been heavily studied for applications in
injectable hydrogels for drug delivery [91, 97], but the compounds studied here are
not suitable for load bearing devices such as stents due to their mechanical properties.
In 2007 Bramfeldt et al. investigated (PDLLA-co-PCL)-(PEG)-(PDLLA-co-PCL)
block copolymers with high molecular weights, intended to have greater mechanical
strength suitable for 3D scaffold applications [98]. Although Bramfeldt’s polymers
contained large amounts of PEG, with (CL+LA):EG ratios around 3:1 - 4:1, the high
molecular weight resulted in polymers with mechanical strength comparable to pure
PCL. Bramfeldt et al. found that inclusion of the PEG block increases hydrophilicity,
increasing water absorption and hydrolysis, as well as stabilising mechanical strength
during degradation [98].
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Other authors have also investigated PLLA-PEG copolymers for applications where
increased mechanical strength is required. Hu et al. in 1994 studied PLLA-PEG copoly-
mers with PEG content of up to 18 wt.%, concluding that PEG addition increases both
hydrophilicity and degradation rate. The increased degradation rate was attributed to
a greater rate of ester cleavage at the link between PEG and PLLA blocks [99]. In 2005
Lee et al. examined similar PLLA-PEG copolymers, with PLLA/PEG mole ratios
from 6:1 to 0.9:1, and found that addition of PEG increased the water absorption,
flexibility and hydrophilicity of the material [100].
2.1.1.5 PEG short chain functionalisation
Recent work by Cameron et al. in the author’s research group at the University of
Cambridge, in collaboration with the group of Wang et al. at University College Dublin,
has investigated functionalising PLLA, PCL and PLCL copolymers with very short
PEG end groups [101–104]. In contrast to earlier work discussed in section 2.1.1.4,
these polymers typically contain around 1 mol.% PEG, a much smaller proportion
than previously tested in these copolymers.
PLLA functionalised with PEG groups of length 550 - 5000 Da was tested, with the
addition of PEG groups decreasing Tg by 10 - 15℃, and increasing water absorption
and mass loss during degradation. PEG groups also appear to enhance chain mobility,
encouraging crystallisation during degradation [101]. Similar results were seen when
fuctionalising PLCL copolymers with 550 Da PEG groups - reduced Tg (in most cases),
increased degradation rate, and a greater tendency to crystallise. This work included
mechanical tests, and found that PEG addition increases ductility for all copolymer
compositions except 100% PLLA [102, 103].
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2.1.2 Resorbable polymer blends
As discussed above, polymer properties can be effectively tuned by synthesising new
polymers using copolymerisation or functionalisation. Despite this, polymer blending
is a common alternative technique used to combine two different polymers to achieve a
desired set of properties. This method is made more attractive by its ease of use and
cost-effectiveness, allowing material properties to be customised quickly and relatively
cheaply. In addition, regulatory frameworks that require approval of any new materials,
especially for medical applications, can make blending of already-approved materials a
favourable option.
When considering polymer blends for any application, the miscibility of the compo-
nents is of critical importance. The miscibility of a polymer blend can be determined








ln(1 − ϕ1) + ϕ1(1 − ϕ1)χ (2.1)
where R is the ideal gas constant, T is temperature, ϕ1 is the volume fraction of
component 1 in the mixture, X1 and X2 are the degrees of polymerisation of compo-
nents 1 and 2, and χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter which accounts for
enthalpy change upon mixing. In this way the miscibility is sensitive to both entropic
effects, where smaller polymer chains are more miscible, and enthalpic effects, where
small changes in the structure of the polymer macromolecule can shift the balance in
either direction [107].
The result of these effects is that many polymer blends form immiscible, two-phase
mixtures. This is often clearly observed using DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry),
where distinct glass transitions are seen for each of the separate phases [108–112]. In
many cases compatibilisation of immiscible blends is desirable, to provide improved
interfacial adhesion and finer dispersion. Compatibilisation strategies include addition
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of a component miscible with both phases, addition of a copolymer where different
parts of the copolymer are miscible with each phase, and modification of one polymer
component to develop locally miscible regions [107].
Depending on the composition, two-phase polymer blends can develop a range of
morphologies including dispersed spheres and cylinders, as well as co-continuous struc-
tures including double-diamond and gyroidal structures [113]. A critical phenomenon
known as phase inversion occurs around the centre of the composition range, where a
change in composition results in the continuous and dispersed phases switching, which
can have significant effects on various properties [107, 113].
For medical applications, and in particular for cardiac stents, blends based on PLA
are of primary interest, due to the strength and bioresorbability provided by PLLA.
Its brittle nature at room temperature is a significant drawback however, leading
to efforts to develop tougher bioresorbable polymers via blending. In addition, the
slow degradation rate of PLLA can be undesirable for medical applications, where
the implanted device should be replaced by native tissue or resorbed within a certain
healing timeframe [114].
2.1.2.1 PLA/PCL blends
Initial works by Seppälä et al. on blends of PLLA with PCL found that this system
formed an immiscible blend, and that addition of the weaker, more ductile PCL to
PLLA reduced the elastic modulus and yield strength, and increased the ductility [115].
Similar results were observed by Tsuji and Ikada, and Sarasua et al. from investigations
of blends of PCL with PLLA and PDLLA [112, 116]. In general, PLA/PCL blends
are observed to form a dispersed droplet morphology, and assessment of polymer
crystallisation behaviour has shown that addition of PCL reduces the ability of PLA
to crystallise [112, 117, 118].
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Recent work by Navarro-Baena et al. has demonstrated that during hydrolytic
degradation, PCL loses mass more quickly than PLLA due to chain scission of end
groups into soluble fragments, leading to slow reduction of molecular weight and
constant mass loss. By contrast PLLA undergoes scission of the main polymer chain,
leading to faster reduction of molecular weight but without mass loss [119]. Due to the
immiscible nature of PLA/PCL blends, it has been shown that individual components
in the blend follow the same mechanism as they do in their pure state, indicating that
no interaction takes place between the degrading components. As a result, addition of
PCL to PLLA is generally seen to reduce the rate of molecular weight reduction by
hydrolysis [115, 119].
Slouf et al. found that the properties of these PLA/PCL blends are very sensitive
to the processing and subsequent microstructure of the two-phase mixture. They
developed processing techniques involving melt-mixing and selection of melt viscos-
ity to control the phase microstructure of these immiscible blends. This resulted in
PLA/PCL blends (80/20 composition) with submicron PCL droplets dispersed within
a PLA matrix, resulting in greatly increased toughness (>16× greater than pure PLA)
without significant reduction in stiffness [120–122].
2.1.2.2 PLA/PLCL blends
Despite the advances made in developing PLA/PCL blends to achieve suitable prop-
erties for biomedical applications, these materials have not found widespread use
as cardiac stent materials. Although the addition of PCL improves the toughness
and ductility of PLA, useful for crimping and expansion with decreased likelihood of
fracture, it also leads to reduced strength and increased degradation time, both of
which are unsuitable for stent materials [35]. In order to improve miscibility with PLA,
and thereby achieve superior properties, blending with a PLCL copolymer has been
utilised by a handful of authors.
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Early work was again carried out in 1996 by Seppälä et al., blending PLLA with a
PLCL copolymer (49/51 LA/CL mass ratio). These blends showed good miscibility
due to the presence of the LA component in the copolymer, and the addition of PLCL
had a similar effect on mechanical properties as PCL, reducing the yield strength
and elastic modulus, while increasing the toughness and ductility [115]. Contrary to
blends with PCL, addition of PLCL to PLLA accelerated the hydrolytic degradation
process. Later Park et al. studied the structure and degradation of PLA/PCL blend
systems compatibilised with PLCL, finding that PLCL enhances the compatibility of
this usually immiscible blend [123, 124]. The addition of PLCL also increased the rate
of hydrolytic degradation of PLA/PCL blends, with a random copolymer compatibiliser
having a larger effect than a block copolymer.
More recently, in 2015 Wang et al. utilised PLLA/PLCL blends for production of
nanofibrous scaffolds for engineering blood vessels [125]. Here the reduced modulus
and increased ductility observed when PLCL is blended with PLLA was advanta-
geous for mimicking the mechanical properties of native blood vessels, and heparinised
PLLA/PLCL blends exhibited good haemocompatability and anticoagulant activity.
Further work in 2018 by Sarasua et al. focused on blends of PLLA with PLCL (70/30
LA/CL molar ratio) [109]. Here PLLA and PLCL were found to be partially miscible
(miscible for ≤ 30 wt.% PLCL) after melt processing but immiscible after athermal
processing such as precipitation and solvent casting. The authors suggested an expla-
nation for this miscibility behaviour involving the formation of a third, compatibilising
component, formed by a transesterification reaction of PLLA and PLCL in the high tem-
perature molten state. The findings here on the mechanical properties of PLLA/PLCL
blends were also consistent with previous works, observing a reduced yield strength
and elastic modulus upon addition of PLCL to PLLA, along with increased ductility.
To date these blends of PLLA and PLCL have not been frequently studied, however
their properties show significant promise for biomedical applications, specifically for
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bioresorbable cardiac stents. The improved toughness and ductility compared with
pure PLLA is important for reducing the likelihood of fracture during crimping and
expansion, and the miscibility and accelerated degradation compared with both pure
PLLA and PLLA/PCL blends can facilitate degradation within a more appropriate
physiological timescale [35, 36].
2.1.2.3 Blends with PEG copolymers
As described previously in sections 2.1.1.4 and 2.1.1.5, incorporating a PEG component
into a bioresorbable polymer is a popular and useful technique for tuning its properties,
especially those relevant for biomedical applications. These can then be blended with
other more conventional biopolymers to achieve easily tunable properties.
In 2002 Na et al. investigated blends of PLLA and PDLLA with a PCL-PEG block
copolymer, finding that the PEG component of the copolymer is miscible with PLA,
while the PCL component is not miscible [126]. This allowed PCL-PEG to be used as
a compatibilising agent in blends of PLA and PCL to improve increase the toughness
and ductility while reducing negative effects on the yield strength and modulus.
Kim et al. studied the effects of blending PLLA-PEG copolymers with PLLA in
2011 [127]. The copolymers contained ∼ 20 mol.% PEG, and were blended with PLLA
with a copolymer:PLLA weight ratio of 90:10. Addition of PEG in this way decreased
the tensile strength and modulus slightly, reducing the glassy character of the PLLA.
The copolymer addition also increased the swelling of the blended polymer films due
to the increased hydrophilicity of PEG.
The PEG-functionalised PLCL copolymers investigated by Cameron et al. and
Wang et al. (section 2.1.1.5) have also undergone limited testing in blends with com-
mercial PLLA, with selected results shown in Fig. 2.6 [103]. The mechanical properties
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of these blended polymers are more appropriate for load bearing applications such as
cardiac stents, with blends in the middle of the composition range displaying relatively
high strength as well as good ductility. Although the copolymer used for blending
contains 70% lactide, they are seen to be immiscible with pure PLLA [103]. This is
most likely due to the high molecular weight of the polymers used. This immiscibility is
theorised to provide an optimal combination of properties under body conditions, with









Fig. 2.6: Mechanical and thermal data for PLLA:PLCL and PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends. (A) elastic
modulus, (B) yield stress, (C) glass transition temperature(s), and (D) elongation at fracture - open
black marker represents sample that slipped rather than fractured. Dotted line represents possible εf
for true fracture. Figure created from data from Cameron et al. [103]
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2.1.3 Polymer structure and properties
Bioresorbable polymers such as PLLA undergo hydrolytic degradation in an aqueous
environment, allowing them to be resorbed into the body. Understanding the mech-
anisms of this degradation is important to controlling the degradation process, and
designing materials with a desired lifetime. The microstructure of these polymers is also
of critical importance, as this determines many of the relevant mechanical properties
for medical applications. Polymer degradation and microstructure are also closely
linked, with changes in microstructure affecting degradation behaviour. Conversely,
microstructural changes can be induced by hydrolytic degradation, as well as by simple
ageing and other changes that occur over time. This section will explore factors affect-
ing PLLA degradation, the polymer microstructure, and the relationship between these.
2.1.3.1 Degradation rate and mechanisms
When immersed in an aqueous solution, aliphatic polyesters including PLA undergo
hydrolytic degradation. Initially water uptake occurs with water diffusing into the
polymer, with Fickian diffusion kinetics [128]. Although this occurs from the outside in,
any heterogeneity in water concentration across the material is usually evened out after
several days [129]. This is relatively fast compared with the overall degradation rate,
therefore the hydrolysis of ester bonds is typically considered to begin homogeneously
across the material from the start of immersion. As degradation proceeds, oligomers
with carboxylic end groups are produced, which autocatalyse the hydrolysis reaction
[72]. Mass transport of soluble oligomers then becomes important, with those close to
the surface able to leach out easily. Those inside the matrix cannot easily diffuse out so
remain in place, increasing the concentration of these acidic groups in the centre and ac-
celerating the autocatalytic hydrolysis reaction. This results in the formation of a “skin”
on the outside of the polymer, the thickness of which depends on various factors includ-
ing the diffusion and hydrolysis rates [129]. This phenomenon is summarised in Fig. 2.7.
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Fig. 2.7: Schematic diagram of the water uptake, reaction, and diffusion effects occurring during
hydrolytic degradation of bulk polymers. Figure reproduced with permission from Elsevier [129].
Molecular weight reduction via this autocatalytic mechanism can be described by
Eq. 2.2, where Mn(t1) and Mn(t2) are the (number average, g mol-1) molecular weights
of the polymer after hydrolysis times of t1 and t2 respectively, and k is the hydrolysis
rate constant [130, 131].
ln Mn(t2) = ln Mn(t1) − kt (2.2)
Values of the hydrolysis rate constant k for PLLA degradation in conditions com-
monly used to simulate in vivo degradation (immersed in PBS at 37°C) typically
range from 3 - 7 ×10−3 day-1 [131]. The work of Tsuji and Ikarashi in 2004 further
explored the effects of different factors on this hydrolysis rate. Significant dependence
on hydrolysis temperature was seen, with increased temperature accelerating hydrolysis,
consistent with Arrhenius-type behaviour up to 97°C [132]. The solution pH also has an
effect on the hydrolysis rate, with hydrolysis being slowest at pH 7, and then increasing
when the pH is modified away from this value [133]. Hydroxide and hydronium ions
were found to have a catalytic effect on PLLA hydrolysis, with the effect of hydroxide
ions being two orders of magnitude greater than the effect of hydronium ions.
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Since 2008 a more sophisticated model has been developed and refined by J. Pan
et al., describing the reduction in molecular weight and mass loss by accounting for
various types of hydrolysis and mass transport phenomena. These include noncatalytic
and autocatalytic end scission, and noncatalytic and autocatalytic random scission, as
well as oligomer production and diffusion, and surface and interior erosion [134–136].
These models have also been modified to incorporate the crystallisation of PLLA
which has been observed to occur during degradation as a result of scission providing
additional mobility for polymer chains to crystallise [137]. The work of J. Pan et al.
in developing and validating this model has uncovered several interesting aspects of
the interaction between crystallinity and degradation. Crystallisation typically occurs
much faster than hydrolysis, resulting in a crystalline phase that is much more resistant
to hydrolysis than the original amorphous phase. Despite this, it has been shown that
in the semi-crystallised polymer the amorphous chains between crystalline lamallae
(trapped within the spherulite) degrade significantly faster, and in a more autocatalytic
fashion than those outside the spherulite within an extended amorphous phase [137–139].
2.1.3.2 Structure and structural changes
The crystallisation of PLLA can result in several different structures, with α, α′, β,
and γ crystalline phases, as well as a stereocomplex between PLLA and PDLLA all
having been reported [140–148]. The α form is the most stable and commonly observed
during degradation, and can be described by an orthorhombic unit cell with lattice
parameters (a, b, c) of 10.683, 6.170, and 28.860 Å.
Other structural changes can occur in polymers such as PLLA over time; one
such process is enthalpy relaxation, sometimes referred to as ageing (although this
term is also sometimes used to describe any structural changes that occur over time,
including crystallisation). After thermal processing and cooling to below its Tg, polymer
chain mobility is slowed and the material is characterised as an amorphous glassy
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polymer - unless cooling is slow enough for crystallisation to occur. The glassy state is
thermodynamically unstable and will slowly rearrange to reach equilibrium even at
temperatures below Tg, reducing the free volume between polymer chains [149]. This
rearrangement can be observed in DSC as an increase in the endothermic peak just
after the glass transition, which represents additional energy that must be supplied
during the glass transition, due to the fact that polymer chains have lost energy to
their surroundings during relaxation to a lower energy state. This process also results
in a higher Tg due to the reduced free volume and increased intermolecular interactions
[150–153]. Both of these effects can be observed during extended ageing in Fig. 2.8.
These rearrangements can also have a significant effect on the polymer properties, in
particular the mechanical behaviour. In 2007, P. Pan et al. conducted a comprehensive
study on the effect of enthalpy relaxation on quenched PLLA [51]. The ductility was
seen to significantly decrease, while the yield strength and elastic modulus increased
after ageing as shown in Fig. 2.8. This was correlated to conformational changes and
closer packing in the aged polymer, decreasing chain mobility.
Fig. 2.8: Left: DSC curve showing the glass transition region for PLLA samples aged at 40°C for the
time indicated. Right: Tensile stress-strain curves for unaged PLLA and PLLA aged at 25°C for the
time indicated. Figures reproduced with permission from [51], copyright © 2007, American Chemical
Society.
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2.1.3.3 Hydration and mechanical properties
Although medical applications such as cardiac stents require material service conditions
of elevated temperature (37°C), and hydration with body fluid, there is a dearth of
evidence on the effect of these conditions on the mechanical properties of PLLA. It
is sometimes assumed that provided the service temperature does not exceed the Tg,
then properties measured in ambient conditions can be easily translated to in vivo
conditions, however this has proven not to be the case. Tensile testing of PLLA in the
dry state at various temperatures demonstrated large changes in mechanical behaviour
at temperatures close to but lower than the glass transition temperature, with the
material exhibiting drawing without yielding [108]. Significant changes in mechanical
behaviour were also seen below the Tg as well, with the yield strength continually
decreasing as the temperature increased from 10°C, while the strain at break increased.
Vyavahare et al. examined the hydration behaviour of PLLA and the effect this has
on the polymer structure using FTIR and DSC, observing that even though the water
uptake is low (0.5 - 1 wt.%), the formation of water clusters within the polymer disrupts
dipole-dipole interactions between PLLA chains, increasing the free volume and chain
mobility [50]. It was also seen that this hydration considerably accelerates the enthalpy
relaxation process due to this enhanced mobility, leading to faster ageing and densifica-
tion than in the dry state. Cameron et al. investigated the mechanical behaviour of
PLLA in dry and hydrated conditions, and also found that water has a plasticising
effect on PLLA, resulting in changes in the micro-scale mechanism of deformation
(formation of new crazes dominates in wet conditions, rather than development of
existing crazes why the material is dry) [154]. A reduction in yield stress was observed
after hydration from 62.2±1.5 MPa to 53.2±1.7 MPa, however large changes in the
bulk mechanical behaviour were not observed, possibly because the testing temperature
remained constant throughout. Bobel et al. also conducted tests under a range of
temperatures and hydration conditions using solvent cast PLLA films, finding that more
plastic behaviour is associated with a higher temperature and a reduced strain rate [49].
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2.1.4 Outlook for resorbable polymers
Due to its bioresorbability and relatively high strength compared with other similar
polymers, PLLA is likely to remain a major component of any bioresorbable cardiac
stent device. In spite of this, it still displays numerous disadvantages that hinder its
application in this area and where progress in materials development can be made,
namely its brittle nature and slow degradation. Blending with other polymers is a
promising technique for tuning polymer properties; and blends of PLLA with PCL
have been shown to provide improved toughness and ductility, although these are
immiscible and actually increase the degradation lifetime. Blends of PLCL with PLLA
have not been investigated as thoroughly but are perhaps more encouraging for this
application, as they enable similar toughness and ductility increases, while improving
the miscibility behaviour and accelerating the degradation rate as desired.
There is also evidence that incorporating PEG functional groups into the polymer
blends, for instance by blending PLLA with PLCL-PEG, can have certain advantages.
The good miscibility of PEG with PLLA allows PEG groups to compatibilise blends
with PLLA, improving the blend miscibility, and its plasticising effect also increases
toughness and ductility without a large reduction in yield strength or elastic modulus.
The greater hydrophilicity afforded by PEG also increases water absorption and there-
fore the hydrolytic degradation rate, essential for allowing resorption of cardiac stents
within a desired functional lifetime.
Improvement of material properties by blending is anticipated to improve the
degradation behaviour of PLLA, as well as increasing the material toughness and
ductility. No improvement in yield strength or elastic modulus is expected, in fact
blending PLLA with PCL or PLCL typically reduces these parameters compared with
pure PLLA, and careful control of composition and processing is important to minimise
this reduction. For successful implementation as cardiac stent materials, the yield
strength and elastic modulus require improvement over the properties seen for pure
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PLLA, in order to reduce stent recoil and decrease the stent strut size, both of which
are associated with an increased restenosis risk. Incorporating an inorganic component
such as phosphate glass to produce a polymer-glass composite is one technique for
providing the mechanical reinforcement required, where the hard and brittle inorganic
phase provides reinforcement to the softer and more ductile polymer matrix. Section
2.2 will provide an overview of relevant literature relating to these bioactive glasses,
while section 2.3 will discuss the state-of-the-art for polymer composites.
2.2 Bioactive glasses
2.2.1 Bioglass®
The original bioactive glass (Bioglass®) was developed by Hench et al. in 1969 [155–
157]. This was a SiO2-Na2O-CaO-P2O5 system (Fig. 2.9) which displayed very strong
bonding with bone - such that the adhesion strength was stronger than the cohesive
strength of bone [156]. Since its invention, Bioglass® has been approved for and used in
prosthetic devices such as ossicular reconstruction prostheses (ear bone replacement),
dental implants, particulate bone grafting (NovaBone®) and others [157]. A key ad-
vantage of this material is its ability to form strong bonds with both hard and soft tissue.
The mechanism of this bonding was a subject of controversy for some time, however
it has been revealed that the release of soluble silica and calcia ions, and the subsequent
formation of a high surface area hydrated silica/hydroxy carbonate apatite (HCA) on
the glass surface is important. This influences adsorption of growth factors and the
attachment and differentiation of osteoblasts. The matrix then mineralises and cells
are encased in a collagen-HCA matrix within 6-12 days [157].
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Fig. 2.9: Compositional diagram for bone-bonding biactive glasses. Region S is a region of Class A
bioactivity where bioactive glasses bond to both bone and soft tissues and are gene activating. Region
C is a region where glasses do not bond and are resorbable. Figure reproduced with permission from
Springer Nature [157].
Although some compositions in this system are bioresorbable (region C, Fig. 2.9),
these are typically resorbed too quickly (within 10 - 30 days of implantation [158]) to
be of use for resorbable load bearing implants.
2.2.2 Phosphate glasses
In order to overcome the limitations of silica-based glasses, much work in recent years
has focused on phosphate-based glasses, in particular the P2O5-CaO-Na2O system.
This has been led by the research groups of Abou Neel, Ahmed and Knowles at Uni-
versity College London, and Rudd, Scotchford and Walker, and later Ahmed, at the
University of Nottingham.
2.2.2.1 Phosphate vs. silicate glasses
Phosphorus and silicate glasses both use a tetrahedral unit as the main building block,
however the PO3−4 unit has some crucial differences to the SiO4−4 unit. In comparison
to silicon (4+), phosphorus has a 5+ charge, meaning that when forming a tetrahedral
network one of the P-O bonds is a double bond (i.e. a terminal rather than a bridging
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oxygen atom). This limits sharing of oxygen atoms and decreases connectivity and
therefore rigidity [159].
These phosphate tetrahedra are classified according to the number of oxygen atoms
shared with neighbouring phosphorus atoms, known as bridging oxygens. These are
labelled using Qi, where i is the number of bridging oxygens, and can vary from 0 to
3, as shown in Fig. 2.10 [159, 160]. Pure vitreous P2O5 contains only Q3 tetrahedra,
while the addition of modifying oxides reduces the number of bridging oxygens and
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Fig. 2.10: Nomenclature and representation of phosphate tetrahedra with different polymerisations
[159].
Pure vitreous SiO2 glass is chemically stable, but pure P2O5 glass by contrast is
not - it is vulnerable to hydrolysis of the P-O-P bond by atmospheric moisture, giving
it a hygroscopic nature [159, 160, 162]. In order to reduce its tendency to hydrolyse,
metal oxides are often added to phosphate glasses to improve chemical stability, as the
P-O-M+ bonds (where M is a metal cation) are more stable than P-O-P bonds with
regards to hydrolysis [159]. Although the solubility of the phosphate species makes it
less chemically stable than silicate glass, this solubility is responsible for the formation
of the apatite layer when Bioglass® bonds to bone, leading to strong bone bonding
[159, 163].
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2.2.2.2 Composition effects on dissolution
The ternary P2O5-CaO-Na2O system was first developed by Uo et al. in 1998 [164] -
these have P2O5 content around 50 mol.% or higher. They characterised the dissolution
rate of these phosphate glasses, and the dependence on composition [164], finding that
CaO content has a large effect on the dissolution rate. This is illustrated in Figure
2.11, and was verified in further studies by Knowles et al. [165].
Fig. 2.11: Dissolution rate of ternary phosphate glasses in SBF at 37℃. Figure reproduced with
permission from Elsevier [164].
Nazhat and Knowles et al. investigated the effect of Fe addition to phosphate glass
in the (P2O5)50(CaO)30(Na2O)20−x(Fe2O3)x system, where x = 0 − 5 [166]. Addition of
Fe2O3 increased the hydrophobicity, and reduced the degradation rate from ∼ 2.7×10−6
to ∼ 4.5 × 10−8 g/cm2.h. In 2006 Walker and Rudd et al. also examined the effect of
Fe2O3 addition, along with MgO and CaO [167]. It was found that addition of these
metals reduces the dissolution rate, and that the effect increases according to Fe > Mg
> Ca, as shown in Fig. 2.12.
Multiple quaternary systems based on the P2O5-CaO-Na2O ternary system have
been studied. Knowles et al. investigated addition of K2O, and replacement of Na2O
with K2O. This greatly increased the dissolution rate, in some cases so much that
biocompatability studies were not possible [159, 168].
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Fig. 2.12: Variation in degradation rate of phosphate glasses with respect to increasing metal oxide
content. Figure reproduced with permission from Elsevier [167].
Quaternary (P2O5)45(CaO)32−x(Na2O)23(MgO)x systems were studied by Knowles
et al., substituting MgO in place of CaO. This decreased the degradation rate as
expected from the results of Walker and Rudd et al. [167, 169]. Further studies
by Walker and Rudd et al. on the addition of MgO in these quaternary systems
indicates that high MgO content (30%) makes the glass more prone to devitrification,
but even low amounts of MgO (10%) can reduce the dissolution rate by about 10 × [170].
Knowles et al. examined the effect of ZnO in the (P2O5)50(CaO)40−x(Na2O)10(ZnO)x
system, finding that it increases the degradation rate and surface hydrophilicity [171,
172]. The effect of addition of TiO2 has also been studied by Knowles et al., in
the composition range (P2O5)50(CaO)30(Na2O)20−x(TiO2)x, where x = 1, 3, 5. TiO2
addition has a stabilising effect on the glass structure, forming chain terminating rather
than chain extending groups, resulting in slower dissolution [171, 173–176].
In 2013 Walker and Rudd et al. characterised the dissolution behaviour of the
phosphate glass system commonly used in their polymer composites (see section 2.3)
- (P2O5)45(MgO)24(CaO)16(Na2O)11(Fe2O3)4. The dissolution rate was found to be
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between 2.9 × 10−6 and 4.8 × 10−8 g/cm2.h, depending on the dissolution time (disso-
lution slowed after around 2 days) [177].
2.2.2.3 Biological effects
Much of the research into the biological effects of phosphate glasses has focused on
their potential application as hard tissue (i.e. bone) implants, as their mechanical
properties make them a natural choice for this application. Phosphate glasses are only
considered for use in stents when part of a composite with a polymer, therefore their
biological effects in this context will be discussed in section 2.3. Here I will briefly
discuss the biological effects of phosphate glasses when used as an implant in isolation.
The dissolution rate of phosphate glasses has been seen multiple times to be closely
linked to the biocompatibility of the material. In order to support cell adhesion and
survival, the glass surface must have an appropriate dissolution rate - if it dissolves
too fast, the surface is too unstable for physical bonding [178–181]. The addition of
different metal oxides can also be used to control the biological effects of the glass,
with MgO and TiO2 having a beneficial effect on cell attachment, proliferation, and
viability [169, 172], while addition of ZnO does not promote cell adhesion [171].
Due to their solubility, phosphate glasses have been heavily investigated for use
as controlled release glasses, where the dissolution of the glass is used to release a
certain ion or ions, to elicit a desired effect from the host system. Some key examples
of this are the use of phosphate glasses doped with Cu, Co and Se to treat trace
element deficiencies in animals [182, 183], and those doped with Cu, Ag or Ga for their
antibacterial effect, to prevent infection [184–189].
In the use of phosphate glasses, the dissolution products are of crucial importance.
The release of ionic dissolution products such as calcium, silica, phosphate, and sodium
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ions from bioactive glasses can have a significant impact on the biological response,
increasing production of certain growth factors and osteoblast activity, however dosage
is important, as too high an ionic concentration can be toxic [155, 173]. In addition to
calcium and phosphate ions, other components can be included in phosphate glasses
that play a role in bone formation, including zinc, magnesium, strontium, titanium
and boron [173, 190, 191]. As mentioned above, copper has been incorporated into
phosphate glasses for its antibacterial effect, however it is also known to play a role in
angiogenic processes [173, 192–195]. It is therefore conceivable that copper delivery
from phosphate glasses could be used to promote vascularisation, although as yet this
has not been tested [173, 193].
There is also evidence that the presence of extracellular pyrophosphate ions (P2O74-)
plays a major role in preventing vascular calcification. The work of Villa-Bellosta et
al. has demonstrated that synthesis of calcification inhibitors is the main mechanism
by which cells can prevent vascular calcification (i.e. formation of hydroxyapatite).
Pyrophosphate ions are one of the main inhibitors of calcification, and act by binding
directly to nascent hydroxyapatite crystals, preventing further crystal growth [196–199].
Although they are not the final product of the complete phosphate glass hydrolysis
reaction (Eq. 2.4), release of these ions during dissolution prior to complete hydrolysis
has been observed [176, 200]. These are promising results, and suggest that phosphate
glass composites could be used to provide a slow release of pyrophosphate ions from a
cardiac stent, suppressing vascular calcification and improving the long-term outcomes
of cardiac stent implantation.
2.2.2.4 Dissolution mechanics
The dissolution of phosphate glasses in aqueous media is known to depend on a variety of
factors, including the glass composition, solution pH, temperature, and solution concen-
tration [201–203]. The work of Bunker et al. in 1984 was one of the first to investigate
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the dissolution mechanisms of these glasses, utilising the (P2O5)50(CaO)x(M2O)50−x
system (where M is Li or Na) [201]. They proposed that phosphate glass dissolution in
water occurs by two interdependent steps, hydration and hydrolysis, as shown in Eqs.


























The hydration reaction involves ion exchange where the glass exchanges metal
cations (often Na or Ca) with the hydrogen ions in water, forming a hydrated layer
on the surface [201, 204]. The hydrolysis reaction by contrast is a network breakage
reaction, where the P-O-P bonds in the hydrated layer undergo cleavage by hydrogen
ions and water molecules, breaking down the phosphate glass network into chains of
differing lengths [202]. When all bridging oxygen bonds (P-O-P) have been hydrolysed,
orthophosphate ions can dissolve directly, however polyphosphate ions can also be
released into solution before undergoing complete hydrolysis [176, 200].
Bunker et al. also identified two distinct regimes of dissolution kinetics, with an
initial period where weight loss is a function of t1/2, and a second stage where weight
losses are linear with time [201]. This phenomenon was also corroborated by other
authors [200, 205], however Delahaye et al. did not observe this and suggested that
the t1/2 dependence seen was a result of increasing ionic strength in the solution during
the early stages of dissolution [163]. The effect of the ion exchange reaction that is
theorised to occur during this kinetic regime has also been debated, with Gao et al.
proposing that diffusion of water molecules into the bulk glass is the rate limiting step
in formation of the hydrated layer, rather than ion exchange [203].
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The formation of this hydrated layer is generally accepted, however its nature is
also subject to uncertain evidence. Delahaye et al. reported that the composition
and structure of the hydrated layer was the same as in the pristine glass [163], while
Massera et al. demonstrated that the hydrated layer consists of various crystalline
metal salts, depending on the glass and solution composition [204]. In the original
work of Bunker et al. the nature of the hydration layer was not described, although an
alteration layer composed of hydroxyapatite crystals was observed [201]. It is clear that
the existing literature on the mechanisms of phosphate glass dissolution still leaves
some questions remaining.
Observations of the effects of different parameters on the glass dissolution rate are
also valuable for assessing dissolution behaviour. The effect of solution pH has been
described in a number of studies, finding that modification of the pH away from a
neutral value of 7 accelerates the dissolution process [163, 201, 204], while increases
in temperature are seen to increase the dissolution rate consistently, according to an
Arrhenius relationship [200, 203, 205]. The solution concentration can also play a
significant role, with increased ionic concentration reducing the dissolution rate [163,
203].
2.2.2.5 Dissolution rate models
When characterising phosphate glasses for resorbable implants, accurate measurement
of the dissolution behaviour is key. Much of the research carried out on phosphate
glasses in recent (since the early 2000s) years reports dissolution rates in g.cm−2.h−1,
assuming a linear weight loss with time (i.e. zero-order release), in spite of the fact
that weight loss is often non-linear [177, 206]. Indeed, it was shown by Bunker et
al. as early as 1984 that phosphate glasses (in the (P2O5)50(CaO)x(M2O)50−x system,
where M is Li or Na) show non-linear dissolution, with a first stage where weight
loss is a function of t1/2, and a second stage where weight losses are linear with time [201].
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In 2017 Ma et al. built on the work of Bunker et al. and used a two-stage model to
describe the dissolution of phosphate glasses [205]. Here the first stage is controlled by
3D diffusion, involving penetration of H2O into the glass and diffusion of ions through
the hydrated layer back into solution. This can be modelled by Eq. 2.5, where α is the
mass fraction dissolved after time t, and kDM is the reaction rate parameter for the
diffusion model, assuming spherical particles. This is equivalent to the Jander equation
[207–209].
1 − (1 − α)1/3 = kDM t1/2 (2.5)
The second stage of the dissolution process is controlled by linear reaction rate
kinetics. Here the hydrolysis reaction on the surface is the rate limiting step, so the
reduction in surface area as volume decreases determines the mass loss. This can be
modelled by Eq. 2.6, where kCV M is the reaction rate parameter for the contracting
volume model [208–210].
1 − (1 − α)1/3 = kCV M t (2.6)
An example of this two-stage diffusion and contracting volume model is shown in
Fig. 2.13, and it is clear that this more accurately describes the dissolution kinetics than
either model alone, or a simple linear (zero-order) weight loss. A physical explanation
for the cause of the transition between these two stages of dissolution is not currently
known, however Ma et al. have speculated that it may be related to the nature of the
alteration layer that forms on the glass surface [205].
2.2.3 Outlook for phosphate glasses
Phosphate glasses are a powerful and versatile technology for biological applications.
Their dissolution rate can be tuned over many orders of magnitude by varying the
composition, and in addition to their bioactivity, the biological response to these
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Fig. 2.13: Mass fraction (α) of phosphate glass dissolved during static dissolution test at 60℃, fitted
with 3D diffusion model (DM, dashed line) and contracting volume model (CVM, solid line). Figure
reproduced with permission from Elsevier [205].
materials can also be controlled by adapting the glass composition. Despite previous
work in this area however, there still remain several fundamental questions about
the dissolution behaviour of these glasses. Multi-stage dissolution is often observed,
however the cause of this transition and the factors affecting it remain unclear. It has
been suggested that the hydration or alteration layer may play a role in this transition,
but this hypothesis has not been thoroughly investigated. The nature of this layer
itself is also subject to conflicting evidence in terms of its structure and composition.
In medical applications, knowledge of phosphate glass dissolution under in vivo
conditions is crucial to designing effective and safe implant materials. Although simpli-
fied environments are preferable for investigations of the multi-stage mechanisms of
dissolution, it is important to understand how these mechanisms will behave in their
eventual application. Unfortunately, relatively few studies to date have investigated
these multi-stage mechanisms under simulated body conditions. For applications of
phosphate glass as a reinforcing phase in polymer-glass composites for cardiac stents,
knowledge of the dissolution behaviour in more complex environments is also critical.
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As well as contributions from body fluid, the degradation of polymers (in this case typi-
cally into lactic acid) provides additional complexity to the dissolution environment. In
order to apply these materials to polymer-glass composite stents, knowledge of the effect
of these more complex environments on the dissolution rate and mechanisms is required.
The influence of pyrophosphate ions, a phosphate glass dissolution product, on
vascular calcification, is another promising finding with particular relevance to applica-
tions in cardiac stents. This suggests that incorporating phosphate glass into polymer
composite stents could provide the additional advantage of suppressing vascular calcifi-
cation, however this effect has not yet been tested for pyrophosphate supplied by an
implanted device.
2.3 Polymer glass composites
2.3.1 Composite processing
2.3.1.1 Solvent methods
Solvent methods are one of the more common methods of fabricating polymer compos-
ites with a filler such as phosphate glass. This method typically works by dissolving the
polymer in a solvent such as acetone, chloroform, dichloromethane or similar, adding
the filler in particulate form and stirring (sometimes with sonication), and then casting
films. The films are often vacuum dried at slightly elevated temperature to remove any
residual solvent. [211–215].
In order to use this method for composites with nanoparticles of filler, rather than
microparticles, Best and Cameron et al. developed a method using attritor milling to
obtain an evenly dispersed nanocomposite [216–218]. This involves attritor milling of
the filler material in acetone to reduce particle size to the nanoparticle range, gradual
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dissolution of the polymer into this slurry, and then similar drying steps to the proce-
dure described above.
Solvent based methods offer a versatile and simple method of producing polymer
glass composites, however their drawbacks include use of large quantities of solvent,
which can be hazardous and expensive, especially when scaling up production to larger
quantities. In addition, it can be difficult to remove all traces of residual solvent from
the composite, which can be harmful to cells or tissue, as well having a plasticising
effect on the mechanical properties [219]. Although the filler component can be well
dispersed into the slurry, particle agglomeration can occur during solvent removal,
depending on the drying speed and conditions, leading to inferior properties [220].
2.3.1.2 Melt blending
Melt blending is another popular technique for incorporating a particulate filler material
into a polymer composite. This requires the use of an extruder/compounder, which
heats the polymer above its melting temperature, and uses the rotation of the screw(s)
inside the extruder to mix the filler and polymer together [218, 221–223]. This has
the advantage of being a very scalable method that is already widely used industrially,
and does not require large amounts of hazardous solvent. The method is not without
drawbacks however, requiring expensive, specialised equipment, and involving extended
thermal cycling at high temperature combined with shear forces which can degrade
the molecular weight of the polymer [224], leading to loss of mechanical properties and
degradation resistance [103, 220].
A similar but even more severe effect has been observed during thermal processing
of Bioglass®-PDLLA composites, where a reaction takes place at the polymer-glass in-
terface, forming carboxylate salts and leading to significant molecular weight reduction.
This in turn leads to a reduction in the mechanical properties of the composite. [225].
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This reaction effect has not been observed for composites with phosphate glass, how-
ever it is clear that thermal processing of these composites must be carried out carefully.
2.3.1.3 Fibre mat stacking
The fibre mat stacking process has been used extensively by Rudd and Ahmed et al.
for making composites using phosphate glass fibres, and is similar to the process used
for lay-up of conventional fibreglass that is ubiquitous in many areas of construction
(examples include aircraft, boats, swimming pools, water tanks, roofing etc.). Glass
fibres are arranged in random or unidirectional mats, which are then stacked alterna-
tively with films of the desired polymer component. The completed stack can then be
heated and pressed to form the final composite [226–230].
This process is readily scalable, and the ability to selectively orient the glass fibres
is attractive from an engineering standpoint - mechanical properties can be enhanced
to withstand stress in a certain direction. This does mean however, that glass fibres
do not provide comparable reinforcement in the stacking direction. The process also
results in a structure that is somewhat ordered, rather than a well mixed distribution
of glass filler within the polymer matrix. One technical difficulty is that the process
first requires that the glass used is drawn into fibres, which is non-trivial.
2.3.1.4 In situ polymerisation
Preparation of composites by in situ polymerisation has been developed for fibre
composites with a matrix of polycaprolactone. In this method, a reaction mixture
containing the monomer and catalyst is added to a mold that contains glass fibres,
which is then heated to initiate polymerisation [231–235]. This typically results in very
good bonding between the glass and polymer matrix, however good mixing may be
difficult if glass fibres are not used. In addition, the process is specific to the exact
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polymer matrix used, and would need to be modified for each different polymer, making
it inflexible compared with the other techniques discussed. In situ polymerisation
methods can also be prone to incomplete reaction, leading to encapsulation of residual
unreacted monomer within the composite. This in turn can have an adverse effect on
the desired properties, catalysing polymer degradation or weakening the structure [220].
2.3.2 Mechanical properties
Addition of a filler material (such as phosphate glass or other glass/ceramic particle)
usually has consistent effects on the mechanical properties of the composite. Typically
the elastic modulus is increased [211, 213, 215, 236, 237], which is expected from
the comparably higher stiffness of the filler material, and known composite mixing
rules [44]. Similarly, a reduction in strain at break (εB) is also often seen upon the
addition of stiffer particles to the composite [211, 213]. The behaviour of the yield
strength is more varied. It could be expected that the addition of particles with
higher yield strength would increase the yield strength of the composite [213, 215, 237].
However, the degree of adhesion between the matrix polymer and the particles plays
a large role in the yield strength, and therefore it is sometimes that case that if this
is insufficient, the yield strength can be decreased by addition of filler [211]. A key
parameter to control when the mechanical properties of the composite are important
is the dispersion of particles within the composite. Enhancement of strength and
stiffness is seen to be directly related to achieving good dispersion within the polymer
matrix, and agglomeration generally leads to inferior outcomes. This is also the case
for the ductility, where agglomeration of inorganic particles creates larger defects, re-
sulting in reduced strain at break when compared with a well dispersed composite [220].
Significant work has been done by Rudd, Walker and Ahmed et al. on the use of
various coupling agents to increase the bonding strength between the polymer matrix
and phosphate glass fibres [233]. Coupling agents including HEMA (2-hydroxyethyl
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methacrylate), APS (3-aminopropyltriethoxysilane), EA (etidronic acid), HDI (hex-
amethylene diisocyanate), Mg metal, and sorbitol-ended PLA oligomers are seen to
improve the interfacial shear stress between phosphate glass fibres and the polymer
matrix, and therefore improve bulk properties such as the elastic modulus and yield
strength [234, 238–240]. This improved adhesion between the polymer matrix and
glass fibres is also seen to reduce the rate of degradation, possibly by reducing the
wicking effect up the fibres, or the effect of the coupling agent making the polymer
more hydrophobic. The retention of mechanical properties during degradation is also
seen to be improved by the increased adhesion caused by these coupling agents [230,
234, 235, 240, 241].
2.3.3 Degradation behaviour
In addition to the adhesion discussed above, there are a number of factors relating to
the composite that affect the degradation behaviour, including the size and morphology
of the glass filler, the amount, and the composition of the glass.
2.3.3.1 Size and morphology
Early in the development of composites with bioactive glass, Seppälä et al. used a silica
based glass ((SiO2)53(Na2O)23(CaO)20(P2O5)4) in composites with a PLCL matrix,
finding that a smaller particle size increases the rate of degradation, as seen in Fig.
2.14. This was attributed to high water absorption in the composites (possibly due
to increased interfacial area), leading to increased polymer hydrolysis [242]. In the
work of Rudd, Walker and Ahmed et al., wicking of fluid up the glass fibres along
the interface is seen to increase the degradation rate, especially for continuous fibres
[230]. It is clear that the size and shape of the glass component in a composite has a
significant impact on the degradation properties, via its effect on the interfacial area,
which can act as a conduit and reservoir for dissolution media.
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Fig. 2.14: (A) Water absorption in P(CL/DL-LA) (+), and composites BG40S (△), BG60S (▲),
BG40L (◦), BG60L (•) and BG70L (×). S and L denote small and large particles, and 40, 60, 70
are the wt. % glass content. (B) Changes in average (by number and weight) molecular weights of
P(CL/DL-LA) polymer (+) and BG60S composite (▲). Figures reproduced with permission from
Elsevier [242].
There is an opposing effect at work as well however, relating to the buffering effect
that arises from dissolved filler particles. The work of Best and Cameron et al. on
PLGA-αTCP (tricalcium phosphate) composites has shown that smaller particles are
more effective at slowing degradation, as they are more soluble and thus display a
more effective buffering action [217]. This buffering effect is heavily dependent on the
composition of the filler, and will be discussed further in section 2.3.3.3.
2.3.3.2 Particle loading
The amount of filler present in the composite (also known as the loading) is another
important factor that determines the degradation properties. The effect of particle
loading is dependent on the relative solubility of the polymer and glass components -
in many cases the glasses used are more soluble than the PLA/PCL matrix, therefore a
greater amount of more soluble glass leads to greater mass loss [230, 242–244]. In cases
where the polymer matrix is more soluble, such as with PLGA filled with Si-based
glass, a greater amount of less soluble glass leads to lower mass loss [245].
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Of more interest is the effect on the molecular weight of the polymer component,
but unfortunately on this matter there is little consistent evidence. There is some
indication that increased loading of glass reduces molecular weight loss in PLA based
copolymers [245–247], but conflicting evidence shows increased loading accelerating
molecular weight degradation in PCL based copolymers [242]. In addition, the studies
cited here use silicate-based glass rather than phosphate glasses, so it remains to be seen
how loading of phosphate glasses affects molecular weight reduction during degradation.
2.3.3.3 Glass composition
The glass composition is one of the most crucial factors in determining the degradation
of polymer glass composites. As previously discussed, the composition of the glass
directly affects the dissolution rate of the glass, which in turn can affect the weight loss
of the composite. However there are also more complex interactions at play, involving
the buffering effect that arises from dissolution of bioceramics and bioglasses [246,
248–252]. This is proposed to occur by exchange of protons in water for alkali ions in
the glass, resulting in a pH buffering effect at the surface of the polymer [252].
Knowles et al. investigated PCL composites with phosphate glass filler, in the
(P2O5)45(CaO)x(Na2O)55−x system, and found that increased CaO content in the glass
leads to a reduced degradation rate [253, 254]. Increased CaO content in phosphate
glass is known to reduce the dissolution rate (see section 2.2.2.2), however this is not
simply an effect arising from a more slowly dissolving glass, as increased CaO content
was also seen to reduce the rate of molecular weight degradation. This does not appear
to be the result of increased buffer capacity from the CaO-rich glass however, as the
higher CaO glass dissolved slower and thus resulted in a lower concentration of Ca ions
in solution. The mechanism of this reduced hydrolysis rate is currently unclear, but may
be related to the smaller pH drop that occurs upon from dissolution of high CaO glasses.
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A similar study was carried out by Ahmed, Rudd and Nazhat et al., where PCL
or PLA polymer matrices were filled with phosphate glass fibres with composition
(P2O5)50(CaO)40(Si2O)10−xFe2O3)x [214, 228, 255]. Phosphate glasses with higher Fe
content dissolved more slowly and and reduced solution pH much less (when dissolving
in isolation without the polymer matrix) compared with glasses with Si2O substituted
for Fe2O3. When incorporated into composites, the higher Fe2O3 glass significantly
reduced the degradation rate, however in this case no reduction in polymer molecular
weight was seen after 56 days degradation.
2.3.4 Biological effects
2.3.4.1 Silicate-based glasses
The biological effects of polymer-glass composites are critical to their eventual ap-
plication as implant materials, and these effects have been investigated in multiple
ways. Boccaccini and Hench et al., as well as Erdemli et al., used osteosarcoma cells to
assess the biocompatability of PDLLA and PCL composites filled with silicate-based
bioactive glasses [256, 257]. They found that addition of glass to the polymer improved
the adhesion and proliferation of these cells. Kim et al. conducted a similar series of
studies, investigating the effect of PDLA and PCL composites with silica-based bioac-
tive glass, using preosteoblastic cells to assess the material’s suitability for orthopaedic
applications [236, 258, 259]. They also observed improved cell growth and proliferation
on the composite samples, which also displayed good cell viability, adhesion, and
improved differentiation and mineralisation behaviour of the cells.
Boccaccini et al. used bone marrow cells to investigate the biocompatability of
PDLLA composites with silicate-based bioactive glass, and also found that addition of
glass improved cell differentiation, adhesion, spreading and proliferation [260]. This
improvement was greater for composites with 5 wt.% glass than for 40 wt.%, suggesting
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that increased ion release from a larger glass content could be cytotoxic. Seppälä et al.
and Boccaccini and Hench et al. used fibroblasts to study the biocompatability of PCL
and PGA composites with silicate-based bioactive glasses, finding that addition of glass
increased fibroblast adhesion [261], and increased vascularisation and secretion of VEGF
(vascular endothelial growth factor), a promising result for cardiac stent applications
[262]. Examples of increased VEGF secretion from fibroblasts, and vascularisation of
tissue around the implant can be seen in Fig. 2.15.
A B
Fig. 2.15: (A) VEGF secretion by fibroblasts grown on cell plates coated with bioactive glass
(*p<0.05, **p<0.01). (B) Blood vessels (arrows) with red blood cells present in the lumen are shown
throughout the glass (⋆) -composite mesh (◀) and surrounding tissue after 42 days in vivo. Stained
with haematoxylin and van Gieson’s stain. Figures reproduced with permission from Elsevier [262].
These results indicate that composites with polyesters and silicate based bioactive
glasses are compatible with a wide range of cell types, and can elicit favourable biologi-
cal responses compared with the unfilled polymer.
2.3.4.2 Phosphate-based glasses
The biocompatability of polymer composites with phosphate glasses has also been
investigated by Rudd, Ahmed and Nazhat et al., Kim and Knowles et al., and Navarro
et al., using osteoblastic cells [253, 255, 263]. They looked at PCL and PLA composites
with phosphate glasses, finding that these composites are cytocompatible and display
no adverse effects, and that the addition of glass improves cell viability and proliferation.
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This is at odds with other work by Knowles and Nazhat et al., where addition of
phosphate glass to PLA was seen to reduce osteoblast proliferation and attachment,
however this was attributed to the rapid dissolution of the glass used here [244]. Other
results by Rudd and Ahmed support this, indicating that reducing the dissolution rate
of the glass in the composite improves the biocompatability by providing a more stable
surface for cell attachment [227, 264]. This is similar to the behaviour of phospate
glasses when used alone, as described in section 2.2.2.3.
Knowles et al. and Rudd, Ahmed and Nazhat et al. also investigated the effect
of altering the glass composition within the composite on biocompatability. Addi-
tion of TiO2 to the glass appeared to improve cell proliferation [265], while addition
of SiO2 did not affect the cytocompatability [228]. Rudd, Walker and Ahmed et
al. also assessed the biocompatability of selected coupling agents used to improve
interfacial properties of the composite (discussed in section 2.3.2) using osteosarcoma
cells, osteoblasts, and macrophages. It was found that interfacial treatments with
silane, APS, HDI, Mg metal and sorbitol-ended PLA oligomers were all cytocompatible,
and made no difference to the cell activity, attachment, and proliferation [233, 239, 241].
2.3.4.3 In vivo effects
A limited number of in vivo studies have been performed on polymer-glass composites
to date. In 1997 Lowry et al. used phosphate glass-PCL composites to repair humerus
fractures in rabbits, finding that although the composite caused minimal inflammation,
it was not mechanically strong enough for fracture fixation [266]. Erdemli et al. and
Kim et al. both tested PCL composites filled with silicate-based bioactive glass as
bone implants, finding that these composites displayed good bone ingrowth, which was
enhanced for the composite compared with unfilled PCL [236, 257]. The enhanced in
vivo bone growth for the composite compared with PCL is shown in Fig. 2.16.
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Fig. 2.16: Optical images of newly formed bone near the defect centre showing the empty defect (a),
pure PCL membrane (b), and PCL-bioactive glass composite membrane (c). NB denotes new bone.
Figures reproduced with permission from John Wiley and Sons [236].
2.3.5 Outlook for polymer-glass composites
Polymer-glass composites have been the subject of considerable research, in particular
due to their suitability for orthopaedic applications. A variety of effective composite
fabrication methods have been reported, but it remains a challenge to achieve good
dispersion of glass particles within the polymer matrix, without encountering other
drawbacks such as molecular weight degradation or residual monomer content.
The factors affecting composite mechanical properties are reasonably well under-
stood, with even dispersion being critical, as well as good interfacial bonding between
the polymer and glass components. This latter property can be improved through
the use of different interfacial layers or treatments, however the effectiveness of this
technique has only been demonstrated for glass fibre composites, rather than the
dispersed microparticle composites applicable to cardiac stent applications.
The degradation of these composites, and evolution of their properties during degra-
dation must also be considered, and here it is consistently observed that absorption
of water by the composite is a critical step leading to loss of mechanical strength.
There is significant evidence on the effects of parameters such as glass particle size,
particle loading, and composition, however studies are carried out with a large variation
in the components used, making it difficult to compare and draw conclusions across
the published literature. The effect of glass dissolution on polymer degradation is a
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particular issue, where there is little clear evidence, and different polymers and glass
compositions appear to have contrasting effects. Further to this, a comprehensive
theory of composite degradation, integrating the structure and properties of individual
components and how these evolve during degradation, has not been developed. This
would be highly advantageous and allow for more informed design of composite materi-
als for medical applications.
Understandably, much of the work assessing the biological performance of polymer-
glass composites focuses on their suitability for orthopaedic applications, where the
favourable properties of bioactive glasses generally improve their performance (pro-
vided the glass does not dissolve too fast). There is some evidence that bioactive glass
within a composite improves vascularisation, which could be beneficial for cardiac
stent applications, however more testing is needed on the biological performance of
polymer-glass composites for cardiac stents.
2.4 Thesis context
From the clinical literature, there is a clear mandate for development of bioresorbable
stent materials with improved material properties, to advance bioresorbable stent tech-
nology and close the gap with respect to the currently preferred option, drug eluting
metallic stents. Increased mechanical properties (stiffness and strength) would decrease
the stent recoil experienced, and also allow use of thinner stent strut sizes, reducing the
incidence of restenosis. Greater ductility would also improve the materials’ performance
during crimping and deployment, an important drawback of current PLLA stents. The
slow degradation of PLLA is another key limitation for cardiac stent applications that
material development can address. Accelerating degradation from the current time of 2
years to around 6 - 12 months would provide a much closer approximation of the body’s
natural healing time. The evolution of mechanical properties during degradation also
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needs careful consideration, to avoid embrittlement as well as rapid loss of strength
and stiffness. This thesis aims to address these issues and develop materials with im-
proved mechanical and degradation performance, by utilising several different materials.
A range of polymer blending techniques have been investigated in the literature to
adjust the mechanical and degradation properties of PLLA for medical applications.
Those incorporating PLCL with PLLA have not been studied thoroughly, but do
show particular suitability for stent applications where improvements in toughness
and degradation rate are necessary. Incorporating PEG into these blends by function-
alisation of PLCL is another emerging technique that shows promise for improving
blend miscibility by compatibilising PLLA with PLCL, as well as providing additional
toughness and enhancement of the degradation rate. This thesis will investigate blends
of PLLA with novel PEG functionalised PLCL copolymers (PLCL-PEG), with the
aim of achieving a balance of strength and stiffness with ductility. This method is
also hypothesised to allow control of the time-dependent properties of the material,
tuning the degradation rate, and evolution of mechanical properties during degradation.
Composites of bioresorbable polymers with bioresorbable glass/ceramic materials
have also proven to be an effective technique for improving the mechanical proper-
ties of polymeric materials. Much of this work however, has focused on composites
designed for orthopaedic applications, which do have somewhat different constraints
and requirements to cardiac stents. This thesis therefore, will build upon work carried
out on polymer blends, and investigate polymer composites intended for cardiac stent
applications. Dispersion of filler particles within the composite has been shown to
play a key role in composite performance, so a suitable composite processing method
that achieves good dispersion will be developed. Ca-Na-P glasses show favourable
dissolution behaviour and provide a good baseline for comparison to other works, as
well as exceptional tunability of properties by varying the Ca/P ratio, so these will
be incorporated into polymer-glass composites. In this way this work aims to provide
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improved mechanical properties compared with pure polymers or polymer blends. By
comprehensively investigating the effects of composite composition, this thesis also
aims to elucidate the effect of glass dissolution on polymer degradation, as well as
pursuing an overall mechanistic theory of the factors affecting composite degradation
and its interaction with material properties.
For both polymer blends and polymer-glass composites, a key approach used in
this thesis will be to carry out mechanical testing under conditions relevant to the
eventual application of the material in bioresorbable stents. This includes testing in
dry, ambient conditions, representative of the crimping procedure used to compress the
stent onto the catheter before implantation. The subsequent deployment of the stent
in vivo can also be reproduced by mechanical testing of materials while immersed in
body temperature water. The evolution of stent mechanical properties during material
degradation is crucial to engineering the transfer of stress to the newly healed tissue,
so the mechanical properties will also be assessed at various stages of degradation, in
physiological conditions.
In order to properly understand the degradation of these polymer-glass composites
and design effective cardiac stent materials accordingly, a good understanding of the
phosphate glass dissolution is required. However from a review of the literature it is
clear that there is still uncertainty over the different stages of dissolution for these
phosphate glasses. This is particularly true for dissolution in more complex environ-
ments such as within the body, or within a polymer composite. This thesis therefore,
will aim to not only characterise the dissolution behaviour of the glasses produced
for incorporation into polymer-glass composites, but also to develop a more complete
understanding of the multi-stage dissolution mechanisms of these glasses. This includes
analysis of the various factors affecting glass dissolution, as well as investigation of
dissolution in a range of different environments.
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2.5 Thesis structure
The structure of this thesis is shown in Fig. 2.17, and is as follows:
Background
• Chapter 1 introduces the medical problem of cardiovascular disease, how stents
are used to treat this, and the limitations of current stent technology.
• Chapter 2 reviews the current state of the art for materials relevant for biore-
sorbable cardiac stents, namely bioresorbable polymers, bioactive glasses, and
polymer-glass composites.
Bioresorbable polymers
• Chapter 3 describes the production of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends, and characterises
their structure and mechanical properties.
• Chapter 4 presents the results of an in vitro degradation experiment of these
polymer blends, demonstrating how their structure evolves during degradation,
and the effect this has on the mechanical properties.
Phosphate glasses
• Chapter 5 describes the production of a set of P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses, and
characterises their physical and chemical structure and properties.
• Chapter 6 presents the results of an in vitro dissolution experiment of these P2O5-
CaO-Na2O glasses, and introduces a new dissolution mechanism to understand
these results.
Polymer-glass composites
• Chapter 7 describes the development of a composite processing method, and
characterises the structural and mechanical properties of the produced composites.
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• Chapter 8 presents the results of an in vitro degradation experiment of these
polymer-glass composites, demonstrating how the composite structure evolves
during degradation, and the effect this has on the mechanical properties.
Summary and future work
• Chapter 9 summarises the overall conclusions and findings of this thesis.
• Chapter 10 outlines suggestions for future work that have arisen as a result of
these findings.
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3.1 Background and aims
The choice of polymer in a resorbable glass-containing composite must be considered
carefully. In order to understand the influence on the mechanical performance of
the glass-reinforced phase, the intrinsic properties of the polymer first need to be
characterised and understood.
Polymer blending provides a convenient solution to tune the material properties of
PLLA to address some of its inherent drawbacks for cardiac stent applications, however
many of these blend systems (particularly those including PCL, a popular addition to
improve ductility) are incompatible and form a phase separated, immiscible structure
[112, 118]. To achieve better compatibility while also allowing tuning of polymer prop-
erties, blends of PLLA with PLCL have been developed and show improved miscibility
[109, 115, 267], however this promising blend system has not yet been extensively
studied. Functionalisation of bioresorbable polymers with PEG is another developing
technology that can be used in conjunction with blending to improve polymer ductility
and accelerate the degradation rate, as well as potentially compatibilising blends of
PLLA and PLCL [101, 103, 104, 126].
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Design of polymer blends to elicit desired properties is complex, and must take
into account not only the properties of the individual component polymers, but also
their mutal solubility. Differences in properties between miscible and immiscible blends
can be significant, so it is necessary to understand the factors affecting miscibility of
the blend components, as well as the effect of miscibility on eventual properties. The
evolution of the polymer blend structure and mechanical properties during degradation
are also of crucial importance for any bioresorbable implant application. In order to
understand this evolution during degradation, the polymer blend structure, and its re-
lationship to the mechanical properties must be accurately and thoroughly determined
in the initial state.
In this chapter a recently-developed range of PLCL copolymers, with short chain
PEG functionalisation, were used [101, 103, 104], along with a commercial PLLA
polymer for comparison. Blends of PLCL-PEG with PLLA were investigated to achieve
an optimal combination of degradation rate, strength, stiffness, and ductility for cardiac
stent applications. The aims addressed in this chapter are to:
• Characterise the thermal properties and miscibility behaviour of the individual
polymer components
• Determine the initial mechanical properties of the polymer blends, and explain
these in terms of their composition and structure
• Determine the effect of different testing conditions on the mechanical properties
of polymer blends
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Materials
Commercial PLLA (Ingeo 2500 HP) was supplied by Natureworks LLC, USA. PEG-
functionalised polymers were synthesised and supplied by Ashland Specialties Ireland
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Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland), including PLLA-PEG, PCL-PEG, PLCL(80:20)-PEG, and
PLCL(70:30)-PEG. The copolymer molar ratio (LA:CL) for PLCL copolymers is speci-
fied in brackets. These polymers contained a singular PEG end-group of length 550 g
mol-1. The presence of PEG was confirmed by the supplier by utilising 1H-NMR to
determine the chemical composition of the copolymers. DCM was supplied by Merck
KGaA, Germany, and chloroform was purchased from Sigma Aldrich.
3.2.2 Processing
Polymer blends were prepared by blending PLLA with 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60 wt%
PLCL(80:20)-PEG or PLCL(70:30)-PEG. Solvent cast films of pure and blended poly-
mers were produced by dissolution in DCM (0.1 g mL-1) and casting into petri dishes.
Once the films were dry enough to be removed from petri dishes (approximately 12
hours) they were dried under vacuum at 50℃ for 10 days until constant mass. Polymer
films were then processed into dumbbell (19 mm length, 5 mm gauge length, 0.6 mm
thick) or disc shaped (5 mm diameter, 0.6 mm thick) samples using micro-injection
moulding (IM 5.5, Xplore Instruments BV, The Netherlands) and custom-made moulds
in ambient conditions. Micro-injection moulding was carried out at the minimum melt
temperature required for complete mould filling and uniform sample appearance, which
ranged from 173 - 236°C depending on blend composition, with the mould held at
ambient temperature. A pressure of 7.5 bar was applied and held for 60 s to fill the
mould and minimise shrinkage during cooling.
3.2.3 Characterisation
3.2.3.1 DSC
DSC (Differential scanning calorimetry) was carried out using a DSC Q2000 (TA
Instruments, USA), in Al hermetic pans at a heating rate of 20℃ min-1, from -80
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to 250℃ (-20 to 230℃ was used for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends) under 50 mL min-1
N2 gas flow. When measuring the inherent properties of the as-received polymers,
samples were then cooled at the same rate back to the starting temperature and a
second heating run carried out, with the second heating used for analysis. In all other
cases, a single heating run was used to measure the properties of the polymers and
blends after processing. To measure the effect of hydration, polymer samples for DSC
(approximately 3 mg) were immersed in 2 mL deionised water at 37℃ for 20 minutes,
in Eppendorf tubes. Samples were dabbed dry to remove surface water, and then
sealed in hermetic pans as described above, to prevent removal of absorbed water.
TA Universal Analysis software was used for data analysis, and the glass transition
temperature Tg was taken at the inflection point. Crystallinities (Xc) were calculated
using reference values for ∆H◦m of 107 J g-1 for PLLA [268] and 139 J g-1 for PCL [269,
270].
3.2.3.2 TGA
TGA (Thermogravimetric analysis) was carried out using a TA Instruments TGA Q500.
Polymer samples were placed in a platinum pan, and heated from room temperature
to 600℃ at 20℃ min-1. N2 was used as the balance and sample gas, with flow rates
of 40 and 60 mL min-1 respectively. Thermal properties were analysed using the TA
Universal Analysis software, degradation temperatures were taken as the onset point.
3.2.3.3 XRD
XRD (X-ray diffraction) was carried out using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation in a 2θ range of 5-50°, with a 0.05° step size and dwell time of
1.0 s step-1. Analysis was carried out using HighScore Plus (Malvern Panalytical).
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3.2.3.4 SEM
SEM (Scanning electron microscopy) was undertaken using an FEI Nova NanoSEM,
using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Samples were prepared by cryo-fracturing in
liquid nitrogen to view the cross-section, and then sputter coating with approximately
10 nm of gold using an Emitech K550 sputter coater (40 mA deposition current for 1
minute, under an argon atmosphere).
3.2.3.5 GPC
GPC (Gel permeation chromatography) samples were prepared by dissolving 3 - 7 mg
of polymer in 2 mL of chloroform followed by filtration using a Millipore filter (0.20
µm pore size, Dia 13 mm, Millipore SLFG013NL, Fluropore PTFE (F) membrane).
GPC measurements were performed using an Agilent triple detector system with an
Agilent Technologies column (PLgel 5 µm MIXED-C 300×7.5 mm). The columns
were calibrated with polystyrene standards supplied by Agilent Technologies at a
concentration of 10 mg mL-1. Chloroform (Sigma Aldrich) was used as the mobile
phase with a flow rate of 1.0 mL min-1, and molecular weight data was collected using
the refractive index peak. GPC data was collected by Dr Seán McMahon and Dr
Patrick Duffy at Ashland Specialties Ireland Ltd., and analysed by the author.
3.2.4 Turbidimetric titration
Turbidimetric titration was used to measure the Hildebrand solubility parameters of
the polymers used [271]. Polymers were dissolved in DCM (8 mg mL-1), and then
ethanol (a non-solvent) was added while stirring until the cloud point was observed
visually. The solubility parameter of the mixed solvent is then equal to the upper limit
of solubility δU . The lower limit of solubility δL was determined in a similar fashion by
adding n-heptane instead of ethanol. The upper and lower limits of solubility can be
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calculated using Eq. 3.1, where δ1 and δ2 are the solubility parameters of the solvent
and non-solvent, and ϕ1 and ϕ2 are their respective volume fractions.
δU/L = ϕ1δ1 + ϕ2δ2 (3.1)
The solubility parameter of the polymer can then be calculated using Eq. 3.2.
δ = δU + δL2 (3.2)
3.2.5 Mechanical testing
Tensile testing was carried out using an H5KS Benchtop Tester (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK)
with a 250 N load cell, using filament grips (121-013, Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK), under a
constant elongation rate of 2 mm min-1. Dumbbell samples (5 mm gauge length, 600 µm
thick) were tested in ambient (dry at 25℃) and simulated body conditions (immersed in
deionised water at 37℃) using a Saline Test Tank with Heater (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK).
After loading samples into the grips and immersing them in water, they were left for
approximately 10 minutes for the temperature to equilibrate. Strain was measured us-
ing a video extensometer and custom-built LabVIEW software, and dry transfer letters
(black, approximately 1 mm squares, Chartpak Inc., USA) were used as strain markers.
Yield strength (σy) for polymers was taken as the 0.2% offset yield point, and the elastic
modulus (E) was calculated from the linear region of the stress-strain curve before yield.
3.3 Results
3.3.1 As-received polymers
The molecular weights of the as-received polymers are summarised in Table 3.1. Most
of the polymers had comparable masses, with Mw around 200 kg mol-1, while those
with greater CL content had slightly lower mass.
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Table 3.1: Molecular weights of the as-received polymers, measured by GPC.
Polymer Copolymer ratio
(LA:CL)
Mw (kg mol-1) Mn (kg mol-1)
PLLA 100:0 209 88
PLLA-PEG* 100:0 222 119
PLCL(80:20)-PEG 80:20 212 116
PLCL(70:30)-PEG 70:30 177 89
PCL-PEG 0:100 125 47
* PLLA-PEG supplied as a mixture of two batches, these values are averages of the individual batches.
Example DSC and TGA curves for the as-received polymers are shown in Fig. 3.1
and Fig. 3.2 respectively, and their thermal properties are summarised in Table 3.2
and Fig. 3.3. PLLA and PLLA-PEG showed behaviour typical of semi-crystalline
polymers, with a glass transition, followed by a cold crystallisation exotherm and then
a melting endotherm. The PLCL-PEG copolymers appeared completely amorphous on
the second heating curve, with only a glass transition visible. PLCL(80:20)-PEG was
observed to have a small amount of crystallinity in its as-received state (Xc,1, due to a
long storage time), which was lost upon melting, while PLCL(70:30)-PEG displayed no
crystallinity in either case. PLLA and PLLA-PEG also showed the presence of some
initial crystallinity, which was reduced upon remelting. PCL-PEG displayed a high
tendency for crystallisation, with a very small amorphous Tg and very large melting
endotherm. The crystallinity of PCL-PEG was only slightly reduced after remelting.
The Tg of PLLA was observed to decrease by functionalisation with PEG, as well as
by addition of CL through copolymerisation.
During thermal degradation tests, complete mass loss was seen to occur between
about 200-400℃ which is expected for polymers. By looking at the onset temperature
of degradation (Td), it is clear that the addition of CL to LA in a copolymer increased
the degradation temperature, while functionalisation with PEG reduced the thermal
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stability. The derivative weight loss is also shown, where the polymers tended to




































Fig. 3.1: Example DSC curves for the polymers used (on second heating). Curves offset vertically
for clarity.
Table 3.2: Measured thermal properties for the polymers used, with standard deviations. Td is
measured for as-received polymers, while Tg and Tm relate to the second DSC heating run, and Xc,1
and Xc,2 denote the polymer crystallinities measured on the first and second heating runs respectively.
Polymer Tg (℃) Tm (℃) Xc,1 (%) Xc,2 (%) Td (℃)
PLLA 63.5 ±0.3 175.3 ±0.3 40.7 ±0.9 1.4 ±3 358 ±2
PLLA-PEG 55 ±2 167 ±3 13.0 ±0.5 10 ±4 283 ±2
PLCL(80:20)-PEG 31.4 ±0.8 3.1 ±2 283 ±5
PLCL(70:30)-PEG 11.5 ±0.5 292 ±3















































Fig. 3.2: TGA curves for the as-received polymers. Left: weight loss, right: derivative weight loss,






























CL in copolymer (%)
PEG  functionalised
no PEG
Fig. 3.3: Tg (left) and Td (right) for PEG functionalised polymers, and commercial PLLA without
PEG. Error bars denote standard deviation (n = 3).
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3.3.2 Polymer miscibility
The solubility parameters of PLLA, PLCL(80:20)-PEG, PLCL(70:30)-PEG were mea-
sured using turbidimetric titration, and are shown in Fig. 3.4. The value for PLLA was
consistent with results previously reported on [272], however no data were available
for PLCL or PLCL-PEG. Here it can be seen that copolymerisation of PLLA with
CL units increased the solubility parameter δ, with greater CL content resulting in an




















Fig. 3.4: Hildebrand solubility parameter δ for PLLA, PLCL(80:20)-PEG and PLCL(70:30)-PEG,
measured using turbidimetric titration. Error bars denote standard deviation (n = 3).
3.3.3 PLLA:PLCL-PEG structural characterisation
Measured glass transitions of injection-moulded polymer blends are shown in Fig. 3.5,
and it is clear that blends of PLLA with PLCL(80:20)-PEG were completely miscible
across the composition range studied, showing a single Tg for each composition. Blends
of PLLA with PLCL(70:30)-PEG were partially miscible, with blends containing ≤
20 wt% of the copolymer showing single phase behaviour, and blends with ≥ 30 wt%
were phase separated. The effect of hydration (for 20 minutes in deionised water) can
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PLCL(80:20)-PEG, hydrated
Fig. 3.5: Glass transition temperature(s) measured by DSC for different PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend
compositions, in dry and hydrated (for 20 minutes in deionised water) states. Blends of PLLA
with PLCL(70:30)-PEG (left) and PLCL(80:20)-PEG (right) are shown. Error bars denote standard
deviation, n = 3. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
After injection moulding, polymers were examined by XRD to determine whether
crystallisation had taken place during processing. All samples were determined to
be amorphous after injection moulding, with no crystalline peaks observed in XRD
patterns (Fig. 3.6). This can be attributed to the fast cooling provided by the room
temperature mould, quenching the polymer quickly into an amorphous state.
From the molecular weight distributions (Table 3.3, Fig. 3.7), it can be seen that
all the pure polymers had comparable molecular weights, with 184 (± 8) kg mol-1 for
PLLA, 188 (± 4) kg mol-1 for PLCL(80:20)-PEG, and PLCL(70:30)-PEG slightly lower
at 129 (± 4) kg mol-1. These were slightly lower than the equivalent weights measured
before processing (film casting, injection moulding) shown in Table 3.1, indicating that
some molecular weight degradation occurred during processing. The molecular weight
distributions measured by GPC show the broad, polydisperse nature of the polymers
used, which made resolving differences between the two polymer components in the
blends challenging. To overcome this issue, theoretical distributions for the polymer
blends were calculated based on a linear combination of the two component polymer
distributions as shown in Eq. 3.3
Da:b = waDa + wbDb (3.3)
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where a and b denote blend components, D is the molecular weight distribution for
the blend (a:b) or components (a or b), and w is the weight fraction of components in
the blend. The calculated distributions matched the measured distributions well, and
the associated p-value indicated no evidence of a difference between the distributions
(chi-squared test p > 0.05, H0 = no difference between distributions).


























Fig. 3.6: Representative X-ray diffraction patterns for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends after moulding,
labels denote PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend ratio, and datasets are offset for clarity. Reproduced from
Oosterbeek et al. [273].
Table 3.3: Molecular weights of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends measured by GPC after processing. Error
shown is the standard deviation from three measurements.











0 184 (±8) 99 (±6)
20 190 (±5) 173 (±6) 98 (±7) 87 (±4)
50 181 (±2) 159 (±2) 96 (±2) 76 (±2)
100 188 (±4) 129 (±4) 94 (±2) 63 (±1)
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Fig. 3.7: GPC molecular weight distributions for as-fabricated PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends
(a) and PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (b); curves are offset for clarity. Bottom row (c-f) shows
measured and calculated distributions, based on a linear combination of the individual components
(green = PLLA, red = PLCL(70:30)-PEG, blue = PLCL(80:20)-PEG). Shaded region in difference
plot denotes standard deviation, n = 3. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
3.3.4 PLLA:PLCL-PEG mechanical properties
Representative stress-strain curves, and a summary of mechanical properties are given in
Figs. 3.8 and 3.9. These blends displayed either brittle or ductile behaviour (discussed
further below). Brittle polymer blends showed an initial linear stress-strain response,
followed by yield and failure shortly afterwards at relatively low strain. Ductile polymer
blends displayed a similar initial linear stress-strain response, but after yield the stress
decreased to a plateau. The stress continued to plateau up to relatively high strain
(several 100%) before beginning to gradually increase, reaching another peak and then
failure.
Under ambient conditions (dry at 25℃), the addition of the softer PLCL-PEG to
PLLA reduced its strength and stiffness (Fig. 3.9) as has been reported previously
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for PLLA:PLCL blends [109, 115], with the PLCL(70:30)-PEG copolymer having a
larger effect than PLCL(80:20)-PEG. Pure PLLA was brittle as expected (εB ∼ 2.4%),
as were blends with small amounts of PLCL-PEG. However, once a certain amount
of copolymer was added (≥ 30 wt% PLCL(70:30)-PEG, or ≥ 50 wt% PLCL(80:20)-
PEG), a step change was seen and large scale ductility was observed (εB ∼ 200 -
400%). This step change occurred at the same composition as the formation of a
PLCL-PEG-rich phase in the polymer blend, either by phase separation in the case of
PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (Fig. 3.5), or by simply altering the bulk composition
in the case of miscible PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends.
Under simulated body conditions (immersed in deionised water at 37℃), the com-
bined effect of hydration and elevated temperature had a dramatic effect, reducing
the strength and stiffness while increasing the ductility such that all polymers tested,
including pure PLLA, exhibited ductile failure. Pure PLCL(70:30)-PEG, which showed
the greatest elongation at break of 560% in ambient conditions, was deformed to 1600%
and reached the maximum travel of the water bath without fracture (denoted by dotted
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Fig. 3.8: Representative stress-strain curves for tensile testing of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends under
various conditions. As-fabricated PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (a) and PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG
blends (b) tested dry at room temperature, and as-fabricated PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (c)
and PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (d) tested immersed in 37℃ water.
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Fig. 3.9: Mechanical properties measured by tensile testing for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends under
various conditions. t0 dry, 25℃ denotes as-fabricated samples tested dry at room temperature,
and t0 wet, 37℃ denotes as-fabricated samples tested immersed in 37℃ water. Top row: elastic
modulus (a, b), middle row: yield strength (c, d), bottom row: elongation at break (e, f). Left column:
PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (a, c, e), right column: PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (b, d, f).




Characterisation of the as-received polymers indicated clear differences in their tendency
to crystallise. Homopolymers (PLLA, PLLA-PEG and PCL-PEG) showed significant
crystallinity before - and sometimes after remelting. PLCL(80:20)-PEG showed a small
amount of crystallinity in its as-received state due to long storage time, which was
lost after melting, while PLCL(70:30)-PEG displayed no crystallinity in either case.
This indicates the reduced tendency of copolymers to crystallise, due to the different
monomer groups present, hindering chain packing [74–76].
The decrease in Tg upon addition of CL to the copolymer might be expected from
literature due to the lower Tg of PCL [274]. This effect was also seen for functionalisa-
tion with PEG, where PEG addition to PLLA resulted in a noticeable decrease in Tg,
again consistent with previous results [87, 101]. PEG also had a detrimental effect on
the Td, reducing the thermal stability. Derivative weight-loss measurements showed
decomposition of the two copolymer components, resulting in two broad peaks for
PLCL-PEG copolymers, compared with a single peak for homopolymers. PLLA-PEG
appeared to not follow this trend, however this material was supplied as a mixture of
two batches so this may be a result of slight differences between the two batches (see
Table 3.1).
3.4.2 Polymer miscibility
According to Flory-Huggins solution theory [105, 106] the Gibbs energy of mixing








ln(1 − ϕ1) + ϕ1(1 − ϕ1)χ (3.4)
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where R is the ideal gas constant, T is temperature, ϕ1 is the volume fraction of
component 1 in the mixture, X1 and X2 are the degrees of polymerisation of components
1 and 2, and χ is the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter. Values of the interaction
parameter are only available for certain polymer-solvent systems, but can be calculated
using the Hildebrand approach, which calculates the interaction parameter on the basis
of solubility parameters, as shown in Eq. 3.5 [275–277]




where Vm is the molar volume, and δ1 and δ2 are the solubility parameters of com-
ponents 1 and 2. Considering the form of Eq. 3.4, an increased interaction parameter χ
will increase the tendency for the blend to separate into two different phases. Therefore
considering Eq. 3.5, if the polymers have more similar solubility parameters (δ) the
interaction parameter will decrease and the blend will be more likely to be miscible.
Conversely if the solubility parameters are very different the interaction parameter will
increase and the blend will be more likely to be immiscible.
Results of turbidimetric titrations indicate that the solubility parameter increased
from 20.73 MPa0.5 for PLLA, up to 20.79 MPa0.5 for PLCL(80:20)-PEG and 20.85
MPa0.5 for PLCL(70:30)-PEG. This was a direct result of the copolymer composition;
for random copolymers the effective solubility parameter can be varied continuously
with composition [276]. From these results it can be expected that PLLA is more likely
to form a miscible blend with PLCL(80:20)-PEG than PLCL(70:30)-PEG.
3.4.3 PLLA:PLCL-PEG structure and mechanical properties
DSC measurements of the glass transition temperature Tg revealed the miscibility
behaviour of the PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends studied (Fig. 3.5). Blends of PLLA with
PLCL(80:20)-PEG were completely miscible, due to their similar solubility parame-
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ters, however blends of PLLA with PLCL(70:30)-PEG showed only partial miscibility.
Phase separation occurred for PLCL(70:30)-PEG content ≥ 30 wt%, due to the greater
difference between the solubility parameters of these components. The miscibility
behaviour of PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends observed here is comparable with that
reported by Ugartemendia et al. [109], who observed phase separation at ≥ 40 wt%
PLCL(67:33) (for melt-blending with PLLA) - the small difference observed could be
attributed to the different thermal history, or an effect of PEG functionalisation.
The subsequent reduction in Tg upon hydration can be attributed to water absorp-
tion and plasticisation, as water molecules diffuse between polymer chains, increasing
free volume and reducing inter-chain bonding [50, 154, 278, 279]. This has a profound
impact on the mechanical properties, resulting in the increased ductility observed (Fig.
3.9) when blends are tested in 37℃ water instead of in ambient conditions. This is
consistent with recent works illustrating the plasticising effect of water on the bulk
mechanical properties of PLLA [280, 281].
GPC measurements indicated that molecular weight reduction occurred during
processing (film casting and injection moulding). This can be attributed to the shear
forces and high temperature experienced by the polymer during the injection moulding
process [224]. Although the different polymer blend components could not be resolved
in GPC curves due to their polydispersity, the contribution of the different blend
components was observed by calculating an expected distribution based on the ratio of
the different components. The close match between the experimentally measured and
calculated distributions provides validation for the use of this method.
A difference was also observed in the Tg of pure PLLA between the as-received
polymer, and after processing, where the Tg was reduced from 63.5℃ to 53.3°C. This
could be an effect of molecular weight reduction during processing, but can also be
explained as the result of the different cooling process from the melted state. The Tg
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of the as-received PLLA was measured from the second heating run after cooling from
the melt at 20℃ min-1, which is significantly slower than would be expected during
the injection moulding procedure used, where molten polymer is injected into a thin
cavity in a mould held at room temperature. This faster cooling would be expected to
result in the formation of a glassy polymer with greater free volume and therefore lower
Tg [51]. The amorphous nature of the polymer blends measured by XRD also sup-
ports this, with amorphous polymers more likely to form when the cooling rate is higher.
3.5 Conclusions
The properties of the as-received polymers were characterised to form a baseline for
comparison with PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends. Addition of CL to LA in a copolymer,
and functionalisation with PEG both reduce the Tg of PLLA. Copolymerisation with
CL also increases the solubility parameter of PLLA relative to the copolymer con-
tent, leading to PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends being completely miscible, while
PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends are partially miscible.
Addition of the softer PLCL-PEG component to PLLA reduces the strength and
stiffness of the fabricated polymer blends, both in ambient and simulated body condi-
tions. The phase behaviour of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends has a strong impact on the
ductility in ambient conditions. Low PLCL-PEG blends (≤ 20 wt% PLCL(70:30)-PEG,
or ≤ 40 wt% PLCL(80:20)-PEG) were brittle, however once a PLCL-PEG-rich phase
was formed (either by phase separation or bulk changes), blends became ductile.
Water also has a significant effect on the properties of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends,
with hydrated polymers displaying a lower Tg, as well as signficantly reduced strength





4.1 Background and aims
Poly-L-lactide (PLLA) is a popular bioresorbable implant material, and has been a
favoured choice for load bearing applications due to its high strength and stiffness
compared with other biodegradable synthetic polymers. Significant research has been
directed towards development of PLLA based stents, including the ABSORB BVS®
(Abbott Vascular) and DESolve® (Elixir Medical), however their use has been limited
to date, in large part due to the mechanical and degradation properties of the material
[34, 35].
Although PLLA can be resorbed by the body, its slow degradation is a key issue that
has been identified by medical experts, requiring further materials development to meet
clinical needs. As a wound healing event, arterial patency is typically recovered within
the first six months [282, 283], however typical PLLA resorption can take several years
[35, 36, 62, 284, 285]. PLLA experiences brittle failure in ambient conditions, and can
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also become embrittled over time, which can lead to catastrophic failure of implanted
devices [51, 52, 285]. This embrittlement can be caused by either enthalpy relaxation
or crystallisation. Enthalpy relaxation (also known as physical ageing), is a result of
the thermodynamically unstable nature of the fast-cooled glassy polymer - the material
tends to equilibrium through slow rearrangements, resulting in densification without
long-range order, greater intermolecular interactions, and loss of ductility [51, 149].
Enthalpy relaxation of PLLA can occur after several days at temperatures below Tg [51].
Crystallisation is also driven by the non-equilibrium nature of the frozen glassy state,
and requires higher chain mobility to form ordered structures. It is therefore typically
seen when PLLA is heated above its Tg, however it also occurs during degradation
when hydration and hydrolysis-induced chain scission provide additional chain mobility
[138, 139, 286].
This chapter aims to:
• Develop a set of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend compositions that allow tuning of the
mechanical properties and degradation profile
• Assess the long-term degradation behaviour of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends in
simulated body conditions
• Reveal the mechanisms involved in PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend structural changes,
and how these influence the evolution of mechanical properties during degradation
4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Materials and processing
Materials were supplied and processed according to the methods described in sections
3.2.1 and 3.2.2.
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4.2.2 Characterisation
4.2.2.1 DSC
DSC (Differential scanning calorimetry) was carried out using a DSC Q2000 (TA
Instruments, USA), in Al hermetic pans at a heating rate of 20℃ min-1, from -20 to
230℃ under 50 mL min-1 N2 gas flow. A single heating run was used to measure the
properties of the polymers and blends after and degradation. Polymer properties were
measured after 30 days degradation (according to the method in section 4.2.3) in their
hydrated state, by removing them from the degradation solution and dabbing them
dry to remove surface water, before sealing in hermetic pans to prevent removal of
absorbed water and testing immediately. Measurements were also carried out after
degradation in the dry state, after drying at room temperature in a vacuum oven until
constant mass was reached. TA Universal Analysis software was used for data analysis,
and the glass transition temperature Tg was taken at the inflection point.
4.2.2.2 XRD
XRD (X-ray diffraction) was carried out using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation in a 2θ range of 5-50°, with a 0.05° step size and dwell time of 1.0
s step-1. The crystallinity was estimated using HighScore Plus (Malvern Panalytical),
by fitting crystalline and broad amorphous peaks above the instrument background.
4.2.2.3 SEM
SEM (Scanning electron microscopy) was undertaken using an FEI Nova NanoSEM,
using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Samples were prepared by cryo-fracturing in
liquid nitrogen to view the cross-section, and then sputter coating with approximately
10 nm of gold using an Emitech K550 sputter coater (40 mA deposition current for 1
minute, under an argon atmosphere).
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4.2.2.4 GPC
GPC (Gel permeation chromatography) samples were prepared by dissolving 3 - 7 mg
of polymer in 2 mL of chloroform followed by filtration using a Millipore filter (0.20
µm pore size, Dia 13 mm, Millipore SLFG013NL, Fluropore PTFE (F) membrane).
GPC measurements were performed using an Agilent triple detector system with an
Agilent Technologies column (PLgel 5 µm MIXED-C 300×7.5 mm). The columns
were calibrated with polystyrene standards supplied by Agilent Technologies at a
concentration of 10 mg mL-1. Chloroform (Sigma Aldrich) was used as the mobile
phase with a flow rate of 1.0 mL min-1, and molecular weight data was collected using
the refractive index peak. GPC data was collected by Dr Seán McMahon and Dr
Patrick Duffy at Ashland Specialties Ireland Ltd., and analysed by the author.
4.2.3 Degradation study
Degradation studies were carried out by immersing individual disc-shaped (5 mm
diameter, 600 µm thick) polymer samples in 5 mL PBS in bijou tubes, which were
placed in an incubator at 37℃. pH measurements were taken at regular intervals using
an HI 4222 pH meter (Hanna Instruments Ltd., UK), and PBS alone was used as
a control for pH measurements. At desired timepoints the wet mass of the polymer
samples was measured by dabbing them dry and weighing with a Sartorius Ultramicro
balance, before returning them to the solution. A long-term (∼700 days) degradation
study was carried out, as well as a shorter (30 days) study for more detailed analysis.
After degradation, samples were dried at room temperature in a vacuum oven until
reaching constant mass, before further analysis was carried out (except for mechanical
testing, which was done without drying as described below).
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4.2.4 Mechanical testing
Tensile testing was carried out using an H5KS Benchtop Tester (Tinius Olsen Ltd,
UK) with a 250 N load cell, using filament grips (121-013, Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK),
under a constant elongation rate of 2 mm min-1. Dumbbell samples (5 mm gauge
length, 600 µm thick) were tested in simulated body conditions (immersed in deionised
water at 37℃) using a Saline Test Tank with Heater (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK). To test
mechanical properties after 30 days degradation, tensile specimens were incubated
in PBS at 37℃ for 30 days, and removed immediately before testing. After loading
samples into the grips and immersing them in water, they were left for approximately
10 minutes for the temperature to equilibrate. Strain was measured using a video
extensometer and custom-built LabVIEW software, and dry transfer letters (black,
approximately 1 mm squares, Chartpak Inc., USA) were used as strain markers. Yield
strength (σy) for polymers was taken as the 0.2% offset yield point, and the elastic
modulus (E) was calculated from the linear region of the stress-strain curve before yield.
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Long-term degradation
During long-term immersion degradation tests (Fig. 4.1), degradation of the polymer
into lactic acid, causing pH reduction, was seen for all polymer and blend compositions.
Pure PLLA degraded more slowly than all other blend compositions, requiring over 500
days for pH reduction to begin. Pure PLCL-PEG polymers showed rapid degradation,
resulting in pH reduction after approximately 2 months. Blends containing PLLA
and PLCL-PEG showed degradation behaviour in between that of the pure PLLA
and PLCL-PEG components, with the addition of increasing amounts of PLCL-PEG
accelerating degradation, demonstrating the ability to controllably accelerate PLLA
degradation via blending with PLCL-PEG. PLCL(70:30)-PEG degraded faster than
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PLCL(80:20)-PEG due to the higher CL content, and therefore also accelerated the
blend degradation to a greater extent. The degradation time showed the same trend,
and suggests that the dependence on composition is not linear (Fig. 4.2), with small
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Fig. 4.1: Solution pH during long-term degradation test of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends in PBS at 37℃.
























Fig. 4.2: Time taken to reach a solution pH = 5 during degradation, giving an indication of the
relative degradation rate.
Examining the polymer morphology (Fig. 4.3) can also reveal information about the
degradation behaviour. Fragmentation of the polymers was seen at advanced stages dur-
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ing degradation, and the onset of fragmentation roughly corresponded to the speed of
degradation. Fragmentation appeared to begin slightly earlier for PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-
PEG blends than for PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG, even though the former degraded more
slowly, which may be a result of the more brittle nature of the higher LA copolymer.
All the polymers were also seen to turn from transparent to opaque during degradation,
which could indicate crystallisation or other processes resulting in light scattering.
Fig. 4.3: Composite image showing photographs of polymer blend disc morphology during degrada-
tion.
The wet mass during degradation was also measured, this is shown in Fig. 4.4.
In general the trends for mass loss followed those for degradation pH, with blend
compositions that were seen to degrade faster by pH decrease also showing earlier
onset of mass loss. In the first few days of degradation, all polymers displayed a small
mass increase, reaching 100.5 - 101% of original mass. This suggests a low level of
water absorption or hydration. Later on a consistent trend was observed for every
blend composition except pure PLCL(70:30)-PEG, where a peak in mass at about 105
- 120% of original mass (suggesting significant water absorption) occurred just before
the onset of mass loss and degradation. The lack of this increase in mass for pure
PLCL(70:30)-PEG may be a result of the rapid onset of degradation for this polymer,
beginning immediately. After this water absorption peak, polymer blends were seen







































































































Fig. 4.4: Wet mass (as % of original dry mass) measured during long-term degradation test of
PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends in PBS at 37℃. Shaded region denotes standard deviation, n = 3. (a) and
(b) show blends of PLLA with PLCL(70:30)-PEG and PLCL(80:20)-PEG respectively, while (c) and
(d) show the same data focusing on the mass gain region.
to slowly lose mass. The data in the region of significant mass loss (≲90% wet mass)
should be interpreted with caution, as in this region the polymers began to undergo
fragmentation (Fig. 4.3), making accurate wet mass measurement difficult and subject
to error, as shown by the large standard deviation.
4.3.2 Structure after short-term degradation
After 30 days degradation, GPC showed varying levels of molecular weight reduction,
as seen in Table 4.1 and Fig. 4.5. Pure PLLA displayed a small amount of degradation,
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with a degradation rate comparable with previous works [131, 287], while the addition
of PLCL-PEG copolymers to the blend significantly increased the degradation rate.
As expected, this increase was greater for addition of the less stable PLCL(70:30)-PEG
copolymer, consistent with similar results seen by pH measurement during long term
degradation.
Table 4.1: Molecular weights of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends before (reproduced from Table 3.3,
on page 70) and after 30 days degradation, along with calculated degradation rate according to
ln Mn(t2) = ln Mn(t1) − kt. Error shown is the standard deviation from three measurements.
Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
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Examining the molecular weight distributions (Fig. 4.5), it is clear that there was
a significant difference between the measured distribution and those calculated from
individually degrading components (using Eq. 3.3 on page 69). This is shown by the
large difference plot and associated p-value, indicating strong evidence of a difference
between the distributions (chi-squared test p < 0.05, H1 = difference between distribu-
tions exists). In all cases, after degradation the measured molecular weight distribution
showed a lower amount of high molecular weight components than would be expected
from degradation of PLLA, indicating that not only did the PLCL-PEG component
degrade, but that this also caused accelerated degradation of the PLLA component
when compared with how PLLA degraded on its own. When examining polymer
blends by SEM before and after degradation, the appearance of voids within the
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structure was observed (Fig. 4.6), although care must be taken in interpreting such im-
ages because of the potential effect of dehydration before imaging on the microstructure.
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Fig. 4.5: GPC molecular weight distributions for PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (a) and
PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (b) after 30 days degradation in PBS; curves are offset for clarity.
Bottom row (c-f) shows measured and calculated distributions, based on a linear combination of the
individual components (green = PLLA, red = PLCL(70:30)-PEG, blue = PLCL(80:20)-PEG). Shaded
region in difference plot denotes standard deviation, n = 3. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
After the short degradation experiment, drying of polymer blend samples allowed
the dry mass and water uptake to be calculated, as shown in Fig. 4.7. All blends
except the pure PLCL-PEG copolymers showed no reduction in dry mass after 30 days
degradation, while pure PLCL-PEG copolymers showed a small reduction in dry mass
due to their faster degradation. The wet mass (sum of dry mass and water uptake) was
consistent with long-term experiments at this time-point (Fig. 4.4), showing low water
uptake for pure PLLA and PLCL-PEG copolymers, and a maximum water uptake
for moderate PLCL-PEG additions (30 - 40% PLCL-PEG) reaching ∼5% water for
PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG and ∼20% water for PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG.
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Fig. 4.6: SEM images of cross-sections of 80PLLA:20PLCL(70:30)-PEG before (left) and after (right)
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Dry mass
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Fig. 4.7: Measured dry mass and water uptake (as % of original dry mass) for PLLA:PLCL-PEG
blends after 30 days degradation in PBS at 37℃, showing PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (left) and
PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (right). Error bars denote standard deviation, n = 3.
DSC analysis (Fig. 4.8) revealed several changes to the polymer blend structure that
had occurred during 30 days degradation in PBS. While the PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG
blends showed unchanged miscibility behaviour, that of the PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG
blends had changed, with an increased region of miscibility now up to ≤ 40 wt%
PLCL(70:30)-PEG. Changes were also seen in the enthalpy relaxation behaviour, where
the associated peak (endothermic peak after the glass transition - ∆HR) significantly
increased after degradation for pure PLLA and blends with low PLCL-PEG content
(Fig. 4.8). Examples of the glass transition region of the DSC curves are also shown in
Fig 4.8, where the increase in the endothermic enthalpy relaxation peak after the glass
transition can be seen for pure PLLA and 10 wt% PLCL-PEG blends, but not for
blends with higher PLCL-PEG content. In addition to the increased endothermic peak
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after the glass transition, blends that displayed significant enthalpy relaxation also
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Fig. 4.8: Thermal properties of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends measured after 30 days degradation in
PBS at 37℃. Glass transition temperature (Tg) of PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (top left) and
PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (top right) in dry and hydrated conditions. The change in enthalpy
relaxation peak area during degradation (bottom left), and examples of the glass transition region of
DSC curves (bottom right) are also shown. For DSC curves, solid lines denote measurements before
degradation, and dotted lines denote measurements after 30 days degradation. Error bars denote
standard deviation, n = 3. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
XRD was used to determine whether the initially amorphous polymer blends had
crystallised during degradation. The crystalline content and representative diffraction
patterns are shown in Fig. 4.9. For pure PLLA and blends with low PLCL-PEG
content, little to no crystallisation was seen. At higher PLCL-PEG content, a step
change was seen, where a large increase in crystallinity took place, increasing to a
plateau at around 60% crystallinity. Observed peaks are consistent with the α form of
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Fig. 4.9: Left: XRD crystallinity of initially amorphous polymer blends after 30 days degradation
in PBS. Error bars denote standard deviation, n = 3. Right: representative diffraction patterns
for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends after degradation, labels denote PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend ratio, and
datasets are offset for clarity. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
4.3.3 Mechanical properties after short-term degradation
Representative stress-strain curves, and a summary of mechanical properties are given
in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11. When testing in simulated body conditions, these blends all
displayed ductile behaviour initially as discussed in the previous chapter. After 30 days
degradation in PBS at 37℃, several significant changes were seen in the mechanical prop-
erties of the polymer blends compared with those measured under the same conditions
(in 37℃ water) before degradation. Firstly, pure PLLA and 90PLLA:10PLCL(80:20)-
PEG were strengthened but embrittled, with an increase in stiffness and strength,
and large reduction in ductility. Blends with ≥ 20% PLCL(70:30)-PEG or ≥ 40%
PLCL(80:20)-PEG also displayed significant embrittlement. Finally, the group of
blends of PLLA with 10% PLCL(70:30)-PEG or 20 - 30% PLCL(80:20)-PEG constitute
a compositional “sweet spot”, where the polymers retained a significant amount of
ductility after 30 days degradation, as well as maintaining comparable strength and
stiffness.
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Fig. 4.10: Representative stress-strain curves for tensile testing of PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends under
various conditions. As-fabricated PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (a) and PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG
blends (b) tested immersed in 37℃ water (reproduced from Fig. 3.8), and PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG
blends (c) and PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (d) tested immersed in 37℃ water, after 30 days
degradation in PBS.
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Fig. 4.11: Mechanical properties measured by tensile testing for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends under
various conditions. t0 wet, 37℃ denotes as-fabricated samples tested immersed in 37℃ water
(reproduced from Fig. 3.9), and t30 wet, 37℃ denotes samples tested immersed in 37℃ water, after
30 days degradation in PBS. Top row: elastic modulus (a, b), middle row: yield strength (c, d),
bottom row: elongation at break (e, f). Left column: PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-PEG blends (a, c, e), right
column: PLLA:PLCL(80:20)-PEG blends (b, d, f). Error bars denote standard deviation, n = 3.
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4.4 Discussion
During degradation, pH reduction was only seen for pure PLLA after more than 500
days. This is as expected as it is known to require over a year for resorption [35,
36, 62, 284, 285]. PLCL copolymers have been shown to degrade faster than either
homopolymer [75], and this rapid degradation was seen here after approximately 2
months. After 30 days GPC measurements of degradation indicated that the addition
of PLCL-PEG to PLLA accelerated degradation of the polymer blend. This can be
attributed to auto-catalytic behaviour [130, 134] - as the faster degrading PLCL-PEG
breaks down, there is an accumulation of catalytic oligomers formed by hydrolysis,
which then catalyse degradation of PLLA as well as further degradation of PLCL-PEG.
This is consistent with SEM observations, where the voids seen may correspond to
areas where significant auto-catalysis has occurred, resulting in pockets of low molecu-
lar weight oligomers which diffuse slowly out through the polymer matrix [134, 138].
The non-linear dependence of the degradation time on composition (Fig. 4.2) also
corroborates this autocatalytic mechanism.
Structural changes in polymer blends after degradation include increased miscibility,
enthalpy relaxation, and crystallisation. The increased miscibility of PLLA:PLCL(70:30)-
PEG blends can be attributed to the molecular weight reduction that occurred during
degradation, making mixing more thermodynamically favourable. The increase in
the enthalpy relaxation peak (∆HR) for pure PLLA and blends with low PLCL-PEG
content indicates that these blends have undergone rearrangement into a denser, more
thermodynamically stable configuration. This has also resulted in an increased Tg
due to the reduced free volume in the densified structure [51]. The chain cleavage
resulting from the hydrolysis reaction provided additional mobility for the polymer to
rearrange into a crystalline structure [139], leading to those blends that degraded faster
(greater PLCL-PEG content, and greater CL content in copolymer) having higher
crystalline content. After the step transition (≥ 20% PLCL(70:30)-PEG or ≥ 40%
PLCL(80:20)-PEG) the blends showed a similar degree of crystallinity, indicating that
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some maximum extent of crystallisation has been reached. Pure PLCL(70:30)-PEG
showed a slightly lower crystallinity however, probably due to the difficulty of packing
the less homogeneous copolymer. The appearance of the polymer discs during the
long term degradation study (Fig. 4.3) is also consistent with crystallisation, where
even the blends with low crystalline content show some opacity, while pure PLLA
which has not crystallised after 30 days degradation remains transparent. It must be
acknowledged however, that opacity could also arise as a result of cracking that may
occur during degradation, or formation of clusters of absorbed water within the polymer.
These structural changes had a direct result on the mechanical properties. Pure
PLLA and 90PLLA:10PLCL(80:20)-PEG samples experienced significant enthalpy
relaxation, leading to densification, increased stiffness and strength, but lower ductility
[51]. Blends with ≥ 20% PLCL(70:30)-PEG or ≥ 40% PLCL(80:20)-PEG displayed re-
duced molecular weight and high crystallinity as described above, resulting in increased
stiffness and variable gains in yield strength, along with severe brittleness. The presence
of a small amount of PLCL-PEG in blends of PLLA with 10% PLCL(70:30)-PEG or 20
- 30% PLCL(80:20)-PEG reduced the enthalpy relaxation during this timeframe (Fig.
4.8), due to the difficulty of structural rearrangement when two different polymers are
present. Also, the amount of PLCL-PEG present was not sufficient to cause significant
chain cleavage which leads to crystallisation (Fig. 4.9), resulting in a structure that
was more resistant to enthalpy relaxation and crystallisation, and therefore retained
much of its original ductility.
Based on the results discussed above, I suggest the following theoretical framework
to summarise and explain the evolution of mechanical properties during degradation,
specifically the embrittlement that occurs during degradation, resulting in the initially
ductile polymers (when tested in 37℃ water) becoming brittle. This embrittlement has
been shown to be the result of two different structural changes, which occur for differ-
ent blend ratios: enthalpy relaxation, and crystallisation. These are both exothermic
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Fig. 4.12: Schematic diagrams showing the activation energy (Ea) for the general structural changes
across blend compositions, showing the effect of polymer composition (a, b) and molecular weight
reduction (c, d). (e, f) shows the combined effect of polymer composition and degradation, resulting
in a maximum activation energy at certain compositions. Reproduced from Oosterbeek et al. [273].
transformations which have an associated activation energy, which governs the rate
of transformation [51, 289]. In general for polymer blends, like-like interactions are
favoured over interactions between different polymers, i.e. the Flory-Huggins interac-
tion parameter χ is generally positive. It then follows that the activation energy for the
general structural relaxation which increases intermolecular interactions will be greatest
for a 50:50 blend, and lowest for the pure polymers. This is shown schematically in
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Fig. 4.12a for PLLA:PLCL-PEG blends. By the same reasoning, if one of the blend
components is exchanged for one that is chemically more similar to the other (e.g.
exchanging PLCL(70:30)-PEG for PLCL(80:20)-PEG, which is more similar to PLLA),
the magnitude of the activation energy will be decreased overall, as seen in Fig. 4.12b.
The activation energy for structural relaxation is also dependent on the molecular
weight of a polymer, with a lower molecular weight known to reduce the activation
energy and accelerate both enthalpy relaxation and crystallisation [51, 289, 290]. This
is relevant to this work due to the effect of degradation, which reduces the molecular
weight. This molecular weight reduction is asymmetric however, as discussed above,
with high PLCL-PEG blends degrading significantly more than blends with lower
PLCL-PEG content. This is reflected in Fig. 4.12c-d, where the activation energy
for structural relaxation is reduced significantly for high PLCL-PEG blends, but only
slightly for blends with low PLCL-PEG content.
The combination of these effects, as summarised in Fig. 4.12e-f, results in a maxi-
mum activation energy for low PLCL-PEG content. With increasing PLCL-PEG, the
activation energy increases due to interactions between dissimilar polymer chains. As
the PLCL-PEG content is increased further however, the activation energy decreases
again due to molecular weight reduction caused by the accelerating effects of degrading
PLCL-PEG. This can therefore provide an explanation of the changes in mechanical
properties seen in Fig. 4.11, where a “sweet spot” of low PLCL-PEG content was
seen, which retained some of its ductility during degradation. Higher or lower con-
centrations of PLCL-PEG resulted in stiffer but more brittle materials due to the
aforementioned structural changes. This theoretical framework can provide a useful
approach to explaining the evolution of the mechanical properties of polymer blends
during degradation, as well as providing a basis for rational design of blends to engineer
desired properties. These effects are summarised in Fig. 4.13, where degradation is
shown to result in densification by either enthalpy relaxation or crystallisation, resulting
in a corresponding embrittlement.












































Fig. 4.13: Schematic diagram showing the initial structure of polymer blends with significant free
volume (left), followed by densification during degradation by enthalpy relaxation or crystallisation,
resulting in a more tightly packed or crystallised structure (middle). The effect on mechanical
properties is shown (right), where greater densification leads to embrittlement.
When considering the design of materials for bioresorbable stents, these materi-
als show significant promise. The phase separation that occurs within the blends
significantly increases the ductility of the dry polymer, allowing plastic deformation
during the crimping process, while the hydration-induced plasticisation would allow
expansion in vivo with reduced risk of fracture. The accelerated degradation achieved
here compared with pure PLLA is a promising result, allowing faster resorption on
timescales that more closely resemble healing times, and the ability to prevent embrit-
tlement during degradation is another crucial benefit. These results together provide a
number of methods for designing resorbable stent materials with improved mechanical
properties, faster resorption time, and retention of favourable mechanical properties
during degradation.
4.5 Conclusions
A blending strategy has been developed which facilitated fine-tuning of performance
with respect to polymer ductility, strength and stiffness while also offering broadened
flexibility and perspective to bioresorbable polymer degradation profiles.
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Degradation tests indicated that the presence of PLCL-PEG in the blend accelerates
degradation; not only did the PLCL-PEG phase degrade, but the degradation products
released accelerated degradation of both components via auto-catalysis. This approach
demonstrates the ability to tune the degradation rate of these bioresorbable materials
by controlling the PLLA:PLCL-PEG blend composition.
The evolution of the mechanical properties during degradation is governed by the
structural changes that take place. Pure PLLA and blends with 10% PLCL(80:20)-PEG
display densification via enthalpy relaxation, leading to increased strength and stiffness,
along with embrittlement. Slightly higher amounts of PLCL-PEG (10% PLCL(70:30)-
PEG, or 20-30% PLCL(80:20)-PEG) reduce this tendency for enthalpy relaxation,
decreasing the extent of embrittlement that takes place during degradation. Larger
amounts of PLCL-PEG (≥ 20% PLCL(70:30)-PEG, or ≥ 40% PLCL(80:20)-PEG)
begin to cause extensive molecular weight reduction, enhancing chain mobility and
allowing crystallisation. This also leads to increased strength and stiffness, along with
embrittlement. These mechanisms, and the resulting compositional “sweet spot” have
been explained in terms of an activation energy for structural relaxation, where the






5.1 Background and aims
Phosphate glasses are potentially promising materials for addressing the deficiencies
of polymers and polymer blends for cardiac stents, in particular their mechanical
properties, as discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4. Phosphate-based glasses modified with
calcium are of particular interest for biomedical applications, due to their chemical
similarity to natural bone [159]. Even for applications in polymer composites for
cardiac stents, where this similarity is of less concern, their ability to slowly dissolve in
aqueous environments is a crucial advantage.
There are a number of techniques used for production of phosphate glasses. Sol-gel
processing is a wet chemical method that involves reaction of precursors to form
colloidal particles, and further condensation reactions develop the network. This results
in an inorganic network containing a liquid phase, which is then removed by drying
to form a porous material [291]. Sol-gel processing is a popular technique due to the
low temperatures used, allowing inclusion of biologically active molecules, as well as
the method’s versatility of form (e.g. powders, films, coatings, porous scaffolds, and
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bulk monoliths can all be fabricated). Unfortunately this method can be technically
challenging, and it can be difficult to successfully achieve glassy gels with the desired
composition [159, 292].
Melt processing techniques are the more traditional method for production of glass,
and have been used since antiquity to create silica-based glasses, but are equally well
suited to modern biomedical phosphate glasses. Here the glass precursors are melted
at high temperature (over 1000℃) to form a homogeneous and degassed melt, before
being rapidly quenched to below the glass transition temperature (Tg), and then slowly
cooled to room temperature to remove residual stresses [159, 293]. Provided that a
sufficiently fast cooling rate can be achieved, a large range of glass compositions can
be successfully vitrified. The high temperatures used however, prevent incorporation
of temperature-sensitive biological molecules, and the top-down approach makes pro-
duction of nanoparticles or nanoscale pores challenging [220].
Unlike crystalline materials, the properties of melt-quenched glasses can be heavily
dependent on their particular thermal history. The glass melt contracts as it cools,
however if the melt is cooled rapidly, structural rearrangement to a denser structure
cannot take place and the structure becomes fixed. For slower cooling, equilibrium
between cooling and rearrangement can be maintained to a lower temperature, so a
denser glass forms, with less free volume [293]. The glass density, and resulting free
volume, can have profound effects on the transport properties, requiring greater energy
for diffusion of ions through the glass as the density increases [294]. Due to the role of
diffusion in phosphate glass dissolution [203, 205], the thermal history can therefore
affect the glass dissolution behaviour in turn. In addition to the thermal history of the
glass, the glass composition and the resulting network structure also have a significant
effect on the final glass properties, from density and transport properties, to in vitro
dissolution behaviour [160, 165, 178].
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This chapter describes the production of a range of P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses, and
the characterisation of their physical and chemical structure and properties. The
glasses, in the range (P2O5)90-x(CaO)x(Na2O)10, where x = 40, 45, 50, were produced
using melt quenching. Melt quenching allows the range of glass compositions used
here, which can be challenging to produce using sol-gel methods, to be fabricated
in a relatively straightforward manner. It also enables quenched glass to be further
processed into bulk discs, which are convenient for certain experiments, or into powder
suitable for incorporation into polymer-glass composites.
Accurate characterisation of the glass structure and properties is critical to un-
derstanding and explaining their dissolution behaviour, where factors such as ionic
crosslinking and glass density can have an appreciable impact on the dissolution
mechanics. This in turn can determine the degradation behaviour of polymer-glass
composites that utilise these glasses, where the dissolution of the glass component is
thought to play a major role in composite degradation [253–255]. In order to design
polymer-glass composite materials suitable for bioresorbable cardiac stents, the degra-
dation time must be within the body’s natural healing timeframe, and controllable
by composite composition. This chapter therefore aims to achieve a thorough under-
standing of the structure and properties of the phosphate glasses produced for later
incorporation into polymer-glass composites, in particular those properties that are
relevant for determining the dissolution behaviour. Polymer-glass composites utilise
glass in powder form rather than the discs used for more comprehensive investigations
here, therefore another key aim is to examine the differences between glasses with
these two differing thermal histories, and assess the impact on their resulting properties.
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5.2 Materials and Methods
5.2.1 Glass preparation
Glasses were prepared from precursors of sodium carbonate (Na2CO3), calcium car-
bonate (CaCO3) and monoammonium phosphate (NH4H2PO4). These were mixed
and placed in a vitreous silica crucible, and heated in a kiln (SBSC-1500L, Kilns and
Furnaces Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, UK) to allow removal of H2O and CO2 gases. The
powders were melted at the temperatures described in Table 5.1, and then either dry
quenched by pouring the molten glass onto a cooled steel plate, or wet quenched by
pouring into a bucket of water. Glass that was wet quenched was quickly removed from
the water and placed in an oven at 120℃ to dry overnight, to reduce the effect of any
moisture incorporated from water quenching. Wet quenching was required for one glass
composition due to its tendency to crystallise at the lower cooling rate associated with
dry quenching. Feed and target compositions, melt temperatures, and quench methods
are listed in Table 5.1. Using this method, glass frit with size of several millimetres
was obtained.
Some of this glass frit was then used to cast small discs, which are a more convenient
form for some experiments. Glass frit was melted in a platinum crucible, in a Carbolite
BLF1700 furnace, with casting temperatures of 1100℃ for P50Ca40 and P45Ca45
glasses, and 1230℃ for P40Ca50 glass. The molten glass was poured into a graphite
mould (10 mm disc diameter, 2 mm thickness) that was preheated to 390℃ in a kiln
(SBSC-1500L, Kilns and Furnaces Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, UK). After a few seconds for
the glass to solidify, the disc was removed from the mould and placed in the kiln at
390℃ to anneal. The discs were then left to cool to room temperature overnight in the
kiln.
The preparation of glasses carried out in this section was done with the assistance
of Mr. Ian Campbell, at Lucideon Ltd., Stoke-on-Trent, UK, and I am extremely
thankful for his expertise and assistance in this area.
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Table 5.1: Feed and target compositions, melt temperatures, and quench methods for the glasses
produced.
Code P50Ca40 P45Ca45 P40Ca50
Feed compositions (wt. %)
Na2CO3 6.3 6.7 6.5
CaCO3 24.1 28.8 32.9
NH4H2PO4 69.6 64.5 60.6
Target compositions (mol. %)
P2O5 50 45 40
CaO 40 45 50
Na2O 10 10 10
Melt temperature (℃) 1230 1250 1360
Quench method Dry Dry Wet
Disc casting temperature (℃) 1100 1100 1230
5.2.2 Powder milling
The glass frit that was not used for casting discs was milled to produce a coarse powder
for later experiments. The glass frit was crushed by hand with a mortar and pestle, to
fit through a 3.15 mm aperture sieve. A Fritsch Pulverisette 6 planetary ball mill was
then used to mill this to a coarse powder. The glass frit (approximately 170 g) was
added to the grinding bowl, along with 25 zirconia balls (20 mm diameter). This was
milled at 550 rpm for 5 minutes, after which the powder was sieved through a 500 µm
sieve and stored in glass jars.
5.2.3 Characterisation
5.2.3.1 Particle size analysis
Particle size was measured using a laser diffraction particle size analyser - Malvern
Mastersizer 2000, with Hydro MU 2000 (A) pumping attachment (Malvern Instruments
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Ltd., UK). The refractive index of the glasses was assumed to be constant at 1.543,
with absorption coefficient of 0.02 [295], and the samples were dispersed in acetone
(as the phosphate glasses are hygroscopic). Pumping speed was kept constant at 2000
rpm, and ultrasonication was carried out prior to analysis to break up agglomerates,
by sonicating for 60 seconds with an amplitude of 10 µm. After sonication analysis
was delayed by 60 seconds to allow bubbles caused by sonication to be removed. Five
measurements were carried out for each sample. Reported median (d0.5) and other
diameters for fractions of the particle size distribution (d0.1, d0.9) are based on the
particle volume distribution, unless otherwise specified.
5.2.3.2 Density
The density of the glass powders and discs was measured using an AccuPyc 1330 gas
pycnometer (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, USA). A 1 cm3 chamber was used,
calibrated with a 0.718522 cm3 standard. Measurements were carried out until the
standard deviation of the last five measurements was less than 0.1% of the mean.
5.2.3.3 DSC/TGA
DSC (Differential Scanning Calorimetry) and TGA (Thermogravimetric Analysis)
were carried out on the glass samples using a TA Instruments SDT Q600 (SDT -
Simultaneous DSC and TGA). Glass powder samples (10 - 25 mg) were contained in an
alumina pan, and heated from 25 to 1000℃ at 20℃/min, under 100 mL/min flow of N2
gas. A single heating run was used to measure the properties of the as-quenched glasses.
The data was baseline corrected by subtracting the response of an empty alumina pan.
Glass powder samples could be analysed directly, while cast discs were crushed by
hand with a mortar and pestle before SDT analysis. Thermal properties were analysed
using the TA Universal Analysis software, all characteristic temperatures were taken as
onset temperatures except for glass transitions, which were taken as the inflection point.
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5.2.3.4 SEM/EDS
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy)
were carried out on the glass samples using a CamScan MX2600 FEGSEM, with EDS
detector. INCA software (Oxford Instruments) was used to calculate atomic composi-
tion from EDS spectra, and measurements of elemental mol. % were converted to oxide
mol. % by assuming oxidation states and stoichiometry. Prior to analysis samples were
mounted on carbon tape and coated with 10 - 20 nm of Au/Pd, using an Emitech K550
sputter coater (40 mA deposition current for 2 minutes, under an argon atmosphere).
Glass powder samples could be analysed directly, while cast discs were crushed by
hand with a mortar and pestle before SEM/EDS analysis.
5.2.3.5 XRD
XRD (X-ray diffraction) was carried out on phosphate glass samples using a Bruker D8
Advance diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation. A 2θ range of 10-60° was used, with a
0.02° step size and dwell time of 0.5 s step-1. X-ray diffraction patterns were analysed
using profile analysis in HighScore Plus (Malvern Panalytical). Any crystalline material
in the produced glasses was quantified by adding 5 wt.% NaCl powder, and determining
the ratio of crystalline material to added NaCl.
5.2.3.6 FTIR
FTIR (Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy) was carried out on phosphate glass
samples using a Bruker Tensor 27 FTIR Spectrometer, in ATR configuration (Attenu-
ated Total Reflectance). A background scan was obtained before each sample scan,
and three replicates were analysed for each sample. Spectra were collected over the
range 520 - 4000 cm−1, with a resolution of 8 cm−1, and 16 scans were collected for
each sample. Coarse glass powder samples could be analysed directly, while cast discs
were crushed by hand with a mortar and pestle before FTIR analysis.
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5.2.3.7 NMR
The Qn distribution in the glass network of phosphate glass powders was measured by
31P solid-state magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS-NMR), using a
Bruker Avance 300 spectrometer at 121 MHz and a 4 mm MAS probe. Acquisition of
NMR spectra was carried out by Dr Abil Aliev at University College London, and I am
very grateful for his support with these experiments. Data analysis of NMR spectra
was carried out by the author, here 1D spectra were fitted using TopSpin 4.0.5 (Bruker
Ltd.) to quantify the Qn species present.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Physical and chemical properties
The composition of the glasses produced was measured by EDS, and is shown in Fig.
5.1 and Table 5.2. The CaO and P2O5 content is very close to the target compositions,
which range from 40 - 50 mol. %. The Na2O content is significantly lower than the
target composition (about 7 mol. % compared with 10 mol. %), and appears to have
been replaced by SiO2. This is likely a result of diffusion of silica from the fused silica
crucible into the melt during melting. Silicon replaces sodium, as alkali oxides such as
sodium are known to be prone to volatilisation losses due to their high vapour pressure
at elevated temperature [293]. In all cases there is negligible difference between the
glass powder samples and the cast discs, indicating that the casting process did not
alter the concentration or introduce any new impurities. This is to be expected, as a
platinum crucible was used for remelting and casting rather than the silica crucible
used for melting of the initial batch.
The glass densities were measured, and are presented in Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.3. The




































Fig. 5.1: Compositions of the glass samples measured by EDS, -D denotes the cast discs. Transparent
lines show the target compositions for each glass. EDS spectra taken at 15 kV.
Table 5.2: Composition of the phosphate glass samples measured by EDS, with standard deviations.
-D denotes cast discs.
Sample Code P2O5 (mol.%) CaO (mol.%) Na2O (mol.%) SiO2 (mol.%)
P50Ca40 50.5 ± 0.4 39.2 ± 0.7 6.7 ± 0.5 3.6 ± 0.3
P50Ca40-D 49.8 ± 0.3 40.1 ± 0.3 6.4 ± 0.2 3.7 ± 0.2
P45Ca45 45.1 ± 0.8 45.2 ± 1.1 7.2 ± 0.4 2.5 ± 0.1
P45Ca45-D 44.8 ± 0.3 45.5 ± 0.4 6.9 ± 0.2 2.8 ± 0.2
P40Ca50 41.4 ± 0.9 49.3 ± 1.5 7.0 ± 0.7 2.3 ± 0.2
P40Ca50-D 40.4 ± 0.2 50.8 ± 0.4 6.4 ± 0.2 2.4 ± 0.2
glass compositions [161, 167, 175, 176]. There is a clear increase in density as the CaO
content increases. This is to be expected, and is the result of the increased amount of
alkali oxide (glass network modifier CaO) filling interstitial spaces in the glass network,
thereby increasing mass without increasing volume [293]. The free volume, a measure
of the interstitial spaces present in a glass, was calculated from the measured densities
and EDS compositions (according to Shelby [293]), and demonstrates the effect of
alkali oxide filling these interstitial spaces.
There is also a difference in density observed between the powder and cast disc
samples, with the discs displaying a consistently lower density. In this case the only
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Fig. 5.2: Left: measured density for phosphate glasses. Right: free volume of phosphate glasses,
calculated from measured densities and EDS compositions. Error bars (denoting standard deviation)
are shown, but may be smaller than the point marker.
Table 5.3: Measured density for phosphate glass samples, with standard deviations.
Sample Code Powder Disc
P50Ca40 2.650 ± 0.002 g/cm3 2.6147 ± 0.0009 g/cm3
P45Ca45 2.751 ± 0.005 g/cm3 2.7062 ± 0.0003 g/cm3
P40Ca50 2.803 ± 0.002 g/cm3 2.784 ± 0.001 g/cm3
difference between the two is their thermal history, with the powders being prepared
directly from quenched glass, while the discs were cast from remelted glass frit. The
lower density of the discs indicates that they experienced faster cooling during casting,
leaving them with a lower density (and therefore higher free volume) and higher fictive
temperature [293].
XRD patterns of the phosphate glasses are shown in Fig. 5.3, for both powder and
cast disc samples. All of the samples show a broad peak at around 25 - 27°, consistent
with an amorphous material. No sharp diffraction peaks are observed for almost all
samples, indicating that the glass fabrication process has successfully vitrified the
glasses and avoided crystallisation. Some small diffraction peaks are observed however,
for P40Ca50 glass powder, indicating a small amount of residual crystallinity. This
was quantified by spiking the glass with 5 wt.% NaCl before measurement, and using
profile analysis to calculate the ratio of crystallised material to added NaCl. Using this
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Fig. 5.3: XRD patterns for phosphate glasses, showing the crushed discs (denoted -D, top), milled
glass powder (bottom).
method the crystallised material, Ca2P2O7 (ICDD PDF file 01-073-0440), was found
to be present at a level of 2.0 ±0.4 wt.%.
The broad, amorphous peak observed in the XRD patterns can also be observed to
shift slightly depending on the glass composition, with higher Ca content resulting in
a higher diffraction angle. A higher diffraction angle indicates smaller average atomic
separation, therefore this shift in peak position suggests that increased Ca content
leads to a smaller interatomic distance. This is consistent with density and free volume
measurements above (Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.3).
The particle size distributions of the coarsely milled glass powder and crushed
glass discs are shown in Fig. 5.4. The milled glass powder samples all have fairly
similar distributions which is to be expected for a controlled process such as this. The







































Fig. 5.4: Particle size distributions for phosphate glasses, showing the milled glass powder (left) and
crushed discs (right).
mechanical properties of the glasses can be expected to be similar, so it is unsurprising
that there is little significant difference in particle size between the different glass
compositions. This coarse powder with d0.5 around 15 - 17 µm is useful for handling
and further analysis, however for eventual incorporation into composites, the size will
need to be reduced further. The powders obtained by crushing glass discs show more
variable results, which is to be expected from a manual process such as this. Because of
the non-systematic nature of the process, little can be concluded from the differences
between different compositions, however it is clear that the crushed glass discs have a
larger particle size than the equivalent milled powders.
FTIR spectroscopy was also used to examine the chemical structure of the glasses
produced, with a particular focus on the connectivity and network structure of the
glass, as well as presence of impurities. FTIR spectra are shown in Fig. 5.5, and peak
assignments are given in Table 5.4.
In general it is clear that the spectra for the glass discs and glass powder are very
similar, however the disc spectra have a consistently lower absorbance than the powder.
This can be attributed to the difference in sample preparation for FTIR - the glass












































































































Fig. 5.5: FTIR spectra of the different glasses, -D denotes the cast disc samples. Peaks labelled A-K
are described in Table 5.4.
discs were crushed by hand with a mortar and pestle. This resulted in the crushed disc
samples having a larger particle size (see above), leading to poorer packing and less
contact between the powder sample and internal reflection element of the spectrometer,
leading to decreased absorbance, as reported previously by Udvardi et al. [296].
In general, the FTIR spectra are similar to those seen in literature for similar glass
compositions. In particular, the results seen by Knowles et al. with a glass composition
identical to the P50Ca40 glass validate the results seen here [299]. The only peaks
observed from the glass components are from P-O bonds, which is to be expected as in
this system P2O5 is the network forming oxide. Additions of CaO and Na2O result in
the alkali ions occupying interstitial space in the glass network, rather than forming
covalent bonds with bridging oxygen atoms. This is typical behaviour for a phosphate
glass and is confirmed by the FTIR spectra.
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A 500 - 550 P-O-P bend δ(P-O-P) [190, 297, 298]
B 720 - 740 P-O-P symmetric
stretch
νs(P-O-P) [190, 298]
C 770 - 780 P-O-P symmetric
stretch
νs(P-O-P) [190, 298]
D 890 - 900 P-O-P asymmetric
stretch
νas(P-O-P) [190, 297, 299, 300]
E 980 - 1000 (PO3)2− terminal
symmetric stretch
νs(PO3)2− [190, 297, 300]
F 1080 - 1100 (PO3)2− terminal
asymmetric stretch
νas(PO3)2− [190, 297, 300, 301]
G 1230 - 1260 O-P-O asymmetric
stretch
νas(O-P-O) [190, 202, 299, 300]
H 2335 - 2345 Gaseous CO2
stretch
νas(CO2) [302]
I 2355 - 2365 Gaseous CO2
stretch
νas(CO2) [302]
J 3600 - 3630 H2O symmetric
stretch
νs(H2O) [303]
K 3725 - 3735 H2O asymmetric
stretch
νas(H2O) [303]
The changes in peak height between different glass samples were also analysed. Most
peaks show no significant changes, however peaks labelled C, F, and G (νs(P-O-P),
νas(PO3)2−, and νas(O-P-O) respectively) did show noticeable trends. These are shown
in Fig. 5.6. The νs(P-O-P) and νas(O-P-O) peaks both involve only bridging oxygen
species, and are seen to decrease as the P2O5 content of the glass decreases, while
the νas(PO3)2− peak involves a terminal group and increases as the P2O5 content
of the glass decreases. This is a result of the decreasing proportion of the network
forming oxide P2O5, leading to a glass with a lower degree of connectivity, evidenced
by lower concentration of bridging oxygens and higher concentration of terminal groups.
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Fig. 5.6: Changes in the height of different FTIR absorbance peaks for the glass samples investigated,
for as-produced powder, and cast discs. Peak labels correspond to those in Fig. 5.5, and Table 5.4.
Peaks corresponding to gaseous CO2 are seen at around 2350 cm−1, resulting
from atmospheric CO2 present in the air in voids between glass particles. This signal
displayed high variability and was also seen in some background scans, demonstrating
that it arose from atmospheric CO2 rather than a component present in the glass.
The hydroxyl content of glasses is also of high importance, and is of interest in this
case as one of the glass compositions (P40Ca50) was water quenched, which may have
influenced its hydroxyl content. For calcium metaphosphate glasses (P2O5)50(CaO)50,
hydroxyl content is seen to give rise to three main bands; band 1 in the range 3390
- 3640 cm−1 (OH-groups that are not involved in hydrogen bonding), band 2 in the
range 2600 - 3000 cm−1 (OH-groups that interact with bridging oxygens via hydrogen
bonding), and band 3 at around 2350 cm−1 (OH-groups interacting with each other
via hydrogen bonds)[304, 305]. Any presence of band 3 would be obscured by the CO2
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signal (peaks H and I), however bands 1 and 2 are not seen either, therefore there is little
evidence from this data for significant hydroxyl content in the glass. Peaks associated
with water are seen however, at 3600 - 3630 and 3725 - 3735 cm−1. These are related to
H2O symmetric and asymmetric stretches respectively (peaks J and K), and indicate
the presence of physisorbed water rather than hydroxyl incorporated into the structure.
No significant trends are seen for these peaks with respect to glass composition (Fig.
5.6 J and K), indicating that the water quenching process has not resulted in sig-
nificantly different levels of water or hydroxyl incorporation compared to dry quenching.
Solid-state NMR was also used to quantitatively assess the chemical structure and
network connectivity of the glass powder. From 31P MAS-NMR (Fig. 5.7 and Table
5.5) only Q1 and Q2 phosphate tetrahedra (1 and 2 bridging oxygens respectively - see
Fig. 2.10 on page 32) were seen, at positions from -7.7 to -10.8 ppm for Q1, and from
-22.9 to -25.5 ppm for Q2 [161, 306]. Additional peaks at 50 to 100 ppm and -100 to
-150 ppm can be attributed to spinning sidebands.
The glass with the highest phosphate content, P50Ca40, is composed mainly of Q2
co-ordinated phosphate tetrahedra. No Q3 tetrahedra are seen which is unsurprising due
to the high (50%) amount of modifying oxides. As the Ca content increased the Q1/Q2
ratio increased, indicating depolymerisation of the network and replacement of chain
forming Q2 groups with chain terminating Q1 groups. The Q1 peak of the P40Ca50
glass displays two sharp peaks in addition to the single broad peak. This may be due
to the presence of the small amount of crystalline Ca2P2O7 also observed by XRD [307].
Using a simple structural model consisting of Q2 and Q1 tetrahedra, and the nom-
inal glass composition, a theoretical estimate of the relative amounts of different Q
species can be obtained. When using the nominal glass composition (Fig. 5.8, left),
there is some discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental values. Previous














Fig. 5.7: 31P MAS-NMR spectra of phosphate glass powder samples.
Table 5.5: NMR peak positions and area ratios for phosphate glass powder, with standard deviations.
Sample Code Q1 position (ppm) Q2 position (ppm) Q1/Q2
P50Ca40 -10.782 ± 0 -25.54 ± 0.05 0.052 ± 0.002
P45Ca45 -9.26 ± 0.04 -24.17 ± 0.06 0.462 ± 0.01
P40Ca50 -7.667 ± 0.007 -22.89 ± 0.01 1.98 ± 0.02
3 mol. % SiO2, resulting from substitution of Na with Si from the fused silica crucible.
By incorporating the network disrupting effect of SiO2 on phosphate glass [308] into
the composition used for calculations, much closer agreement between theoretical and
experimental values is achieved (Fig. 5.8, right). For the 50 mol. % CaO glass, there
is still some difference between measured and predicted Q1/Q2 composition. This may
be a result of hydroxyl incorporated into the structure as a result of the wet quenching
process used for this glass composition (the other two compositions were quenched
dry). This would have a depolymerising effect, increasing the relative amount of Q1
species from the theoretical value, as seen in the results. Incorporated hydroxyl was
not observed in FTIR, but the wet quenching process and these NMR results suggest
that a small amount may be present.

















































Fig. 5.8: Effect of CaO concentration on the relative theoretical and experimental concentrations of
Qn units in the phosphate glass, using a structural model based on Q1 and Q2 tetrahedra, and either
the nominal glass composition (left) or with addition of SiO2 (right).
5.3.2 Thermal properties
The thermal properties of the glasses were investigated by SDT (Simultaneous DSC and
TGA) to give information on the possible thermal transformations and glass structure.
Mass loss measured during TGA from 25 to 1000℃ revealed a negligible change in
mass - less than 0.3 wt. % in all cases. This small mass loss could be attributed to
adsorbed water on the glass surface - significant mass loss of the glass would not be
expected at these temperatures, as the melting temperature of the glasses was higher
than 1000℃. Thermal decomposition or boiling would not be anticipated until even
higher temperatures.
DSC data was also recorded during SDT analysis of phosphate glasses, and an
example DSC curve is shown in Fig. 5.9. Transitions recorded from different glass
compositions are summarised in Figs. 5.11 and 5.12, and Table 5.6. The DSC curves
for all glass samples appear fairly typical for this type of phosphate glass, with a single



































Fig. 5.9: Representative DSC curve for phosphate glass, showing the glass transition, and various
crystallisation and melting peaks. This particular curve is for P45Ca45 glass powder.
Fig. 5.11 summarises the effects of composition on the thermal transitions of the
phosphate glasses. It is clear that for both powder and cast discs, increasing Ca
content increases the Tg; this is consistent with the work of Knowles et al. and can be
attributed to an increased number of cross-links between the phosphate glass chains
[206, 310, 311]. Formation of cross-links occurs when divalent ions are added - P-O-P
bridging oxygen bonds are broken, however the Ca2+ ion creates an ionic cross-link













Fig. 5.10: Cross-linking of phosphate glass chains by a divalent cation (Ca2+) as suggested by Van
Wazer [312].
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Fig. 5.11: Thermal transitions for different phosphate glass compositions, for powders and cast discs.
Error bars (denoting standard deviation) are shown, but may be smaller than the point marker.
Table 5.6: Measured thermal transitions for different phosphate glass compositions, with standard
deviations. -D denotes cast discs.
Sample Code Tg (℃) Tc (℃) Tm (℃)
P50Ca40 456 ± 1 681.3 ± 0.7 806 ± 7,
855 ± 1.0
P50Ca40-D 451.6 ± 0.7 694 ± 4 805 ± 5





P45Ca45-D 466.9 ± 0.7 644 ± 1 750 ± 8





P40Ca50-D 489.5 ± 0.5 613 ± 1 758 ± 2,
819 ± 3
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Fig. 5.12: Thermal transitions for different phosphate glass compositions, showing the same data as
Fig. 5.11, but focusing on the comparison between powder and cast disc samples. Graphs show the
glass transition (left), crystallisation (middle) and melting (right) transitions.
In addition to the effect of composition on thermal properties, the sample prepara-
tion method also appears to alter the transition temperatures, as shown in Fig. 5.12.
The onset temperature of crystallisation for the powder sample is consistently lower
than that for the cast disc samples, while the behaviour of the melting temperatures
of the crystalline phases is not clear. It appears that the cast disc samples may have
higher melting points, although without information on the exact phases present (i.e.
XRD) it is difficult to fully explain this.
The increase in Tg with increasing Ca content has been discussed above, and it is
seen to occur for both powder and cast disc samples. Interestingly, the Ca content
appears to have a greater effect on the Tg of the cast disc than the powder. The exact
reason for this is unclear, but may be related to the increased free volume of the cast
discs, which could reduce Tg at low cross-linking density by increasing chain spacing
and therefore reducing interchain forces. When additional Ca2+ ions are added to
the less dense glass, they would more easily find interstitial spaces where they can be
effective cross-linkers, thus having a greater effect on the Tg than the same Ca2+ ions
added to the more dense glass.
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5.4 Discussion
5.4.1 Glass characterisation
The glasses produced were seen to be mostly successfully vitrified, resulting in fully
amorphous glass discs and powder as observed from the XRD patterns. One of the glass
compositions, P40Ca50, with the highest Ca content, showed a small amount of crys-
tallised material in the milled powder, but not in the cast glass discs. This crystallised
material was analysed by XRD and found to be a calcium phosphate phase (Ca2P2O7),
present at a low level of 2.0 ±0.4 wt.%. The presence of both Ca and P in this
crystalline phase suggest that this is a result of crystallisation of melted material during
cooling, rather than residual unmelted precursors. The glass composition, as mea-
sured by EDS, matched the intended P2O5 and CaO amounts to within experimental
error, indicating successful formation of the desired set of phosphate glass compositions.
The Na2O amount was appreciably lower than the 10 mol. % targeted, averaging
around 7 mol. % across all the glass compositions produced. This was paired with
the inclusion of approximately 3 mol. % SiO2 in the glass, which was not a targeted
glass constituent. This can be explained by volatilisation of alkali Na from the melt,
and contamination with SiO2 from the crucible. Volatilisation losses are known to
be particularly significant for alkali oxides, due to their high vapour pressure at high
temperatures. Melting and homogenisation of the glass for extended time at high
temperature in an uncovered crucible can be expected to lead to some loss of Na that
is not observed for the other oxides used (P2O5, CaO) [293], however fortunately this
loss is constant across all the glass compositions, so should not be a significant variable
in future studies. Contamination with SiO2 from dissolution of the crucible is also a
phenomenon known to occur at these high temperatures [293], and it has been shown
that addition of SiO2 to phosphate glasses can increase the dissolution rate [308]. With
the glasses produced here however, the SiO2 content is relatively consistent across the
glass compositions at about 3 mol. %, so this is unlikely to be a contributing variable
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to future studies based on these glasses, although their dissolution may be faster than
similar glass compositions without SiO2 content.
The chemical structure of the glasses was investigated using FTIR and NMR, where
is was observed that Ca has a depolymerising effect on the glass network, as observed
in previous work [299]. The depolymerising effect of Ca was confirmed, with addition of
CaO from 40 up to 50 mol. % causing a transition from mostly Q2 phosphate tetrahedra,
to mostly Q1. Based on the glass composition and known connectivity of the phosphate
tetrahedra, a glass structural model can be developed. In order to explain the NMR
results observed, in terms of the Q1/Q2 ratio, the presence of SiO2 from the crucible
must be included, resulting in the glass formula (P2O5)90-x(CaO)x(Na2O)7(SiO2)3. In
this model the Si performs a network modifying role (i.e. depolymerising), rather
than forming the network as in silica-based glasses. This model still does not com-
pletely explain the Q1/Q2 ratios observed, with the P40Ca50 glass displaying lower Q2
content than predicted. This can be attributed to hydroxyl incorporation from the
wet quenching process, which does not appear to be large enough to be significant in
FTIR results, but could cause additional depolymerisation of the glass network. This
hydroxyl incorporation can impact the dissolution properties of the glass which are
critical for medical applications.
Formation of hydroxyl within the glass by reaction with water is described in Eq.
5.1:
P O P + H2O P OH + HO P (5.1)
In a similar way to addition of network modifying oxides, this reaction causes
depolymerisation of the phosphate glass network. Unlike the addition of alkali ions
such as Ca2+ however, there is no subsequent formation of ionic crosslinks (Fig. 5.10),
as the hydrogen atoms bond directly to these terminal oxygen atoms. Therefore the
incorporation of hydroxyl can be expected to reduce the chemical durability of the
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glass, as it breaks network bonds (i.e. P-O-P), but contrary to Ca2+ does not replace
them with stronger crosslinks.
The glass structure is also clearly influenced by the composition, specifically the Ca
content. Addition of Ca to the glass increases the density, consistent with Ca ions being
located at interstitial sites within the phosphate network, forming crosslinks between
phosphate glass chains [167, 312]. This is also supported by XRD results, where the
shift of the amorphous peak to higher angle as Ca content increases is consistent with
decreasing interatomic distance. The effect of these crosslinks was seen in the increased
Tg for higher Ca glasses - Ca crosslinks provided greater thermal resistance and so
increased the Tg [167, 206]. These crosslinks are also known to provide greater chemical
durability, so would be expected to lead to a slower dissolution rate.
There is also a clear difference in the glass stability - the temperature difference be-
tween the glass transition Tg and the onset of crystallisation Tc - across the composition
range studied. Addition of Ca to the glass increases the glass transition temperature,
while substantially reducing the onset of crystallisation. One factor affecting this is the
thermodynamic driving force for crystallisation, characterised by the enthalpy of fusion
(∆Hf) for the crystalline phase, however without comprehensive information on the
crystalline phases formed this is difficult to comment on. The interatomic separation
distance in the glass is another important factor in determining crystal nucleation and
growth, where a more densely packed glass will exhibit faster nucleation and growth
at any given temperature [293]. The increase in density seen for higher Ca glasses
can therefore explain this reduction in crystallisation temperature, and therefore the
reduced glass stability. The implication of this is that hot working of phosphate glasses
(e.g. melt drawing into fibres) is significantly more difficult for glasses with higher Ca
content, as crystallisation must be avoided.
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5.4.2 Glass discs vs. powder
Differences in properties are also observed due to changes in the thermal history (i.e.
quenching or casting discs). Some of these can be attributed to differences in particle
size, where cast discs were manually crushed for analysis, resulting in a larger particle
size than the milled powders. This artefact can explain differences observed in the
FTIR peak intensity, as described in section 5.3.1, and possibly the crystallisation
temperature. The onset temperature of crystallisation for the milled powder sample
is consistently lower than that for the cast disc samples, which can be attributed to
the reduced density of the cast discs reducing the crystal nucleation and growth rates.
The smaller particle size of the milled powder is another possible explanation for this
difference. Crystallisation in phosphate glasses typically occurs by surface nucleation,
therefore the increased surface/volume ratio of the finer milled powder results in an
earlier onset of crystallisation [313, 314]. This effect could also explain why a greater
number of different crystalline phases are observed in the milled powder sample.
Cast discs consistently display a lower density compared with the as-quenched
glass powder, indicating that cast discs experienced a faster cooling rate resulting in
a less dense glass with more free volume. This can also explain why the P40Ca50
glass powder contains some crystallised material, while the cast disc with the same
composition does not - the faster cooling rate during casting prevented crystallisation.
These different thermal histories however, would not be expected to significantly
affect the network properties of the glass, as characterised by NMR and FTIR. When
accounting for differences in particle size, FTIR showed similar trends in different
functional groups for both glass powder and cast discs. solid state NMR was only
carried out on glass powder, but the remelting and casting process would not reasonably
be expected to alter the network connectivity of the glass, only the arrangement of the
network (i.e. density, or formation of crystalline phases). In addition, the incorporation
of hydroxyl into the glass network discussed for the wet-quenched P40Ca50 glass occurs
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during the initial quenching step, and will therefore affect the glass powder and cast
discs equally.
Using glass discs to evaluate the dissolution of the glass powder that will be used in
composites is expected to result in a small amount of inaccuracy. Although the discs
have the same composition as the powder, there are some differences as a result of their
differing thermal history, which have been discussed in previous sections. The glass
powders are all denser than their disc counterparts, with lower free volume, therefore
it is reasonable to expect that diffusion through the powder samples will occur more
slowly, giving rise to slower dissolution when diffusion is the limiting step. Diffusion is
not the only phenomenon controlling glass dissolution however, with the hydrolysis and
hydration reactions playing a major role. The hydrolysis reaction itself, where covalent
bridging oxygen bonds are broken, is unlikely to be affected by changes in glass density
brought on by different thermal processing methods, however this is not necessarily
the case for the hydration reaction. This involves replacement of the ionic cross-linker
cations (Fig. 5.10), which sit at interstitial sites within the free volume of the phosphate
glass network, with hydrogen ions. It is difficult to predict how changes in density will
affect this hydration reaction, but the glass transition temperature Tg, which is heavily
affected by these cross-links, can be used as an indirect measure. Based on the glass
transition temperatures (Fig. 5.12), this suggests that for P50Ca40 glass the hydration
of the glass powder will be slower than for the cast discs, approximately the same for
P45Ca45 glass, and for the high calcium P40Ca50 glass dissolution may be faster for
the glass powder than the cast discs, when the hydration reaction is the dominant factor.
The P40Ca50 glass powder is also seen to contain a small amount of crystallised
material as a result of the slower cooling process when compared with the cast disc.
The Ca2P2O7 material formed is an insoluble salt, therefore dissolution of the P40Ca50
glass powder would not be expected to go to completion, resulting in a small amount
(approximately 2 wt. %) of insoluble material.
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5.5 Conclusions
A set of phosphate glasses, in the range (P2O5)90-x(CaO)x(Na2O)10, where x = 40,
45, 50, were successfully produced using melt quenching, and subsequent milling into
powder, or casting into discs. The Ca content was seen to have a dominant effect on
the glass properties, increasing the density, while also reducing the connectivity of the
phosphate network. These Ca2+ ions form crosslinks between phosphate glass chains,
increasing the Tg of the glass.
Differences in thermal history between the glass powder and cast discs are also
seen to have an impact on the glass properties, with the faster-cooled discs displaying
reduced density and greater glass stability. The differences in properties between the
glass powder and cast discs have been explained in terms of the effect of their thermal
histories on their structure, and the potential effects of this on the dissolution behaviour
has been discussed. In Chapter 6 the cast glass discs will be used to explore the disso-
lution behaviour of these glass compositions, to inform investigations of polymer-glass
composites in Chapters 7 and 8. These composites will utilise phosphate glass powder,
so it is important to understand the differences between these and resulting limitations
of the method.
This chapter has provided a thorough understanding of the structure of these phos-
phate glasses, and the role that composition and thermal history play in determining
their properties. This will enable the dissolution behaviour of these glasses, both on
their own and as a component in a polymer-glass composite, to be fully understood
and explained. In particular the dissolution of the glass is critical to the degradation
behaviour of these polymer-glass composites, which is one of the key limitations of
current polymer bioresorbable stent technology. Incorporating these phosphate glasses
has the potential to accelerate the degradation of the composite, and bring stent






6.1 Background and aims
Phosphate-based glasses are attractive materials for medical implants, due in part to
their cytocompatibility and demonstrated potential for use in soft tissue applications
such as ligament and muscle scaffolds, wound healing, and promoting angiogenesis [178,
220, 309, 315, 316]. However perhaps their greatest advantage is their solubility in
aqueous solutions, and the ability to tune this solubility over many orders of magnitude
by tailoring the glass composition, to match the degradation lifetime of the material
with tissue repair [167]. Phosphate glasses have potential applications including hard
tissue engineering, as well as controlled release and antimicrobial materials [159, 160],
and can also be combined with polymers in fully degradable polymer-glass composites
for hard or soft tissue implant materials such as bioresorbable stents [178–180, 227,
228, 264]. The biological response of these materials is often closely linked to the
dissolution rate of the glass - in order to support cell adhesion and survival, the surface
must dissolve slowly enough to allow physical bonding [178–181]. It is clear that in
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any application, the degradation timescale of the material is of critical importance,
therefore intimate knowledge of the dissolution behaviour of the phosphate glass is
crucial.
Due to their similarity in composition to natural bone, calcium containing phosphate
glasses are of particular interest for medical applications. Early work by Bunker et
al. and Uo et al. [164, 201] found that Ca ions introduced within the glass form ionic
crosslinks between non-bridging oxygens of two different glass chains [312], enhancing
the chemical durability of the glass.
Despite having been the subject of research for several decades, some uncertainty
still remains over the mechanisms in effect during different stages of phosphate glass
dissolution. Several studies [160, 200, 201] have observed an initial dissolution stage
with parabolic time dependence, in P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses, which Bunker et al. at-
tributed to water diffusion and formation of a surface hydration layer [201]. This initial
stage has also been observed in P2O5-FeO-Fe2O3-Na2O glasses [205], however other
works on P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses have not observed this initial non-linear stage [163,
165], suggesting that it may be related to the changing ionic strength of the solution
rather than diffusion and ion exchange [317]. The later stage of dissolution, with linear
time dependence, is considered to be controlled by the reaction of the hydrated layer
at the glass-solution interface [200, 205, 317]. The cause of the transition between
these stages is not yet well understood, but the transition time has been observed to
be roughly correlated to the durability of the glass [201] (i.e. the overall resistance to
dissolution).
The pH dependence of Ca-P glass dissolution has been previously characterised,
with results indicating that the rate of dissolution increases in acidic or basic solu-
tions [163, 201, 204], with acidic solutions accelerating dissolution by disrupting ionic
crosslinks between phosphate chains. However, the interaction between solution pH
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and the multi-stage dissolution behaviour, and the transition between these dissolution
stages, has not been thoroughly investigated.
This chapter investigates the dissolution behaviour of a set of P2O5-CaO-Na2O
glasses in deionised (DI) water and phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). In order to gain
insight into the mechanisms of dissolution a two-stage model is applied, similar to that
used by Ma et al. [200, 205] to describe the mass loss of Na-Fe-P and Na-Ca-P glasses,
based on an initial parabolic time dependence, followed by later linear dissolution.
To the author’s knowledge, this is the first work to quantitatively compare the non-
linear mechanisms of P2O5-CaO-Na2O glass dissolution in DI water and higher ionic
strength PBS, across a range of pH values, and provides new insight into the two
stages of dissolution, and the cause of the transition between them. The effect of
pH is especially important when considering phosphate glasses as a component in
polymer-glass composites, due to the acidification that can result from degradation of
commonly used degradable polymers. To simulate the conditions phosphate glass may
experience in a polymer-glass composite, dissolution experiments were conducted in
PBS with added lactic acid (the acidic degradation product of common degradable
polymers) to alter the solution pH, and determine the effect on the dissolution rate
and mechanisms. Previous works have speculated that the transition between the two
dissolution stages may be related to the nature of the conversion layer (also referred
to as an alteration layer [205]); this work discusses how the formation of different
conversion layer species across a range of solution conditions can affect the transition
behaviour.
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6.2 Materials and methods
6.2.1 Glass preparation
Glass discs were prepared and characterised as described in Chapter 5. These glass discs
had nominal compositions in the range (P2O5)90-x(CaO)x(Na2O)10, where x = 40, 45, 50.
6.2.2 Dissolution testing
Dissolution tests were carried out in DI water (Type I, 18.2 MΩ.cm) and PBS
(phosphate-buffered saline, pH = 7) (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA),
as well as PBS adjusted to pH = 3, and pH = 5 by adding lactic acid (≥85%, Sigma-
Aldrich 252476). Glass discs were incubated at 37℃ in conical-bottomed vials (to
ensure all surfaces were exposed to solution) containing in 15 mL of the chosen solution
(surface area/volume ratio 15 m-1). For all dissolution testing, this surface area/volume
ratio (SA/V) was used unless otherwise specified. Selected testing was also carried out
with a larger solution volume of 250 mL (surface area/volume ratio 0.88 m-1). Solution
pH was measured using a Hanna HI 4222 pH meter, and Ca2+ ion concentration was
measured using an ISE (ion selective electrode - Sentek 361-75 Calcium Combination
ISE), calibrated using a modified Nernst equation [318] with standard solutions diluted
with DI water from a 0.1 mol L-1 calcium standard (Hanna HI 4004-01). To measure
glass disc mass during dissolution, discs were removed from solution, rinsed with DI
water, dabbed dry, and weighed, before being returned to the solution for further dis-
solution. Digital photographs were also taken to record visible changes in morphology.
Before SEM imaging, partially dissolved discs were removed from solution, rinsed with
DI water, dabbed dry, and stored in a desiccator to dry over several days.
Dissolution tests in PBS and pH-modified PBS (except those at SA/V = 0.88 m-1)
were carried out by Ms. Kalliope Margaronis as part of a final year undergraduate
research project at the University of Cambridge, and I am very grateful for her collab-
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oration on this work. Analysis and interpretation of the results in this chapter were all
carried out by the author.
6.2.3 Characterisation
SEM (Scanning electron microscopy) and EDS (Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy)
were performed on the glass samples after dissolution testing, using a CamScan MX2600
FEG-SEM and Phenom ProX SEM. INCA software (Oxford Instruments) was used to
calculate atomic composition from EDS spectra. Prior to analysis samples were coated
with 10 - 20 nm of Au/Pd, using an Emitech K550 sputter coater (40 mA deposition
current for 2 minutes, under an argon atmosphere). XRD (X-ray diffraction) was
carried out using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer with Cu Kα radiation, using a
2θ range of 20-50° with a 0.1° step size and dwell time of 10 s step-1 to maximise the
signal/noise ratio. Any crystalline phases present were identified using HighScore Plus
software (Malvern Panalytical).
As with the dissolution tests above, characterisation of glasses dissolved in PBS
and pH-modified PBS (except those at SA/V = 0.88 m-1) were carried out by Ms.
Kalliope Margaronis. Interpretation of these results was carried out by the author.
6.3 Calculation
A two-stage dissolution model is used here to describe the glass mass loss in a similar
fashion to the work of Ma et al. [205], however here this model is adapted for use
in a disc geometry by considering the thickness of a dissolved layer x. In the initial
diffusion controlled stage (before the transition time ttrans is reached, i.e. t < ttrans),
dissolution occurs at the surface of the disc and the interface moves towards the centre,
resulting in the unreacted core shrinking and decreasing the surface and hence reaction
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area over time as shown in Fig. 6.1. In this stage a 3D diffusion model (DM) with
parabolic time dependence applies [208, 209], such that:












Fig. 6.1: Schematic showing the model geometry for glass dissolution, and two-stage dissolution
model as described by Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4.
In later stages (t > ttrans) the surface reaction determines the dissolution rate, with
conversion reactions progressing into the disc by diffusion (as shown in Fig. 6.1), while
dissolution of the conversion layer occurs at the surface. Assuming linear reaction
kinetics the dissolution progress can be described by a contracting volume model [208,
210] (CVM):
x(t > ttrans) = kCV M t (6.2)
Therefore the extent of the dissolved layer over the whole course of dissolution can
be described by:
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x(t) = H(ttrans − t)kDM t1/2 + H(t − ttrans)(kDM t
1/2
trans + kCV M(t − ttrans)) (6.3)
where H is the Heaviside step function (half-maximum convention). Applying the
disc geometry, the mass fraction dissolved (α) can be given by:




where r0 and h0 are, respectively, the initial radius and height of the disc, as shown
in Fig. 6.1. Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 were used to model the mass loss of phosphate glasses,
using non-linear least squares regression in Matlab.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 Dissolution in DI water
The changes in solution pH and Ca2+ ion activity as the glasses dissolve in DI water
are seen in Fig. 6.2. The control solution (DI water only) suffered a rapid decrease in
pH to around 4.7 due to dissolution of atmospheric CO2 and subsequent formation of
carboxylic acid, followed by a gradual increase to about 5.6. This gradual increase can
be attributed to contamination of the solution with residual ions from the electrodes
used for pH and Ca2+ ion measurement. In spite of thorough washing between samples,
some transfer and contamination was unavoidable, and resulted in a pH increase for the
control solution which has very low ionic concentration and therefore is very sensitive
to changes.
Changes in measured Ca2+ ion activity indicate that the level of Ca released from
the glass (Fig. 6.2) was the inverse of Ca content, with the lowest Ca glass (P50Ca40)
releasing Ca the fastest. This indicates that Ca release is clearly more closely linked
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Fig. 6.2: Solution pH (top) and Ca2+ activity (bottom) for phosphate glasses dissolving in DI water
at 37°C. Solid lines indicate Ca2+ activity measured using an ISE, while dotted lines indicate Ca2+
activity calculated based on measured mass loss assuming congruent dissolution. Shaded region
denotes standard deviation for n = 3 measurements.
to the dissolution behaviour (see below) than actual Ca content. Dotted lines in
this graph indicate the Ca2+ activity calculated from the mass loss data (using the
Truesdell-Jones model [319–321]) in Fig. 6.3, assuming congruent dissolution. In all
cases the measured Ca release was significantly higher than that expected from the
mass loss, indicating Ca was leached from the bulk glass.
The mass loss of phosphate glasses during dissolution in DI water (Fig. 6.3) shows
that glasses with higher Ca content dissolved more slowly. It can also be seen that linear
dissolution models (inset plots) did not describe this data adequately, underestimating
the initial stages of dissolution, and not accounting for slower dissolution in the later
stages. By contrast the two-stage model, incorporating a diffusion stage (DM) and
















































































































Fig. 6.3: Mass fraction dissolved during dissolution in DI water at 37°C for phosphate glasses, fitted
to two-stage model with diffusion stage (dotted line - DM) and contracting volume stage (solid line -
CVM). Inset plots show the same data fitted to a linear dissolution rate. Bottom right shows the
same data combined onto a log-log scale for comparison.
6.1 and Fig. 6.5. Rate constants (kDM , kCV M ) decreased with increasing Ca, consistent
with slower dissolution, while the transition time ttrans increased. The initial diffusion
limited stage was not observed for the P50Ca40 glass, therefore ttrans can only be given
as lower than the first non-zero timepoint (one hour).
The morphology of the phosphate glasses after dissolution in DI water is shown in
Fig. 6.4. After 98 days a layer (denoted as type B) was observed on the surface of the
P45Ca45 and P40Ca50 glasses. The morphology of this layer is difficult to interpret, as
the cracks seen may be caused by the drying process, however the composition of this
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layer is of principal interest. EDS revealed this to be dominated by Ca and P, with a
P:Ca:Na:Si ratio of 100:71:2:0 measured, regardless of the actual glass composition. A
similar layer (B) with comparable composition was also seen partially covering the sur-
face of the P50Ca40 glass, with the remaining area (denoted as type A) displaying etch
pits. Areas where etch pits were found (only on P50Ca40) had a similar composition to
the starting glass, however were depleted in Ca, with P:Ca:Na:Si ratio of 100:33:15:4,
compared with a ratio of 100:40:13:4 before dissolution. This layer was also seen in
macro-scale images of the glass discs, where it turned the transparent glass opaque (Fig.
6.4e). The time at which this layer appeared roughly corresponded to the transition
time between the two stages of mass loss (Table 6.1) for the medium and high Ca glass
(P45Ca45 and P40Ca50), however for the low Ca glass P50Ca40 transition occurred
very early on, while the layer was only visible well into the dissolution process.
Fig. 6.4: Morphology of glass discs during and after dissolution, showing SEM images after 98 days
in DI water at 37°C for P50Ca40 (a, b), P45Ca45 (c), P40Ca50 (d), and digital photographs of glass





























































































Fig. 6.5: Fitted parameters (kDM , kCV M , ttrans) for the two-stage model for phosphate glass
dissolution in DI water, PBS, or lactic acid-adjusted PBS at pH 3 or 5, all at 37°C. Error bars denote
standard deviation for n = 3 measurements, brackets () denote transition occurring immediately, with
no diffusion-limited stage observed.
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Table 6.1: Fitted reaction rate parameters for two-stage models for phosphate glass dissolution.





P50Ca40 DI H2O - 19.4 (±0.3) < 0.04 0.999
P45Ca45 DI H2O 3.5 (±0.1) 0.224 (±0.003) 4.9 (±0.5) 0.989
P40Ca50 DI H2O 1.52 (±0.02) 0.041 (±0.002) 13.2 (±0.7) 0.982
P50Ca40 PBS pH 7 6.0 (±0.3) 0.78 (±0.2) 7 (±3) 0.963
P45Ca45 PBS pH 7 3.9 (±0.3) 0.51 (±0.02) 7 (±4) 0.938
P40Ca50 PBS pH 7 2.52 (±0.06) 0.032 (±0.005) 9.3 (±0.6) 0.873
P50Ca40 PBS pH 5 14.9 (±0.3) 1.26 (±0.06) 22 (±7) 0.970
P45Ca45 PBS pH 5 8.2 (±0.4) 1.06 (±0.02) 6 (±2) 0.983
P40Ca50 PBS pH 5 5.1 (±0.1) 0.24 (±0.01) 10.2 (±0.8) 0.959
P50Ca40 PBS pH 3 34.8 (±0.8) 4.0 (±0.2) 19.4 (±0.6) 0.971
P45Ca45 PBS pH 3 37.2 (±0.5) 1.04 (±0.08) 17.2 (±0.8) 0.973
P40Ca50 PBS pH 3 24.0 (±0.5) 1.12 (±0.05) 10.5 (±0.8) 0.964
P40Ca50 PBS pH 7
SA/V 0.88 m-1
12.9 (±0.2) 0.2 (±0.1) 32 (±0.2) 0.983
6.4.2 Dissolution in PBS
The evolution of solution pH during phosphate glass dissolution in PBS and pH-
adjusted PBS is shown in Fig. 6.6. The trend observed for different glass compositions
is consistent with that seen for dissolution in DI water (Fig. 6.2), with higher Ca
glasses leading to higher solution pH. In general, regardless of initial pH, the dissolution
of the glass in PBS appeared to result in a slow convergence of the solution pH towards
a similar value for each glass composition, as the glass dissolution slowly dominated
over the initial solution conditions. The pH of the empty solution (PBS) was measured














































Fig. 6.6: Solution pH for phosphate glasses dissolving in PBS, or lactic acid-adjusted PBS at pH 3
or 5, at 37°C, showing P50Ca40 (a), P45Ca45 (b), P40Ca50 (c), and all three glasses together for
comparison (d). Shaded region denotes standard deviation for n = 3 measurements.
The mass loss of phosphate glasses during dissolution in PBS and pH-adjusted PBS
is shown in Fig. 6.8, with fitted curves from the two-stage model in Table 6.1. Again it
is clear that glasses with higher Ca content dissolved more slowly, in accordance with
earlier results in DI water. The effect of pH on the general mass loss trend is also clear;
reduced pH accelerated mass loss for all glass compositions. Fig. 6.7 shows the mass loss
of P40Ca50 glass in the same PBS solution, but at different surface area/volume ratios.
It can be seen that dissolution occurs significantly faster in a greater volume of solution.

















kDM: 12.9 ±0.2 μm/day0.5 
kCVM: 0.2 ±0.1 μm/day 
ttrans: 32 ±2 days
kDM: 2.52 ±0.06 μm/day0.5 
kCVM: 0.032 ±0.005 μm/day 
ttrans: 9.3 ±0.6 days
SA/V 0.88 m-1
SA/V 15 m-1
Fig. 6.7: Mass fraction dissolved during dissolution of P40Ca50 glass in PBS at 37°C, for sur-
face area/volume ratios of 15 and 0.88 m-1. Shaded region denotes standard deviation for n = 3
measurements.
The fitted parameters for the two-stage model (Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.5) showed
significant variation across glass composition and solution conditions. The rate constant
for the diffusion controlled stage (kDM) showed a clear decreasing trend for increasing
Ca content, and also increased significantly as the solution pH decreased. Similar trends,
although less clear, were also seen for the rate constant for the reaction controlled
stage (kCV M ). Variation in the transition time (ttrans) between the two stages was also
seen across different glass compositions and solution conditions. In DI water, ttrans
increased with increasing Ca content, however this trend was absent in PBS with a
similar ttrans observed for all glass compositions, and reversed in pH-adjusted PBS, with
a decreasing ttrans with increasing Ca content. The effect of surface area/volume ratio
on dissolution rate parameters is also clear from Table 6.1 and Fig. 6.7, where it can be
seen that increasing the volume of solution increases the dissolution rate constants for
both dissolution stages, while also increasing the time required for transition between










































































































































































Fig. 6.8: Mass fraction dissolved during dissolution in PBS, or lactic acid-adjusted PBS at pH 3 or
5, at 37°C. Shaded region denotes standard deviation for n = 3 measurements. Black line shows fitted
model according to Eq. 6.4, with dotted and solid regions denoting the diffusion and contracting
volume stages respectively.
The macro-scale morphology of glass discs during dissolution is shown in Fig. 6.9,
where the formation of an opaque layer was observed for all glasses except for P50Ca40
in pH 3 and pH 5. The time taken for observation of this layer is also shown plotted
against the fitted ttrans parameter in Fig. 6.10. Data points for P50Ca40 in DI water
and PBS at pH 3 and 5 were excluded from this plot as transition occurred immediately
in DI water, and no layer was observed in PBS at pH 3 and 5 within the duration of
the experiment. Good correlation can be observed between these two values, giving an
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R2 value of 0.86. A more detailed view of the morphology is shown by SEM analysis
in Fig. 6.12, where several types of dissolution behaviour can be seen.
Fig. 6.9: Composite image of photographs showing the morphology of glass discs during and after
dissolution in PBS, or lactic acid-adjusted PBS at pH 3 or 5, at 37°C. Red lines indicate the time
taken for observation of an opaque layer.
Type A dissolution (Fig. 6.12a) consisted of the formation of etch pits in the glass
surface, and was seen by EDS to be depleted in Ca compared with the original glass.
Type A dissolution was observed at dissolution times below ttrans, as well as at the end
of the study (88 days) for P50Ca40 glass in pH 3 or 5. Type B dissolution (Fig. 6.12c-f)
consisted of formation of a layer rich in Ca but also K, and depleted in Na. This layer
was identified by EDS but could not be detected by XRD (Fig. 6.11), suggesting that
the layer had very little long-range crystalline order [165]. The presence of K in this
layer was attributed to the PBS used, the original glasses did not contain any, however
the solution was rich in potassium. The cross section shown in Fig. 6.12e revealed
some information about the morphology of this layer, where a dense initial portion
was seen, below a more porous section. Fig. 6.12f is also interesting to note, as the



























P40Ca50, SA/V 0.88 m-1
Fig. 6.10: Comparison of fitted ttrans parameter, and the time taken to observe formation of
an opaque layer on the glass surface. Colours denote glass compositions, and symbols denote the
dissolution media, as described in the key. Dotted line represents ttrans = tlayer obs.
more porous type B layer. Type C dissolution (Fig. 6.12b) consisted of formation of
a NaCl layer on the glass surface, which could be identified by EDS and XRD (Fig.
6.11). This NaCl layer was only observed at dissolution times slightly above ttrans, but
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Type B
Type C
Fig. 6.11: EDS spectra (left), and XRD patterns (right), for representative samples displaying type
B (CaP layer formation) and type C (NaCl layer formation) behaviour. XRD patterns are offset
vertically for clarity.
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Fig. 6.12: SEM images of phosphate glasses during dissolution showing (a) type A behaviour (etch
pits) on P45Ca45 in pH 3 below ttrans, and (b) type C behaviour (NaCl layer formation) on P40Ca50
in pH 7 above ttrans. (c-f) show type B behaviour (CaP layer formation): on P45Ca45 in pH 3 after




Although phosphate glasses have been researched for several decades now, the mecha-
nisms in effect during different stages of their dissolution are still a source of uncertainty
[200], and it is hoped that the results described here can provide some additional insight
into these mechanisms. Here I propose the following explanation for the observed
dissolution behaviour, which can be broadly broken down into two main categories of
reaction. Firstly the idea of the formation of a conversion layer is introduced, which
can include hydration among other reactions. Secondly, layer dissolution reactions
encompass dissolution of the various products of conversion layer formation, involving
release of ions into solution. It must be noted that both of these reaction categories
take place simultaneously throughout the dissolution process, however at various points
one or other of these may be rate-limiting. A summary of this mechanism scheme is





































Mass loss limited 
by layer dissolution
Fig. 6.13: Schematic diagram illustrating dissolution mechanism, showing diffusion limited dissolution
before ttrans, and surface reaction limited dissolution after ttrans when the conversion layer is stable.
Conversion layer formation involves reaction of crosslinked phosphate glass
anions to form other solid species, usually including hydration but possibly other
reactions as well. The hydration reaction (Eq. 6.5) has been described by Ma et al.
[200], defining the hydration of crosslinks between metal cations and two phosphate
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anions (with n and m phosphate tetrahedra). This is adequate for dissolution in DI
water, however the situation is more complex for solutions such as PBS where various
other ions are present in solution. Formation of metal hydroxides can be replaced by,
or occur in conjunction with, reactions to form solid metal chlorides as described in
Eq. 6.6. This is particularly significant given the much greater solubility in water of
CaCl2 compared with Ca(OH)2.
(6.5)(PnO3n+1)(Ca, Na2)(n+m+4)/2(PmO3m+1) + (n+m+4)H2O → H2+nPnO3n+1
+ H2+mPmO3m+1 + (n+m+4)/2(Ca, Na2)(OH)2
(6.6)
(PnO3n+1)(Ca, Na2)(n+m+4)/2(PmO3m+1)
+ (n+m+4)H+ + (n+m+4)Cl− → H2+nPnO3n+1
+ H2+mPmO3m+1 + (n+m+4)/2(Ca, Na2)Cl2
The reaction front for these conversion layer formation reactions progresses into the
glass, following a parabolic time dependence (t1/2) due to the diffusive mass transport
required to transport reactants to the reaction front. This is supported by the observed
formation of a NaCl layer during dissolution, as well as Ca-rich layers (Figs. 6.12 and
6.11).
Layer dissolution is the second reaction stage, involving surface dissolution of
the solid species formed during the conversion layer formation stage, described in Eqs.
6.7-6.9. As shown in Eq. 6.9, orthophosphoric acid (n=1) can dissolve directly, while
polyphosphates can undergo further hydrolysis. Nevertheless, it is well known that
polyphosphates can be released into solution without further hydrolysis [176, 200].
(6.7)(Ca, Na2)(OH)2 → (Ca, Na2)2+ + 2OH−
(6.8)(Ca, Na2)Cl2 → (Ca, Na2)2+ + 2Cl−
(6.9)H2+nPnO3n+1 + (n − 1)H2O → (3n)H+ + nPO3−4
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The reaction front for these layer dissolution reactions progresses into the conversion
layer, following a linear time dependence (t) due to the reaction controlled process. The
dissolution of solid species via these reactions will be sensitive to solution conditions,
not only pH but various ion concentrations, which can themselves change over time
as the glass dissolves. Depending on ion concentrations, reverse reactions can also
occur in a highly saturated solution, involving reaction of solution ions to form a
precipitate on the glass surface. This is especially important for metal phosphates, as
shown in Eq. 6.10, where metal and phosphate ions (resulting from glass dissolution,
or already present in PBS) form metal phosphates. Eq. 6.10 shows formation of
simple phosphates, but more complex forms such as octacalcium phosphate, calcium
pyrophosphate, or hydroxyapatite are also possible, as suggested by the morphology of
the Ca-rich layer observed (Figs. 6.12 and 6.11) [165, 322].
(6.10)3(Ca, Na2, K2)2+ + 2PO3−4 → (Ca, Na2, K2)3(PO4)2
These two reaction categories can explain the multi-stage dissolution behaviour
observed here and elsewhere. Initially the conversion layer formation reactions, which
must occur first to produce soluble salts, are rate-limiting due to fast dissolution of the
small amounts of hydrated phosphates and metal hydroxides or chlorides produced. As
this reaction is limited by mass transport of reactants to the reaction front, this leads to
the initial t1/2 dependence of the reaction progress x. As the conversion layer dissolves
as fast as it is formed, there is no stable conversion layer present on the surface. In
later stages (t > ttrans) the layer dissolution reactions determine the glass dissolution
rate, giving rise to the linear t dependence due to assumed linear reaction kinetics.
Here the conversion layer is produced faster than it can be dissolved, leading to buildup
of the layer on the surface, as illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Despite encompassing dissolution
of several layer species (Eqs. 6.7-6.9), as well as deposition reactions (Eq. 6.10),
glass dissolution controlled by dissolution of the conversion layer can be adequately
described by Eq. 6.2 of the model. Assuming Eqs. 6.7-6.10 proceed via linear reaction
kinetics, kCV M is simply the sum of equivalent parameters for individual reactions. k
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for deposition reactions will be negative, and if deposition outweighs mass loss, kCV M
will be negative, leading to overall mass gain.
The effect of Ca on the dissolution rate in the initial conversion layer formation
stage seen here is consistent with multiple previous works, where increased Ca content
reduced the dissolution rate [159, 160, 206]. Higher Ca glasses were shown to have
higher density (Table 5.3), indicating that Ca ions were located at interstitial sites
between phosphate glass chains, reducing the free volume [293]. In this diffusion con-
trolled stage, this resulted in reduced dissolution (lower kDM ) by blocking of interstitial
diffusion pathways. The greater strength of the Ca-O-P crosslinks compared with
P-O-P bonds is another reason for the reduced dissolution rate of higher Ca glasses
[201]. The rate constant governing this diffusion stage (kDM) was shown to have a
significant dependence on the starting solution pH (Fig. 6.5), with large increases in
kDM observed as the pH of the solution was reduced. This is consistent with a diffusion
mechanism involving H+ diffusion into the glass, which would be increased by a larger
H+ concentration in the solution. A diffusion limited mechanism such as this would
be expected to show strong dependence on solution concentration, as a concentration
gradient is the driving force for diffusion. This is consistent with observations shown in
Fig. 6.7, where the P40Ca50 glass shows faster dissolution in the initial layer formation
stage when dissolving in a larger volume of solution (lower surface are/volume ratio).
The later stages of dissolution are limited by the surface reactions (Eqs. 6.7-6.10),
leading to the formation of a stable conversion layer, which persists as it is formed
faster than it dissolves. The effect of Ca on the reaction rate here also results in
reduced dissolution with increasing Ca content. This can be explained in terms of
the hydration reaction (Eq. 6.5), which indicates that production of the less soluble
Ca(OH)2 would dominate over NaOH as the Ca/Na ratio increases. Similarly, when
PO43- concentration is sufficient, precipitation of phosphates according to Eq. 6.10
dominates, resulting in production of the less soluble calcium phosphates and further
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reducing the mass loss. The effect of pH in this layer dissolution stage is complex,
however in general lower pH increases the reaction rate constant kCV M , which can
be attributed to increased solubility of the conversion layer species in more acidic
conditions. Dissolution limited by reaction of the surface layer would also be expected
to be dependent on the solution concentration, with a lower ionic concentration in the
solution leading to faster dissolution during this stage (i.e. higher kCV M). This was
confirmed during dissolution testing with different solution volumes (Fig. 6.7), where
faster dissolution in the later layer dissolution stage was observed when dissolving in a
larger solution volume (lower surface area/volume ratio).
The transition time between these two stages is perhaps the least well understood
component of the non-linear dissolution of phosphate glasses. Bunker et al. described a
rough correlation between glass durability and transition time, also noting that it was
also sensitive to pH [201], while Ma et al. found that the transition time only varied
for glasses with short phosphate chains (i.e. higher O/P and Q1/Q2 ratios), finding a
similar correlation to Bunker et al., but also commenting that it may be related to
the nature of the surface layer [205]. In this work a similar correlation to Bunker et al.
was observed for dissolution in DI water (more soluble glasses have a shorter transition
time), however this trend was absent in PBS and was reversed in pH-adjusted PBS
(pH = 3 or 5).
Under the mechanism proposed here, the transition from the conversion layer
formation stage to the layer dissolution stage is controlled predominantly by the nature
of the conversion layer (i.e. the combination of solid species formed by Eqs. 6.5-6.6)
and its solubility in the surrounding solution, which will be heavily dependent on pH
and ion concentrations. As the solution chemistry changes during dissolution, increases
in dissolved metal (Ca, Na), hydroxide, and phosphate ions will reduce the dissolution
rate of the conversion layer. Once the dissolution rate is lower than the formation
rate, the conversion layer is stabilised, and the rate limiting reaction will become
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the layer dissolution, leading to a change from parabolic (t1/2) to linear (t) reaction
kinetics. This mechanism predicts therefore, that dissolution of the same glass in a
larger volume of solution would result in a higher ttrans, as more dissolved ions will
be required to achieve the concentration necessary to stabilise the conversion layer.
This is validated by the results seen in Fig. 6.7, where the transition time is much
longer when the P40Ca50 glass is dissolved in a large volume of solution (at 0.88 m-1
surface area /volume ratio) compared with a smaller volume of solution (15 m-1 surface
area/volume ratio).
When this stable layer is dominated by (Ca,Na2)(OH)2 or (Ca,Na2)Cl2, or deposited
phosphates (Eq. 6.10), it would be expected to be optically opaque as observed in Fig.
6.9, explaining the correlation between ttrans and the time for observation of an opaque
layer (Fig. 6.10). The behaviour of P50Ca40 glass seemed to contradict this however,
displaying transition to the linear layer dissolution kinetics in DI water, and PBS at
pH 3 or 5, without formation of an opaque layer. This can be explained by differences
in the phosphate anions present. Based on the glass composition, the number average
chain length can be calculated [201]; for P50Ca40, P45Ca45, and P40Ca50 the average
chain length (n) is 2.5, 1.64, and 1.14 respectively. This means that in acidic conditions,
layer dissolution from P50Ca40 may be limited by the hydrolysis reaction of longer
phosphate chains (Eq. 6.9, where n ≥ 2) rather than dissolution of other solid species.
Transition to this stage would then not result in a visible opaque layer, as the hydrated
phosphate anions (H2+nPnO3n+1) that make up the conversion layer are not forming a
new crystalline solid but rather their cation crosslinkers are simply being exchanged
for H+ ions.
6.5.2 Implications for polymer-glass composites
Understanding the dissolution behaviour of phosphate glasses is an important step in
rationalising the degradation behaviour of polymer-glass composites, and designing
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composites with a degradation profile suited to application as a bioresorbable cardiac
stent.
The pH dependence of glass dissolution revealed here is particularly relevant for
composite applications. Degradation tests of bioresorbable polymers (Chapter 4) indi-
cated significant pH reduction during degradation, reaching a plateau at around pH 3
after extended degradation. Similar reductions in starting solution pH were observed
here to result in significantly faster glass dissolution. Incorporation of glass powder into
a polymer composite can also be expected to affect the dissolution behaviour in other
ways. From the results in this chapter it is clear that glass dissolution is affected, in
both the conversion layer formation and layer dissolution stages, by mass transport of
reactants and products to and from the reaction surface or interface. This is especially
true for the conversion layer formation stage, which is limited by mass transport (diffu-
sion) even when directly immersed in water as in these experiments. Dispersing glass
powder within a polymer matrix would clearly slow these mass transport phenomena,
reducing the dissolution rate especially in the early conversion layer formation stages.
The use of glass powder in a composite rather than bulk glass discs would also have
a significant effect on the dissolution behaviour. Assuming a 2 µm diameter spherical
particle, this would result in a 2,000-fold increase in specific surface area compared
with the glass discs. Given that both the conversion layer formation and dissolution
reactions occur across this surface, the use of glass powder would result in a greatly
increased dissolution rate.
Another important effect to consider when incorporating these glass particles into
a polymer composite is the local buildup of dissolution products in the immediate
vicinity of the dissolving glass particle, due to slow diffusive mass transfer of reaction
products out of the composite. This could result in a region with significantly increased
ionic concentration compared with the bulk solution. As discussed above, this would
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impact the mechanisms of glass dissolution, bringing about a faster transition from the
conversion layer formation stage to conversion layer dissolution. It would also reduce
the dissolution rate in both regimes. The effect of localised product buildup would
also have a large effect on the pH, with increased concentration of phosphoric acid
resulting in lower pH.
As discussed in section 2.1.3.1, a lower solution pH leads to faster hydrolytic degra-
dation of lactide-based bioresorbable polymers [133]. This suggests that the local
acidification caused by phosphate glass dissolution could accelerate polymer hydrolysis
in the local region, leading to subsequent autocatalysis of polymer degradation. When
combined with the effect pH has on accelerating glass dissolution, these two effects may
create a positive feedback loop. Glass dissolution, which is at its fastest early in the
dissolution process, could cause the initial pH reduction by production of phosphoric
acid. This could then accelerate polymer degradation and further pH reduction by
production of lactic acid. It remains to be seen however, whether the pH decrease
brought about by glass dissolution is sufficient to accelerate polymer degradation to
a fast enough timescale to take part in a positive feedback loop such as the one described.
6.6 Conclusions
These results offer new insight into the mechanism of phosphate glass dissolution in
various media, in particular the origin of the parabolic time dependence and transition
time between the two stages. Understanding the dissolution behaviour of these glasses
is of importance when considering their dissolution in medical applications, and the
pH dependence of this is particularly of interest in polymer composite applications,
where polymer degradation results in formation of lactic acid and acidification.
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The dissolution behaviour of a range of P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses was measured
in deionised water, PBS, and pH-adjusted PBS at pH 3 or 5. In accordance with
previous studies in DI water, increased Ca was observed to significantly reduce the
dissolution rate in all conditions. Two-stage behaviour was seen in DI water, PBS, and
pH-adjusted PBS, with an initial parabolic time dependence, followed by later linear
time dependent reaction progression. A two-stage model similar to those reported
previously was adapted for use with the disc-shaped glass samples here.
Based on these results, a new dissolution mechanism was proposed to explain the
two-stage dissolution behaviour, that takes into account more complex dissolution
media. The initial stage involves diffusion of water or ions into the glass, with t1/2
dependence, forming a conversion layer consisting of hydrated phosphate anions, and
metal hydroxides or chlorides. Once the solution conditions slow the layer dissolution
reactions enough so that the conversion layer is stabilised, the layer dissolution reaction
becomes rate-limiting and results in linear t dependence. Under this mechanism, the
transition time ttrans is sensitive both to the nature of the conversion layer, and the
solution conditions.
These results demonstrate that the pH reduction as a result of polymer degradation
will accelerate glass dissolution in a polymer-glass composite. This also suggests that,
given the faster dissolution/degradation of both polymer and glass components in
more acidic solutions, their acidic products could result in formation of a positive
feedback loop leading to accelerated degradation. The dissolution mechanisms revealed
here also allow the behaviour of glass within a composite to be anticipated, with local
concentration buildup slowing dissolution and causing faster transition beween stages,





7.1 Background and aims
To address the inherent limitations of polymeric materials, in particular their mechanical
properties, inorganic fillers are often used to create polymer composites, which offer
a combination of the properties of their constituent materials. Typically the elastic
modulus of a material is improved by addition of inorganic particles to a polymer
matrix, due to the higher stiffness of the inorganic phase. The upper and lower bounds
of the elastic modulus (Voigt-Reuss bounds) can therefore be calculated assuming
iso-strain and iso-stress conditions as follows:
Eupperc = Efϕf + Em(1 − ϕf ) (7.1)
Elowerc =
EfEm
Ef (1 − ϕf ) + Emϕf
(7.2)
where subscripts c, f , and m denote the composite, filler, and polymer matrix
respectively. These give upper and lower bounds for the composite modulus, and the
modulus of the composite material typically lies between these two bounds [323, 324].
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A more detailed prediction can be given by the model proposed by Counto [325], which
assumes perfect bonding between the particle and matrix, and gives good agreement















The composite yield strength is also heavily influenced by the addition of filler
particles to the polymer matrix. For micro-particle composites, stress transfer between
the matrix and filler is a key consideration and is determined by the interfacial adhesion
between the two phases - if stress can be effectively transferred to the stronger filler
particle, the yield strength of the composite can be improved. In addition, dispersed
particles can also function as barriers to crack propagation, again improving the yield
strength. This must be balanced against the weakening effect that can arise from stress
concentration in the polymer matrix around the filler particle [326].
The effects of stress concentration and transfer within a particle-filled polymer
composite were assessed by Nicolais et al., to determine upper and lower bounds for the
composite yield strength [328, 329]. In the case of perfect adhesion between polymer
matrix and filler, the composite yield strength will simply be equal to the yield strength
of the polymer [328–330], giving the upper bound:
σuppery,c = σy,m (7.4)
The lower bound can then be found by assuming no adhesion between the polymer
and matrix, and that load is carried only by the polymer matrix [328, 329], giving:
σlowery,c = σy,m(1 − 1.21ϕ
2/3
f ) (7.5)
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In a ductile matrix, the addition of brittle filler materials such as phosphate glass
can significantly increase the brittleness of the composite due to stress concentration.
However, if interfacial adhesion is good, the ductility can be maintained or even in-
creased, as a result of toughening mechanisms such as crack deflection, blunting, or
pinning, as well as interfacial debonding, all of which increase the energy required for
failure [326, 327].
The elastic modulus of the composite is typically independent of the particle size,
provided it is above a critical value that depends on the particle, matrix, and inter-
facial adhesion. Below this critical value (often in the range of tens of nm) reducing
the particle size increases the modulus, but above the critical value the modulus is
insensitive to particle size [326]. The yield strength does not display a similar critical
value, with yield strength significantly increasing as particle size is decreased due to
the larger surface area, giving more efficient stress transfer [331, 332]. The particle
size is also a key consideration for applications of composites as cardiovascular stent
materials, where strut sizes are often on the order of 100 µm. Here large particles
are unacceptable due to the deviation from bulk properties that could occur at these
small scales. In order to achieve a sufficiently small particle size with phosphate
glasses, numerous techniques can be used, including “bottom-up” sol-gel processing
methods [291, 292]. However, when using a “top-down” approach starting from bulk
melt-quenched glass, mechanical milling methods must be employed. Techniques such
as ball milling or planetary milling are commonplace, but to achieve a fine particle
size within a short time, high energy methods such as attritor milling are preferred,
especially for pharmaceutical applications where contamination (typically dependent
on milling time) is a critical issue [333, 334].
Dispersion of these small particles within the polymer matrix to create a poly-
mer composite can be challenging. Melt blending is commonly used industrially but
requires expensive, specialised equipment and can cause chemical changes to the
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polymer, resulting in deterioration of mechanical properties [220, 224, 225]. Solvent-
based methods, where the filler is dispersed into a dissolved polymer, can avoid these
issues but can be affected by residual solvent and agglomeration of filler particles,
both of which have a detrimental effect on mechanical or biological properties [219, 220].
This chapter aims to:
• Develop an attritor milling method to produce suitable phosphate glass micropar-
ticles for incorporation into polymer-glass composites
• Develop a method for production of well dispersed polymer-glass composites, and
characterise the structural properties of these composites
• Assess the mechanical properties of these composite materials, and explain these
in terms of interactions between different components of the composite
7.2 Materials and methods
7.2.1 Materials
Commercial PLLA (Ingeo 2500 HP) was supplied by Natureworks LLC, USA. PEG-
functionalised PLCL was synthesised and supplied by Ashland Specialties Ireland
Ltd. (Dublin, Ireland), here the copolymer molar ratio (LA:CL) used was 70:30. This
polymer contained a singular PEG end-group of length 550 g mol-1. The presence of
PEG was confirmed by the supplier by utilising 1H-NMR to determine the chemical
composition of the copolymers. Characterisation and testing of these polymers and
blends is described in Chapters 3 and 4. Phosphate glass powders, with nominal com-
position (P2O5)90-x(CaO)x(Na2O)10, where x = 40, 45, 50, were produced as described
in sections 5.2.1 and 5.2.2. Characterisation and testing of these glasses is described
in Chapters 5 and 6. Composite production is described in sections 7.2.2-7.2.5, and
summarised in Figure 7.1.
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DCM was supplied by Merck KGaA, Germany, acetone and ethanol were purchased
from Sigma Aldrich, UK, and Gibco phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), pH = 7.4, was
supplied by Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., USA.
7.2.2 Final milling
To produce glass powder with a fine particle size for incorporation into composite
materials, the coarse glass powder produced earlier (see section 5.2.2, with d0.5 around
15 - 17 µm) was further milled using attritor milling. A Netzsch PE 075 attritor mill
was used, with 400 g of milling media (0.5 mm ZrO2 beads, Netzsch ZetaBeads Plus
0.5), 40 g glass powder, and 40 g acetone as a lubricant. The media and slurry were
milled at 1000, 1500, or 2000 rpm for a total of 60 minutes, with 15 minutes rest every
5 minutes (to prevent temperature buildup). Additional acetone was added periodically
to replace acetone evaporated during milling. After milling, the glass and ZrO2 media
were rinsed with acetone through a 200 µm sieve, to remove the media and produce a
dilute glass/acetone slurry. A small sample of the slurry was pipetted into a petri dish
and left to dry, to measure the slurry concentration (approximately 60 mg mL-1).
7.2.3 Composite film casting
Composite films were produced by solvent casting. Polymers (pure PLLA or a 90:10
w/w mixture of PLLA and PLCL(70:30)-PEG) were dissolved in DCM (0.1 g mL-1),
and then glass slurry (milled glass dispersed in acetone, milled for 60 mins at 1500
rpm) was added to give the desired polymer/glass ratio. After 15 minutes stirring
and 15 minutes sonication, the polymer/glass/DCM/acetone mixture was cast into
petri dishes to dry in ambient conditions. After 24 hours drying in ambient condi-
tions, films were dried under vacuum at 50°C for 10 days to remove any residual solvent.





































Fig. 7.1: Schematic of composite production workflow, showing final glass powder milling stage,
composite production by precipitation or film casting, and then injection moulding of composite parts.
7.2.4 Composite precipitation
In addition to casting composite films, polymer glass composites were fabricated via a
novel precipitation method. Polymers (pure PLLA or a 90:10 w/w mixture of PLLA
and PLCL(70:30)-PEG) were dissolved in DCM (0.1 g mL-1), and then glass slurry
(milled glass dispersed in acetone, milled for 60 mins at 1500 rpm) was added to give
the desired polymer/glass ratio. The polymer/glass/DCM/acetone mixture was then
stirred for 15 minutes and sonicated for 15 minutes. Ethanol was then added to the
mixture while stirring, in a 3:1 ethanol/DCM ratio. This reduces the solvent power
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of the liquid, causing the polymer to precipitate onto the glass particles. This results
in a clear solution with a solid composite precipitate, which was poured into a steel
drying tray for the solvent to evaporate. The precipitate was then dried under vacuum
at 50°C for 10 days to remove any residual solvent. The set of composites produced is
described in Table 7.1.
Table 7.1: Compositions of the composites produced, showing weight fractions of different polymers
within the polymer matrix component, as well as the amount of glass filler used as a weight fraction
of the total composite mass.
Sample code Matrix Composition Filler Composition
(w/w in matrix) (w/w of total)
PLLA PLCL(70:30)-PEG P45Ca45 P40Ca50
PLA 1 - - -
PLA-CL 0.9 0.1 - -
PLA-0.15P45Ca45 1 - 0.15 -
PLA-CL-0.15P45Ca45 0.9 0.1 0.15 -
PLA-0.3P45Ca45 1 - 0.3 -
PLA-CL-0.3P45Ca45 0.9 0.1 0.3 -
PLA-0.15P40Ca50 1 - - 0.15
PLA-CL-0.15P40Ca50 0.9 0.1 - 0.15
PLA-0.3P40Ca50 1 - - 0.3
PLA-CL-0.3P40Ca50 0.9 0.1 - 0.3
7.2.5 Injection moulding
Composite films or precipitates were then processed into dumbbell (19 mm length,
5 mm gauge length, 0.6 mm thick) or disc shaped (5 mm diameter, 0.6 mm thick)
samples using micro-injection moulding (IM 5.5, Xplore Instruments BV, The Nether-
lands) and custom-made moulds in ambient conditions. Micro-injection moulding was
carried out at the minimum (nominal) melt temperature required for complete mould
filling and uniform sample appearance, which ranged from 243 - 273°C depending
on glass content, with the mould held at ambient temperature. A pressure of 7.5
bar was applied and held for 60 s to fill the mould and minimise shrinkage during cooling.
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7.2.6 Characterisation
7.2.6.1 Particle size analysis
The particle size of phosphate glass powders was measured using a laser diffraction
particle size analyser - Malvern Mastersizer 2000, with Hydro MU 2000 (A) pumping
attachment (Malvern Instruments Ltd, UK). The refractive index of the glasses was
assumed to be constant at 1.543, with absorption coefficient of 0.02 [295], and the
samples were dispersed in acetone (as the phosphate glasses are hygroscopic). Pumping
speed was kept constant at 2000 rpm, and ultrasonication was carried out prior to
analysis to break up agglomerates, by sonicating for 60 seconds with an amplitude of
10 µm. After sonication analysis was delayed by 60 seconds to allow bubbles caused
by sonication to be removed. Five measurements were carried out for each sample.
Reported median (d0.5) and other diameters for fractions of the particle size distribution
(d0.1, d0.9) are based on the particle volume distribution, unless otherwise specified.
7.2.6.2 ICP-OES
Trace element analysis was conducted on milled phosphate glass samples to determine
Zr levels using ICP-OES (Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical Emission Spectrome-
try). A microwave assisted acid digest was performed using hydrochloric acid, nitric
acid, and hydrofluoric acid to completely dissolve the glass sample. After sealing, the
temperature was ramped to 220°C over 20 minutes, and then held for a further 20
minutes. Once cooled, any unreacted hydrofluoric acid was complexed with boric acid
(to form fluoroboric acid). The solution was then analysed using a Varian 720-ES
ICP-OES instrument, calibrated with four matrix-matched calibration points and a
blank. ICP-OES experiments were carried out by technician(s) at Lucideon Ltd, Stoke-
on-Trent, UK, in order to determine the trace Zr concentration of samples supplied by
the author, and I am very grateful for their assistance.
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7.2.6.3 SEM/EDS
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) and EDS (Energy Dispersive X-Ray Spectroscopy)
were carried out on the glass samples using a CamScan MX2600 FEGSEM, with EDS
detector, using a 20 kV accelerating voltage. Prior to analysis a few drops of glass
slurry (glass particles in acetone) were dropped onto a glass slide, and the solvent was
allowed to evaporate before coating with 10 - 20 nm of Au/Pd, using an Emitech K550
sputter coater (40 mA deposition current for 2 minutes, under an argon atmosphere).
Composite samples were imaged using an FEI Nova NanoSEM, using an accelerating
voltage of 5 kV. Samples were prepared by cryo-fracturing in liquid nitrogen to view the
cross-section, and then sputter coating with 10 - 20 nm of Au, using an Emitech K550
sputter coater (20 mA deposition current for 4 minutes, under an argon atmosphere).
7.2.6.4 µCT
X-ray micro-computed tomography (µCT) analysis was carried out using a Skyscan
1172 system (Bruker), to image injection moulded dumbbell samples of polymer-glass
composites. Images were taken with X-ray voltage and current of 59 kV and 167 µA
respectively, with 0.2° rotation steps, 2.58 s acquisition time, averaged over two frames.
The pixel size was set at 1.49 µm. Image projections were reconstructed into 3D
datasets using the NRecon software (Bruker). 3D datasets were analysed using CTAn
software (Bruker); global thresholding and despeckling were applied before individual
object analysis was used to generate a size distribution of filler particles.
7.2.6.5 DSC
DSC (Differential scanning calorimetry) was carried out using a DSC Q2000 (TA
Instruments, USA), in Al hermetic pans at a heating rate of 20℃ min-1, from -20 to
230℃ under 50 mL min-1 N2 gas flow. A single heating run was used to measure the
properties of the composites after processing. TA Universal Analysis software was used
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for data analysis, and the glass transition temperature Tg was taken at the inflection
point.
7.2.6.6 Ash testing
The actual weight fraction of glass particles in polymer composites was determined
by ashing. A known mass of composite was fixed onto a borosilicate glass cover slip
using DCM, and weighed, before heating in a ventilated furnace at 300℃ h-1 to 650℃.
The temperature was held at 650℃ for 1 h to ensure complete burn off of the polymer.
After cooling to room temperature overnight the glass cover slip and remaining ash was
weighed to determine the mass loss. Polymer-only samples with no glass added were
also tested to ensure the validity of the method. These temperatures were chosen based
on previous TGA data on polymers (Fig. 3.2, on page 67), as well as knowledge of the
softening point of the glass slip (>800℃). The ashing temperature must be sufficient
for complete polymer burn off, but not allow significant viscous flow of the glass slip.






where msample+slip,f is the mass of the glass cover slip and residual ash after burn
off, mslip is the mass of the glass cover slip which is assumed to stay constant, and mt0
is the initial composite sample mass.
7.2.6.7 XRD
XRD (X-ray diffraction) was carried out using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation, using a 2θ range of 5-50°, with a 0.05° step size and dwell
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time of 1.0 s step-1. Line profile analysis was used to quantify the amorphous and
crystalline content using Match! (Crystal Impact GbR) software, and unknown phases
were identified using the Crystallography Open Database [335–340].
7.2.7 Mechanical testing
Tensile testing was carried out using a 1ST Benchtop Tester (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK)
with a 1 kN load cell, using miniature vice grips (HT54, Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK), under
a constant elongation rate of 1 mm min-1. Dumbbell samples (5 mm gauge length)
were tested in simulated body conditions (immersed in deionised water at 37°C) using
a Saline Test Tank with Heater (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK). After loading samples into
the grips and immersing them in water, they were left for approximately 10 minutes
for the temperature to equilibrate. Strain was measured using a video extensometer
and custom-built LabVIEW software, and dry transfer letters (black, approximately 1
mm squares, Chartpak Inc., USA) were used as strain markers. Yield strength (σy)
was taken as the 0.2% offset yield point, and the elastic modulus (E) was calculated
from the linear region of the stress-strain curve before yield.
7.2.8 Short-term water uptake
The short-term water uptake of composites injection moulded from composite precipi-
tate was tested by immersing composite samples in deionised water at 37℃ (using a
surface area/volume ratio of 10 m-1). At desired timepoints 10, 30, and 90 minutes) the
wet mass of the composite samples was measured by dabbing them dry and weighing
with a Sartorius Ultramicro balance.
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7.3 Results and Discussion
7.3.1 Glass microparticle production
7.3.1.1 Results
The particle size of phosphate glass powder milled by attritor milling is shown in Figs.
7.2 and 7.3. The maximum particle size (dmax) should be interpreted carefully as
this is prone to variability. It does however offer information useful to assessing the
suitability of these milled particles for use in composite materials for cardiac stents, as
the material should be reasonably homogeneous across the length scale of a stent strut
(approximately 100 µm). Excessively large particles would concentrate stresses and
increase the likelihood of strut fracture and should therefore be avoided. It is clear
that to completely avoid excessively large particles (about 10 µm) longer milling times





































Fig. 7.2: Particle size distribution of phosphate glass milled at 1000, 1500, or 2000 rpm for up to 60
minutes. Left: maximum particle size measured for different milling conditions. Right: lines show the
d0.5 (50% by volume) value, while shaded regions indicate the range d0.1 - d0.9.
For the median particle size (by volume, d0.5) and particle size range (d0.1 - d0.9)
there was a significant decrease in size for longer milling times as expected, and this
reduction plateaued over time. There was an observable difference in particle size
between the different milling speeds, showing greater particle size reduction achieved
with higher milling speed.
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Fig. 7.3: SEM image showing P45Ca45 glass particles after milling for 60 minutes at 1500 rpm.
One issue encountered early on in optimisation of this milling procedure was con-
tamination of the slurry with wear debris from the zirconia milling media, which
caused discolouration of the slurry from white to dark grey (Fig. 7.4). This problem
was solved by reducing the amount of acetone used for lubrication, thereby concen-
trating the slurry and reducing the effective ball-to-powder ratio, known to reduce
contamination [333]. This is due to the increased glass particle-zirconia collisions
compared with zirconia-zirconia collisions which are more likely to generate debris. No
discolouration of the slurry was observed when using a concentrated slurry (method
described in section 7.2.2) as seen in Fig. 7.4, however ICP-OES analysis provided a
more sensitive way to quantify the amount of contamination present. Fig. 7.5 shows Zr
levels measured by ICP-OES, along with particle size information useful for selecting a
milling method for further use. Zr contamination increased with longer milling time, as
well as with higher milling speed. In all cases Zr levels remained between 150 - 250 ppm.
As a result of the observed differences between glass microparticles produced using
different milling process parameters, a milling speed of 1500 rpm and milling time
of 60 minutes were chosen as the optimised settings for further testing. The reasons
for this are discussed further in section 7.3.1.2. Further results in sections 7.3.2 and
7.3.3 therefore all refer to composites fabricated using glass milled under these milling
parameters.
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Fig. 7.4: Photographs showing dried milled glass before the final attritor milling stage (left), after
the trial milling method (middle), and after the optimised milling method (right). Note: these dried
powders display significant agglomeration that is not present in the glass/acetone slurry.
Fig. 7.5: Particle sizes of phosphate glass, and Zr contamination levels measured by ICP-OES, after
milling at 1000, 1500, or 2000 rpm for up to 60 minutes. Shaded regions indicate the range d0.1 - d0.9.
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7.3.1.2 Discussion
Trialling of different milling parameters has allowed an optimised method to be chosen
for production of glass microparticles for incorporation into polymer-glass composites.
The chosen method must balance the need for small particle size with avoiding con-
tamination by wear debris, both of which increase with longer milling time and faster
milling speed. These two effects are not equivalent however, results in Figs. 7.2 and
7.5 indicate that longer milling times significantly reduce particle size, while increases
in milling speed have a much smaller effect. The milling speed does however have a
large effect on the amount of contamination, especially when coupled with increased
milling time. For these reasons, a milling speed of 1500 rpm and milling time of 60
minutes were chosen for production of microparticles for composites, as this provides
good particle size reduction while keeping contamination levels relatively low. The typ-
ical properties of phosphate glass milled using this method are summarised in Table 7.2.
With a Zr content in the phosphate glass of about 200 ppm, the total amount of
Zr in a typical cardiac stent could reach as high as 16 µg. For comparison, human
blood typically contains about 6.2 µg/g Zr, and daily human uptake of Zr is usually
around 125 mg [341]. Thus it is clear that any slow release of Zr from a polymer-glass
composite stent will be negligible compared to baseline Zr levels and daily uptake.
Table 7.2: Typical particle properties for phosphate glass attritor milled at 1500 rpm for 60 minutes.
Typical value
d0.1 (µm) 0.5 (±0.3)
d0.5 (µm) 1.4 (±0.3)
d0.9 (µm) 3.0 (±0.5)
dmax (µm) 7.4 (±0.4)
Zr content (ppm) 195
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7.3.2 Polymer-glass composite production
7.3.2.1 Results
Two different methods were investigated for production of polymer-glass composites.
The composite film casting process (section 7.2.3) was used to produce thin composite
films, followed by injection moulding to fabricate composite samples for subsequent
testing. The composite precipitation process (section 7.2.4) was used to produce precip-
itated composite powder, again followed by injection moulding to fabricate composite
samples for later testing.
µCT images of composite films before injection moulding (Fig. 7.6) showed segrega-
tion of glass particles to the bottom of the film. This indicated that the composite films
used for subsequent injection moulding were not homogeneous. Representative µCT
images are shown in Fig. 7.7 of composite samples produced by injection moulding of
composite films and composite precipitate. Both large and small agglomerates were
visible in the samples injection moulded from composite films, while those injection
moulded from composite precipitate showed a smaller amount and size of agglomerates.
Fig. 7.6: Pseudo-coloured µCT X-ray density reconstructed images of composite films before injection
moulding, coloured to show denser glass particles (blue) and less dense polymer matrix (purple).
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Fig. 7.7: µCT cross-sectional reconstructed images of composite samples (PLLA with 30 wt.%
phosphate glass) injection moulded from composite films (left) and composite precipitate (right).
To quantify this difference 3D individual object analysis was used, to detect and
measure individual agglomerate particles. These results are summarised in the distribu-
tions in Fig. 7.8. Volume percentages were normalised to the total scan volume so that
the amount of detected agglomerates could also be assessed. The samples tested were
PLLA with a high glass content (as these have the greatest tendency to agglomerate)
of 30 wt.%, equivalent to 17 vol.%. In both cases the total vol.% of agglomerates
detected (1.49 - 4%) was significantly lower than the actual glass content (17%). This
was due to the individual particle size, as detailed in Table 7.2, being comparable to
the pixel size (1.49 µm) - for detection particles need to be at least 3 times the pixel
size. Therefore, well dispersed particles were not detected. The total vol.% of objects
detected could therefore be used to assess the amount of glass forming agglomerates -
for samples injection moulded from composite films, this was 4% of the total volume, so
24% of the phosphate glass. By contrast for samples injection moulded from composite
precipitate, only 1.49% of volume was taken up by agglomerated glass, about 9% of
the total glass - a clear reduction in agglomeration.
It is also important to assess not just the amount of agglomeration occurring, but
also the size of these agglomerates. As the size distributions in Fig. 7.8 show, samples
injection moulded from composite precipitates showed a significant reduction in the





































Fig. 7.8: Size distribution (by volume) of objects detected in µCT scans, normalised to the total scan
volume, for PLLA with 30 wt.% (17 vol.%) phosphate glass, injection moulded from either composite
films or composite precipitate (ppt.).
amount of large agglomerates, with a reduction in the d0.9 value from 170 ±60 µm to 43
±5µm. Composites moulded from films showed large amounts of agglomerates in the
size range above 100 µm, while those moulded from composite precipitate completely
eliminated agglomerates above 100 µm, with the bulk of agglomerates around 20 µm.
SEM results also show similar results to those observed by µCT. Composites pro-
duced by injection moulding of cast films displayed large agglomerates of glass particles,
as seen in Fig. 7.9. Conversely, composites fabricated by injection moulding of com-
posite precipitate showed even dispersion of glass particles throughout the polymer
matrix, with few large agglomerates seen.
In order to assess the impact of these two different production methods, and in par-
ticular the effect of agglomeration, mechanical testing was carried out using composites
of PLLA with 30wt.% phosphate glass. These tests were carried out with the samples
immersed in 37℃ water, to simulate conditions within the body. Mechanical testing
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Fig. 7.9: SEM images of composite samples (PLLA with 30 wt.% phosphate glass) injection moulded
from composite films (left) and composite precipitate (right).
results are shown in Fig. 7.10, where stress-strain curves can be seen, along with
photographs of samples before and after tensile testing. Composite samples injection
moulded from composite films and composite precipitate showed comparable strength
and stiffness, with little significant differences seen between the measured E and σy
for these two methods. However there was a large difference in the ductility of these
materials, with composites moulded from films failing at 7% (±4) strain, while those
moulded from composite precipitate showed extensive plastic deformation, eventually
failing at 120% (±60) strain. These differences are also clear in photographs (Fig.
7.10b-e), where the samples moulded from composite films showed tearing and crack
propagation, while the samples moulded from composite precipitate showed necking
and drawing before failure.
As a result of the observed differences between polymer-glass composites fabricated
by injection moulding from composite films or composite precipitate, the composite
precipitation method was chosen as the final production method for polymer-glass
composites for further testing. The reasons for this are discussed further in section
7.3.2.2. Further results in section 7.3.3 therefore all refer to composites fabricated by
injection moulding from composite precipitate.
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Ppt.
E: 4.0 ±0.3 GPa
σy: 41.7 ±0.9 MPa
εB: 120 ±60 %
Film
E: 3.5 ±0.2 GPa
σy: 42 ±1 MPa






Fig. 7.10: Typical mechanical testing results of composite (PLLA with 30wt.% glass) samples
injection moulded from composite films and composite precipitate, tested in deionised water at 37℃,
showing stress-strain curves (a). Photographs of samples are also shown: samples injection moulded
from composite films, before testing (b) and after tensile failure (c), and samples injection moulded
from composite precipitate, before testing (d) and after tensile failure (e).
7.3.2.2 Discussion
Early trials of polymer-glass composites used the composite film casting process (section
7.2.3), followed by injection moulding to fabricate composite samples. µCT analysis
showed significant agglomeration of glass particles in samples injection moulded from
composite films, including a large proportion of agglomerates with particle size over 100
µm. This is similar or greater than the size of a typical stent strut, and therefore would
result in inhomogeneity and increase the risk of strut fracture. This agglomeration
arose due to the film casting process. During film casting, dissolved polymers and glass
slurry mixture were left in petri dishes for the solvent to evaporate. This evaporation
took several hours, allowing the denser glass particles to settle to the bottom of the film
as evidenced in Fig. 7.6. During injection moulding, films were melted and then forced
into a mould - there was little mixing of the molten composite carried out. Therefore
agglomerates formed during production of composite films were carried through to the
injection moulded sample as seen in Figs. 7.7 and 7.8.
To reduce this tendency the composite precipitation process was developed, as
described in section 7.2.4, where composite samples were fabricated by production of
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composite precipitate and subsequent injection moulding. This was observed to result
in significantly less agglomeration, and agglomerates that did form were significantly
smaller (Figs. 7.7 and 7.8), indicating improved dispersion for the precipitation method.
µCT results indicated that 1.49 vol.% of the composite (or 9% of the glass) was made
up of agglomerated glass, however this is likely to be a slight overestimate. All particles
detected by µCT (minimum diameter of 4.5 µm) were assumed to be glass agglomerates,
however given the glass particle size (Table 7.2), particularly the maximum particle
size of 7.4 µm, it is clear that a small portion of these will in fact be single particles
rather than agglomerates.
The composite precipitation method was able to achieve good dispersion of phos-
phate glass particles within the polymer matrix due to the fast formation of solid
polymer on the surface of the glass particles. The glass particles were well dispersed in
the slurry/dissolved polymer after sonication, and rather than transferring this to petri
dishes for slow evaporation, ethanol was added to precipitate the polymer immediately.
Once the solvent power of the solution was reduced enough for polymer precipitate to
form, it nucleated on glass particles within the solution. Therefore, individual glass
particles should be well covered by polymer precipitate, preventing agglomeration.
This novel method allows production of well dispersed composites, avoiding the
agglomeration that can be experienced when using solvent casting. It provides a useful
alternative to melt blending, where the two components are mixed with the polymer in
its molten state [218]. This can result in significant polymer degradation and molecular
weight reduction, owing to the extended processing time and high shear forces at high
temperature [220, 224].
The effects of this improved dispersion are clear from the mechanical testing results
in Fig. 7.10. The elastic modulus of the composite was unchanged, as this is typically
a result of the amount of glass present rather than the particle size, and the loading
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was kept constant at 30wt.%. Similarly, in the absence of strong interfacial bonding
between the polymer and glass components of the composite, the agglomeration of
glass particles would not be expected to significantly alter the yield strength, provided
that agglomerates are not larger than the critical size for brittle failure by stress
concentration [326]. The key difference between composites produced using these two
methods was seen in the ductility, where the composites with more evenly dispersed
glass (precipitation method) had a much greater toughness. One crucial toughening
mechanism for inorganic particle reinforced polymer composites is the debonding of
the matrix from the particle. In composites where significant agglomeration has taken
place, the surface area for energy absorption by debonding will be significantly lower,
reducing the toughness. In addition, the greater stress concentrating effect of the large
agglomerate, as well as the weak inter-particle bonding within the agglomerate, may all
contribute to the lower ductility of the composites produced from injection moulding
of films [326, 342].
7.3.3 Composite properties and performance
7.3.3.1 Results
Polymer-glass composites produced using the precipitation method and subsequent
injection moulding were characterised by ash testing, and the target and measured glass
loading are shown in Table 7.3. Ash testing results showed that the measured phosphate
glass weight fraction in the composite (wpg) matched well with the target, demonstrat-
ing the effectiveness of this method. Polymer-only samples (PLA and PLA-CL) showed
complete polymer burn off, with negligible residual ash content. This confirms the
validity of this method for measuring the actual glass content, in particular the as-
sumption in Eq. 7.6 that the glass slip mass (mslip) is unchanged after polymer burn off.
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Table 7.3: Ash testing results for the as-fabricated polymer-glass composites, showing the target
and measured glass weight fraction.
Sample code Target wpg (wt.%) wpg (wt.%)
PLA 0 0.013 ± 0.007
PLA-CL 0 0.01 ± 0.01
PLA-0.15P45Ca45 15 14.3 ± 0.3
PLA-CL-0.15P45Ca45 15 14.0 ± 0.2
PLA-0.3P45Ca45 30 29.8 ± 0.1
PLA-CL-0.3P45Ca45 30 30.0 ± 0.1
PLA-0.15P40Ca50 15 15.8 ± 0.2
PLA-CL-0.15P40Ca50 15 16.1 ± 0.2
PLA-0.3P40Ca50 30 30.9 ± 0.1
PLA-CL-0.3P40Ca50 30 31.4 ± 0.1
XRD was carried out in order to assess the crystallinity of the as-fabricated polymer-
glass composite samples, and representative diffraction patterns are shown in Fig. 7.11.
Firstly it is clear that there were no sharp diffraction peaks observed, indicating that
both the polymer and glass components were in an amorphous state. For the polymer
component, this indicated that the fast cooling provided after injection moulding by
the room temperature mould quenched the polymer into an amorphous state, as seen
in Chapter 3 for polymer blends. In Chapter 5 the P40Ca50 glass powder was shown
to contain a small amount of devitrified crystalline material (Ca2P2O7) at a level
of 2.0 ±0.4 wt.%. This was not observed here for composites containing this glass
composition, possibly because the devitrified material formed a smaller proportion of
the polymer-glass composite.
The shape of the diffraction pattern can also be explained in terms of the composi-
tion of the composite. Polymer-only samples displayed a broad peak at around 17°,
equivalent to those observed in Chapter 3 (Fig. 7.11, and Fig. 3.6 on page 70). When
glass was incorporated into the composite, this peak remained, but a second broad
peak was observed at around 30°. This can be attributed to the broad amorphous
peak observed for phosphate glasses (Fig. 5.3, on page 111) at around 27°, combined
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with the second order of the initial broad amorphous polymer peak at around 33°. The
ratio of these two broad peaks at 17° and 30° appeared to vary in accordance with the
glass content in the composite.






















Fig. 7.11: XRD patterns of various as-fabricated polymer-glass composite samples, with phosphate
glasses for comparison.
The thermal properties of the polymer-glass composites were also characterised
in their as-fabricated state, with the glass transition temperature Tg shown in Fig.
7.12. There was little evidence of a significant difference in the glass transition tem-
perature when glass particles were incorporated into the composite - the Tg appeared
approximately constant as the glass content increases. There was however a difference
observed depending on the polymer matrix composition. As observed in Chapter
3 (Fig. 3.5, on page 69), the addition of PLCL(70:30)-PEG to PLLA reduced the
glass transition temperature in the single phase composition region. Only one Tg was
detected here within the temperature range studied, indicating that this addition of
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10wt.% PLCL(70:30)-PEG to PLLA formed a single phase polymer blend, as expected

















Fig. 7.12: Glass transition temperatures (Tg) of various as-fabricated polymer-glass composite
samples, according to measured glass content (wt.%).
The short-term water absorption behaviour of the composites was also assessed,
in order to understand the differences in behaviour between dry and wet conditions,
before any degradation had occurred, results are shown in Fig. 7.13. The addition
of phosphate glass to the polymer component had a significant effect on the water
absorption, even on a short timescale, with polymer-only samples showing low water
uptake of around 0.3wt.%, while for composites this reached as high 2 wt.% within
90 minutes. Increasing the amount of glass in the composite led to a corresponding
increase in the water uptake, with composites containing 30wt.% glass absorbing
approximately twice as much water as those with 15wt.% glass.
The chemical composition of the different components also played a role in the
amount of water absorbed. The addition of PLCL(70:30)-PEG to PLLA was seen (in
sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2 on pages 86 and 89) to increase the water absorbed during
degradation for polymer blends. This phenomenon was reproduced here with the









































Fig. 7.13: Wet mass of polymer-glass composites during short-term water absorption, showing
composites with the P45Ca45 glass (left) and P40Ca50 glass (right). The wet mass is given as a % of
the original dry mass, and the shaded region shows the standard deviation for n = 3 measurements.
composite materials, where composites with PLCL(70:30)-PEG in the polymer matrix
displayed slightly greater water absorption than the equivalent composites without this
copolymer. The glass composition was also seen to have a strong effect on the amount
of water absorbed, where an increase in the glass CaO content (from 45 mol% to 50
mol%, with a corresponding reduction in P2O5 content from 45 mol% to 40 mol%)
consistently reduced the water absorption by half.
The timescale of this water absorption is also important to consider. The significant
differences observed between different composite compositions were only observed after
slightly longer immersion times (30 - 90 minutes). For shorter immersion times (10
minutes) the differences between materials were limited, and the level of water uptake
was low at <0.3wt.%.
Representative stress-strain curves, and a summary of the mechanical properties of
the composites produced (compositions from Table 7.1) are shown in Figs. 7.14 and
7.15. These show the mechanical properties of composites with 0, 15, and 30 wt.%
glass, in ambient and simulated body conditions.
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Under dry conditions, the addition of phosphate glass was seen to provide significant
mechanical reinforcement, increasing the elastic modulus from approximately 3 GPa for
the polymers, to approximately 4 GPa with 15wt.% glass and approximately 5 GPa with
30 wt.% glass. The same was not the case for the yield strength however, which showed
a modest decrease as phosphate glass was added to the composite. The polymers, and
composites with lower (15wt.%) glass content showed similar deformation behaviour,
with a small amount of plastic deformation after yield. The addition of 15wt.% glass
did not appear to have affected the elongation at break significantly, however when the
glass content was increased to 30wt.% the ductility decreased noticeably, with failure











































































































Fig. 7.14: Mechanical properties measured by tensile testing for polymer-glass composites under
various conditions, according to measured glass content. (a, b, c): As-fabricated composites tested
dry at room temperature (t0dry), showing the elastic modulus (a), yield strength (b), and elongation
at break (c). (d, e, f): As-fabricated composites tested immersed in 37℃ water (t0wet), showing
the elastic modulus (d), yield strength (e), and elongation at break (f). Error bars denote standard
deviation, n = 3.
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Fig. 7.15: Representative stress-strain curves for tensile testing of polymer-glass composites under
various conditions. (a, b): As-fabricated composites with 15wt.% glass (a) and 30wt.% glass (b)
tested dry at room temperature (t0dry). (c, d): As-fabricated composites with 15wt.% glass (c) and
30wt.% glass (d) tested immersed in 37℃ water (t0wet).
The addition of the PLCL(70:30)-PEG copolymer to PLLA in the polymer matrix
component of the composite was also observed to impact the composite mechanical
properties under ambient conditions. There was a slight decrease in the elastic modulus
across all compositions, as well as a reduction in yield strength. The yield strength
results also suggest there was an interaction between the effects of PLCL(70:30)-
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PEG addition and phosphate glass addition, with the addition of glass decreasing
yield strength more when the matrix contained PLCL(70:30)-PEG. The addition of
PLCL(70:30)-PEG to the polymer matrix also appeared to increase the elongation at
break slightly, but did not lead to a large scale change in the deformation behaviour.
Two different glass compositions have been used with this set of composites (P45Ca45
and P40Ca50), but this did not have an impact on the mechanical properties of the
composite under ambient conditions.
Significant changes were seen in these mechanical properties when tested in sim-
ulated body conditions (immersed in deionised water at 37℃). For all compositions
the elastic modulus significantly reduced, although composites containing more glass
still displayed a higher modulus than those without glass reinforcement. The yield
strength also decreased significantly. In addition, the slight reduction in yield strength
observed in ambient conditions when glass was incorporated was no longer present
under simulated body conditions. Instead, the main variation in yield strength seen
when testing in wet conditions at 37℃ was the reduction arising from addition of
PLCL(70:30)-PEG to the polymer matrix.
When carrying out tensile tests in simulated body conditions, the elongation at
break observed was significantly higher than when tested in ambient conditions. Large
scale plastic deformation was seen for the polymer-only samples and composites with
15wt.% glass, where at least 200% elongation was observed before failure. Composites
with 30wt.% glass also showed more ductile behaviour than in ambient conditions,
however the large scale plastic deformation seen for composites with lower glass content
was not consistently achieved, and the elongation at break was lower and more variable.
Addition of the PLCL(70:30)-PEG to the polymer matrix was found to increase the
elongation at break here, once large scale plastic deformation began, however this effect
was only seen for the polymer-only samples and not the composites. As seen for testing
in ambient conditions, the glass composition (P45Ca45 or P40Ca50) again did not
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have a noticeable effect on the mechanical properties when tested under immersion in
37℃ water.
7.3.3.2 Discussion
The characterisation of composites produced by injection moulding of composite
precipitate demonstrated that this method is effective for producing well dispersed
polymer-glass composites with controllable glass filler loading. The targeted glass load-
ing is accurately reflected in that measured by ashing, and the composites were X-ray
amorphous due to the fast cooling of the polymer and glassy nature of the phosphate
glasses. The short term water absorption behaviour of the composites demonstrated a
low level of water uptake at short times of around 10 minutes, which is approximately
the same as the immersion time allowed for temperature equilibration before starting
mechanical testing. This water absorption, along with the increased temperature under
simulated body conditions (immersed in 37℃ water), reduces the inter-chain bonding
within the polymer [50] leading to the differences seen in the mechanical properties of
samples measured in ambient conditions and simulated body conditions.
Fig. 7.16 compares the measured elastic moduli of the composites to that calculated
by the Counto model (Eq. 7.3). For a given value of ECounto, equivalent Voigt-Reuss
bounds (Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2) can also be calculated, based on the glass volume fraction
and elastic moduli of the glass and matrix, these are also shown in Fig. 7.16. In this
analysis the elastic modulus of the phosphate glass was taken as 48 GPa (from Sglavo
et al. [343]), assumed to be constant with respect to the glass compositions tested here,
and different testing conditions (dry at room temperature, wet at 37℃). The measured
composite moduli are seen to fall within the relevant Voigt-Reuss bounds, and closely
match the moduli calculated using the Counto model (R2 = 0.90). This indicates that
the main factors affecting the composite modulus before degradation, in both ambient
and simulated body conditions, are the glass loading and the polymer matrix stiffness

























Fig. 7.16: Measured elastic modulus vs. elastic modulus calculated from the matrix properties, glass
properties, and loading fraction, using the Counto model (Eq. 7.3). Data is shown for composites
based on PLA and PLA-CL polymer matrices, in wet (at 37℃) and dry conditions. Solid lines shown
are the upper and lower bounds for the modulus (Voigt-Ruess bounds, Eqs. 7.1 and 7.2), and the
dotted line represents Emeasured = ECounto.
(which is in turn dependent on matrix composition and the temperature/hydration
state). Other factors such as the glass composition, interfacial bonding, or deviation
from the model at high ϕf are not seen to be significant. During deformation in the
elastic region, there is insufficient extension to separate the interface between inorganic
particles and the polymer matrix, therefore the elastic modulus is not significantly
affected by the interfacial strength [326]. The elastic modulus is thus a function of
the matrix stiffness, the stiffness of the inorganic phase, and the loading volume fraction.
Under ambient conditions, the yield strength of the polymer-glass composites tested
was seen to fall between the bounds defined by Nicolais and Nicodemo (Eqs. 7.4 and
7.5) for no adhesion (lower bound) and perfect adhesion (upper bound), as seen in Fig.
7.17. This indicated that some stress transfer occurred and the load was not borne






































Fig. 7.17: Yield strength for polymer composites tested (a) dry at room temperature (t0dry), and
(b) immersed in 37℃ water (t0wet) - data from Fig. 7.14. Solid lines show the upper and lower
bounds for the yield strength, according to Eqs. 7.4 and 7.5.
solely by the polymer matrix, however due to imperfect adhesion yield was initiated
by separation at the polymer-glass interface. This led to stress concentration in the
matrix and subsequent bulk yield. The reduction in yield strength as the filler amount
increased appeared to be more severe for composites with the PLA-CL matrix than the
PLA matrix, suggesting that the PLA-phosphate glass interface had superior interfacial
adhesion than the PLA-CL-phosphate glass interface, under ambient conditions.
The behaviour of the yield strength was different when tested in simulated body
conditions (immersed in 37℃ water), generally following the upper bound predicted
by Eq. 7.4. This could be interpreted as a strengthening of the interfacial adhesion,
but it is more likely to be a result of the reduced strength of the polymer matrix
under these non-ambient conditions. The effect of increased temperature and hydration
reduced the yield strength of the polymer matrix, which may have led to to bulk
yield in the polymer matrix before reaching sufficient stress to cause separation at the
polymer-glass interface. For composites with 15wt.% glass in a PLA-CL matrix, there
did appear to be a modest increase in strength above the upper limit when tested
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in simulated body conditions, indicating strong matrix-particle interfacial bonding
between both glass compositions and the PLA-CL matrix. This may suggest an increase
in dipole-dipole interactions between the matrix and glass in the higher temperature, hy-
drated state, however a marginal change such as this should be interpreted with caution.
The dependence of the measured composite ductility on the testing conditions can
mainly be attributed to the behaviour of the polymer matrix, which becomes signifi-
cantly more ductile when tested in simulated body conditions as discussed in Chapters
3 and 4. Under both testing conditions the variation in ductility with regards to particle
loading is similar, where the ductility stayed relatively unchanged upon addition of
15wt.% glass, and decreased for the higher 30wt.% glass loading. This suggests that
the stress concentrating effect of the filler particles was somewhat counteracted by
toughening mechanisms (such as interfacial debonding, or crack deflection, blunting,
or pinning) for the lower 15wt.% filler loading. For the composites with 30wt.% glass,
the increased brittleness may be a result of greater stress concentration, or an effect of
particle agglomeration, which is more likely for higher filler loading.
7.3.4 Implications for cardiac stents
These mechanical testing results can give an indication of the suitability of these mate-
rials for bioresorbable cardiac stent applications, in particular during the implantation
procedure where deformation under ambient conditions occurs during crimping, and
further deformation occurs during expansion in vivo, before significant degradation
has taken place. The ability to incorporate 15wt.% glass without loss of ductility is
encouraging, allowing filler to be utilised without significantly increasing the tendency
for brittle failure during crimping or expansion. The increased modulus achieved by
addition of phosphate glass is a promising result, which could reduce the elastic recoil
observed after stent expansion, in turn reducing the risk of restenosis [47]. In terms of
yield strength, the properties under simulated body conditions are of most relevance;
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here composites with phosphate glass achieve comparable yield strength to the unfilled
polymer.
7.4 Conclusions
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of a method for production of micron-size
phosphate glass particles, and incorporation of these particles into polymer-glass com-
posites. Phosphate glass particles with d0.5 = 1.4 µm and minimal contamination
with zirconia were produced using attritor milling, and were then incorporated into
well dispersed polymer-glass composites using a precipitation method followed by
injection moulding. Composites produced using this method demonstrated reduced
agglomeration and therefore reduced brittleness compared with composites produced
using solvent film casting.
Mechanical testing of these composites in ambient and simulated body conditions
demonstrated that addition of the glass particles provides effective reinforcement,
increasing the elastic modulus. The elastic modulus corresponded well with the Counto
model, demonstrating that composite stiffness variation was a result of changes in
matrix stiffness and filler loading. The yield strength indicated the presence of some
interfacial adhesion between the polymer matrix and phosphate glass, which was higher
for composites with the PLA matrix than the PLA-CL matrix, but independent of
glass composition. In ambient conditions yield was initiated by separation at the
polymer glass interface, while in simulated body conditions, the reduced strength of
the polymer matrix in the higher temperature, hydrated state led to yield in the bulk
polymer matrix before sufficient stress for matrix-particle debonding was reached.
Incorporation of up to 15wt.% phosphate glass into polymer-glass composites was
able to improve the elastic modulus without reduction in the ductility, suggesting that
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these materials can reduce the stent elastic recoil and risk of restenosis, without risking
brittle material failure. The presence of some interfacial polymer-glass adhesion in the
composites resulted in comparable yield strength to the unfilled polymer, demonstrating
that the composites are noninferior to existing polymers in terms of yield strength and






8.1 Background and aims
Bioresorbable stents have the potential to be the 4th revolution in interventional
cardiology [52], reducing rates of restenosis, late thrombosis, and other long-term
complications [59, 344]. To date however, this promise has not been realised, with
some of the first bioresorbable stents brought to market subsequently experiencing
safety issues and being withdrawn from sale [31]. Many of these issues arise from
the mechanical properties of the material used for these stents, PLLA (poly-L-lactide,
or polylactic acid). PLLA has a significantly lower yield strength than the metals
currently used for stents, necessitating much thicker struts to provide sufficient device
strength. This in turn leads to problems with device size, causing issues for surgeons
navigating the devices through tortuous vessels. Thicker struts also increase blood flow
turbulence, which can negatively affect the endothelialisation of the stent and increase
the risk of thrombosis [35, 345]. The relatively low elastic modulus of PLLA is also an
issue when considering the elastic recoil of a stent after implantation, which must be
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minimised to prevent restenosis or stent dislodgement [35]. It is clear that to overcome
issues with existing bioresorbable stent technologies, improvements in material yield
strength and elastic modulus are necessary [36].
Fabrication of polymer composites is a popular technique for improving the me-
chanical properties of polymeric materials. In fact, polymer composites have been
widely investigated for use as orthopaedic implants [346, 347]. Polymer composites
incorporating hydroxyapatite or α-TCP are prominent in this area, due to the simi-
larity of these ceramics to natural bone mineral, and give substantial improvements
in mechanical properties [218, 348–351]. Composites incorporating bioactive glasses
have also been investigated, and are attractive due to the exceptional tunability of
the dissolution rate and ion release properties that can be achieved by engineering the
glass composition [160, 317, 352]. For applications as bioresorbable stent materials
however, these composites have not been frequently studied. The use of Ca-containing
bioceramic fillers may appear to pose a risk of arterial calcification, however when the
small amount of material, extended timescale of release, and relatively large volume of
blood flow through coronary arteries are considered [353], the increase in blood Ca
levels is negligible compared with the baseline concentration.
To date most strategies for tuning the mechanical behaviour of stent materials rely
on altering the polymer chemistry (i.e. copolymerisation ratio etc.) or polymer struc-
ture (orientation, crystallisation), however these methods cannot be applied without
altering the degradation behaviour of the material [35, 139]. By incorporating bioactive
glass however, results have shown that the degradation of the composite can be tuned
by varying the glass composition [248, 253–255]. This occurs via several mechanisms.
Increased water absorption at the polymer/glass interface, especially for continuous
glass fibres where wicking plays a large role, can accelerate the degradation rate [230].
There are also chemical effects resulting from dissolution of the inorganic filler. α-TCP
particles are seen to slow polymer degradation due to the buffering effect of the ions
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released as the ceramic dissolves [217, 249]. Similar effects can occur in polymer-glass
composites, where ion exchange can occur at the glass surface resulting in a buffering
effect at the interface [252].
These phenomena lead to the idea that polymer-glass composites can allow de-
coupling of mechanical and degradation properties, whereby incorporation of glass
particles can provide mechanical reinforcement, and changing the glass composition can
tune the degradation profile, with minimal impact on the mechanical properties. This
degradation profile is another key issue with current stents based on PLLA that must be
addressed. PLLA is well known to experience very slow degradation in vivo, requiring
several years for full resorption [35, 62, 284, 285], while healing after stent deployment
is typically complete after around six months [282, 283]. Developing materials with
accelerated rates of resorption would therefore be highly advantageous for stent device
manufacture [36].
The work described in this chapter aims to assess the composite materials developed
in Chapter 7 for use as cardiac stents, in terms of their degradation behaviour, and de-
velopment of mechanical properties during degradation. Polymer matrix compositions
of pure PLLA and 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG were chosen to observe the effect
of blend composition on composite properties, with PLLA as a control and a small
amount of PLCL-PEG added to improve ductility and accelerate degradation, without
causing rapid loss of mechanical integrity.
8.2 Materials and methods
8.2.1 Composite production
Composites of PLLA and PLCL(70:30)-PEG polymers with P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses
were produced using the precipitation method and injection moulding as detailed in
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Chapter 7 (sections 7.2.2, 7.2.4, and 7.2.5), with compositions as described in Table
7.1. Briefly, phosphate glass powder (produced in Chapter 3) was milled to a fine
particle size using attritor milling. Phosphate glass slurry was then added to dissolved
polymers, and ethanol was added to precipitate the polymer onto dispersed glass
particles, producing a composite precipitate. This precipitate was moulded to create
dumbbell or disc shaped samples for further testing using micro-injection moulding.
8.2.2 Degradation testing
Degradation studies were carried out by immersing individual disc-shaped (5 mm
diameter, 600 µm thick) composite samples in 5 mL PBS in bijou tubes, which were
placed in an incubator at 37℃. pH measurements were taken at regular intervals using
an HI 4222 pH meter (Hanna Instruments Ltd., UK), and Ca2+ ion concentration was
measured using an ISE (ion selective electrode - Sentek 361-75 Calcium Combination
ISE), calibrated using a modified Nernst equation [318] with standard solutions diluted
with DI water from a 0.1 mol L-1 calcium standard (Hanna HI 4004-01). PBS alone was
used as a control for pH and Ca2+ ion measurements. At desired timepoints the wet
mass of the composite samples was measured by dabbing them dry and weighing with
a Sartorius Ultramicro balance, before returning them to the solution. A long-term
(∼300 days) degradation study was carried out, as well as a series of shorter studies
(5, 30, 120 days) for more detailed analysis. After degradation, samples were dried
at room temperature in a vacuum oven until reaching constant mass, before further
analysis was carried out (except for mechanical testing, which was done without drying
as described below).
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8.2.3 Mechanical testing
Tensile testing was carried out using a 1ST Benchtop Tester (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK)
with a 1 kN load cell, using miniature vice grips (HT54, Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK),
under a constant elongation rate of 1 mm min-1. Dumbbell samples (5 mm gauge
length) were tested in simulated body conditions (immersed in deionised water at 37°C)
using a Saline Test Tank with Heater (Tinius Olsen Ltd, UK). To test mechanical
properties after 5, 30 or 120 days degradation, tensile specimens were incubated in
PBS at 37℃ for the desired amount of time, and removed immediately before testing.
After loading samples into the grips and immersing them in water, they were left for
approximately 10 minutes for the temperature to equilibrate. Strain was measured
using a video extensometer and custom-built LabVIEW software, and dry transfer
letters (black, approximately 1 mm squares, Chartpak Inc., USA) were used as strain
markers. Yield strength (σy) was taken as the 0.2% offset yield point, and the elastic
modulus (E) was calculated from the linear region of the stress-strain curve before yield.
8.2.4 Characterisation
8.2.4.1 SEM
SEM (Scanning Electron Microscopy) was carried out on the composite samples using
an FEI Nova NanoSEM, using an accelerating voltage of 5 kV. Samples were prepared
by cryo-fracturing in liquid nitrogen to view the cross-section, and then sputter coating
with 10 - 20 nm of Au, using an Emitech K550 sputter coater (20 mA deposition
current for 4 minutes, under an argon atmosphere). Degraded samples were dried
at room temperature in a vacuum oven until reaching constant mass, before sputter
coating.
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8.2.4.2 DSC
DSC (Differential scanning calorimetry) was carried out using a DSC Q2000 (TA
Instruments, USA), in Al hermetic pans at a heating rate of 20℃ min-1, from -20 to
230℃ under 50 mL min-1 N2 gas flow. A single heating run was used to measure the
properties of the composites after processing and degradation. TA Universal Analysis
software was used for data analysis, and the glass transition temperature Tg was taken
at the inflection point. Degraded samples were dried at room temperature in a vacuum
oven until reaching constant mass, before testing.
8.2.4.3 XRD
XRD (X-ray diffraction) was carried out using a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer
with Cu Kα radiation, using a 2θ range of 5-50°, with a 0.05° step size and dwell
time of 1.0 s step-1. Line profile analysis was used to quantify the amorphous and
crystalline content using Match! (Crystal Impact GbR) software, and unknown phases
were identified using the Crystallography Open Database [335–340]. Degraded samples
were dried at room temperature in a vacuum oven until reaching constant mass, before
testing.
8.2.4.4 Drying and ash testing
The weight fraction of different components within the composite was determined
before and after degradation by drying and ashing. After short-term degradation
studies, the water uptake was measured by drying. Composite samples were removed
from the degradation solution and dabbed dry, before being weighed using a Sartorius
Ultramicro balance. The total wet mass (as a fraction of initial mass) can then be
given by Eq. 8.1:





where mti,wet is the wet mass of the composite (after i days degradation) and mt0 is
the initial composite mass. Samples were then dried at room temperature in a vacuum
oven until reaching constant mass, when they were weighed again. The water uptake





where mti,dry is the mass after vacuum drying. After drying the fraction of glass
particles remaining in polymer composites was determined by ashing. A known mass
of composite was fixed onto a borosilicate glass cover slip using DCM, and weighed,
before heating in a ventilated furnace at 300℃ h-1 to 650℃. The temperature was
held at 650℃ for 1 h to ensure complete burn off of the polymer. After cooling to
room temperature overnight the glass cover slip and remaining ash were weighed to
determine the mass loss. These temperatures were chosen based on previous TGA data
on polymers (Fig. 3.2, on page 67), as well as knowledge of the softening point of the
glass slip (>800℃). The ashing temperature must be sufficient for complete polymer
burn off, but not allow significant viscous flow of the glass slip. Using this method, the





where msample+slip,f is the mass of the glass cover slip and residual ash after burn
off, and mslip is the mass of the glass cover slip which is assumed to stay constant. If
the mass loss during ashing is assumed to be solely composed of burnt-off polymer,
polymer weight fraction in the composite can also be calculated, according to Eq. 8.4:
wpoly =
mti,dry − (msample+slip,f − mslip)
mt0
(8.4)
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8.3 Results
8.3.1 Long-term degradation behaviour
Results from long-term degradation tests of the range of samples given in Table 7.1
are shown in Figs. 8.1 and 8.2. Measurements of solution pH during degradation
showed no change for PLA over this time period, which was as expected due to the slow
degradation of this polymer. The degradation behaviour of PLA-CL was consistent
with results on this same composition (90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG) from Chapter
4 (Fig. 4.1, on page 84), showing no change and then reduction to pH 6 after about
300 days. Significant differences were seen for the glass-containing composites, with
those with 30wt.% glass demonstrating a fast pH reduction to around pH 6 before
plateauing, as a result of glass dissolution.
The plateau pH was dependent on the phosphate glass composition, with the higher
P2O5 glass resulting in a lower pH, consistent with results from Chapter 6. Composites
with lower glass content of 15wt.% showed a slightly delayed response, before also
displaying pH reduction as a result of glass dissolution, and again the higher P2O5 glass
resulted in a lower pH. Although the addition of PLCL-PEG had a major effect on the
degradation of the unfilled matrix, the same cannot be said of the composite materials.
For most of the degradation experiment no differences were observed based on the
matrix composition, however after around 200 days composites with low glass content
(15wt.%) and a matrix that contains PLCL-PEG did appear to show additional pH
reduction compared with the equivalent composite without PLCL-PEG, however this
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Fig. 8.1: Degradation behaviour of composite samples in PBS at 37℃, with sample codes from Table
7.1. Graphs show solution pH for composites with P45Ca45 glass (a) and P40Ca50 glass (b), solution
Ca2+ concentration for composites with P45Ca45 glass (c) and P40Ca50 glass (d), and wet mass (%
of original mass) for composites with P45Ca45 glass (e) and P40Ca50 glass (f). Shaded regions denote
standard deviation, n = 3.
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Fig. 8.2: Degradation behaviour of composite samples in PBS at 37℃, with sample codes from
Table 7.1. This is the same data as Fig. 8.1, grouped instead by glass filler content. Graphs show
solution pH for composites with 15wt.% glass (a) and 30wt.% glass (b), solution Ca2+ concentration
for composites with 15wt.% glass (c) and 30wt.% glass (d), and wet mass (% of original mass) for
composites with 15wt.% glass (e) and 30wt.% glass (f). Shaded regions denote standard deviation, n
= 3.
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Measurements of Ca2+ release from the composites also revealed interesting sim-
ilarities and differences between composite samples. A slow but consistent increase
in measured Ca2+ content was observed for the PLA and PLA-CL samples, despite
the fact that these unfilled polymer matrices did not contain any glass. This can be
attributed to contamination of the solution with residual ions from the electrodes used
for pH and Ca2+ ion measurement. In spite of thorough washing between samples, some
transfer and contamination was unavoidable, and resulted in a Ca2+ concentration
increase for the polymer only samples. This is corroborated by a similar increase
observed for the control solution (PBS alone). Similar to the solution pH, the Ca2+
concentration showed significant dependence on the composite composition. As seen in
Chapter 6 for the dissolution of the glasses alone, composites containing glasses with
higher P2O5 content displayed higher Ca2+ release despite their lower CaO content,
due to their faster dissolution. Composites with higher glass content also displayed
higher Ca2+ release initially, however over time this difference disappeared, suggest-
ing that some equilibrium was reached between the dissolving glass and the solution.
Few differences were observed between composites with the PLA and PLA-CL matrices.
By contrast, the matrix composition played a large role in the mass gain seen
for all the composites, which can be attributed to water absorption. The pure poly-
mers displayed low water absorption of around 1% initially, with the PLA-CL sample
later showing an increase of about 6%, due to the increased water absorption that
precedes bulk degradation (as observed in Fig. 4.4 on page 86). Composite samples
demonstrated significantly higher wet mass during degradation, and the presence of
PLCL-PEG in the matrix dramatically increased this in all cases. The most significant
factor determining the wet mass increase however, appeared to be the glass content.
Composites with 30wt.% glass displayed a fast initial mass increase, followed by a peak
and slow decrease, which can be attributed to fast water absorption and subsequent
glass dissolution. Composites with 15wt.% glass demonstrated similar behaviour, how-
ever the initial absorption was slower but reached a higher mass. The initial absorption
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stage did not appear to be heavily influenced by the glass composition, however in the
later mass loss stage composites containing the faster dissolving P45Ca45 glass (see
Chapter 6) lost mass more quickly.
8.3.2 Structure changes during degradation
8.3.2.1 Composite components
Changes in the relative proportion of different composite components during degra-
dation were assessed by weighing after degradation, drying, and ashing at different
timepoints, and results are shown in Figs. 8.3 and 8.4. The total wet mass appeared
consistent with results from similar measurements during long-term degradation ex-
periments, but it is difficult to interpret these results due to the overlap of multiple
different effects. The drying and ashing procedures allowed these effects to be separated
into changes in water, glass, and polymer mass.
The water content within the composites (wwater) demonstrated a gradual increase
as a result of water absorption, slowing over time. Composites with a higher glass
content experienced faster water absorption initially (up to 5 days), which can be
attributed to the increased glass/polymer interfacial area providing additional area for
wicking [230, 242]. Later on (after 30 days or more) composites with lower glass content
were seen to exceed the water absorption of their higher glass content counterparts,
due in part to the greater proportion of the polymer component, suggesting that al-
though the interface promotes water absorption, the water is stored within the polymer.
Other factors that led to increased water absorption were greater hydrophilicity of the
components; composites containing a PLA-CL matrix or P45Ca45 glass consistently
showed increased water absorption compared with equivalent composites containing a
PLA matrix or P40Ca50 glass.
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Changes in the glass mass were also observed, as the composites absorbed water
leading to dissolution of the glass. As expected, the faster dissolving P45Ca45 glass
(see Chapter 6) showed faster mass loss, while the polymer matrix composition (PLA
or PLA-CL) did not appear to have an impact on glass dissolution. The amount of
glass present altered the glass dissolution behaviour, where a delayed start to glass
mass loss was observed for composites with lower glass content (minimal mass loss
after 5 days), compared with the composites with higher glass content. The slower
initial water absorption of the 15wt.% glass composites is one explanation for this,
restricting the water available for dissolution of glass.
During the timescale of these tests (up to 120 days) no change in the polymer mass
for PLA samples was observed, while PLA-CL samples displayed a small mass loss,
as expected from previous results (Chapter 4) for these slowly degrading polymers.
Within the initial 5 days, these results showed an increase in the polymer mass for
all composite compositions, however this is likely to be an artefact of the drying and
ashing technique. Vacuum drying at room temperature was necessary to remove water
without further alteration to the composite, however this is unlikely to have completely
removed all absorbed water. Upon ashing, this retained water was removed, along with
the polymer, resulting in an erroneously high measurement of polymer mass.






































































































































































Fig. 8.3: Results of drying and ashing tests, showing how the mass of different components within a
composite material changes during degradation. Shown are the water mass, glass mass, and polymer



























































































































































Fig. 8.4: Results of drying and ashing tests, showing how the mass of different composite components
changes during degradation. Samples are grouped by composites with 15wt.% glass (a, c, e, g) and
30wt.% (b, d, f, h), showing the total mass (a, b), water mass (c, d), glass mass (e, f) and polymer
mass (g, h), according to Eqs. 8.1 - 8.4. These graphs show the same data as Fig. 8.3, replotted to
reveal differences between different compositions.
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8.3.2.2 Polymer structure
Significant changes were seen in the structure of the polymer within the composite
as a result of degradation. Crystallisation of the polymer matrix was observed, as
shown in Fig. 8.5. Crystallisation was seen for both the PLA and PLA-CL polymer
samples, with significantly more crystallisation occurring in the PLA-CL sample due
to the faster degradation of the PLCL-PEG copolymer and greater mobility of the
resulting short chain polymers (as discussed in Chapter 4). The addition of phosphate
glass to the composite was seen to result in suppression of crystal formation within
the polymer matrix, preventing any polymer crystallisation in composites based on a
PLA matrix, and limiting it to <20% in composites based on a PLA-CL matrix. The
observed XRD peaks for the polymer crystallites (example in Fig. 8.6) were consistent
































































Fig. 8.5: XRD polymer crystallinity (normalised to nominal polymer content) of initially amorphous
polymer-glass composites after 0, 5, 30, and 120 days degradation in PBS at 37℃. Shown are
composites with a PLLA matrix (a) and 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG matrix (b), error bars denote
standard deviation for n = 3 samples. Note the different y-axis scale for (a) and (b).
The thermal properties measured by DSC can also reveal information about the
polymer structure. For composites with both PLA and PLA-CL matrices, the Tg
increased significantly during degradation, with most of this increase occurring within
the first 5 days (Fig. 8.7). The addition of phosphate glass did not have a significant
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Fig. 8.6: Example X-ray diffraction patterns demonstrating polymer crystallisation (a), inorganic
crystallisation (b), and a mixture of polymer and inorganic crystallisation (c). Samples shown are
PLA-CL (a), PLA-0.15P40Ca50 (b), and PLA-CL-0.15P40Ca50, all after 120 days degradation in
PBS at 37℃.
effect on the Tg of PLA matrices, while for PLA-CL matrices increased glass addition
resulted in a lower Tg (but still higher than the Tg before degradation). Enthalpy
relaxation of the amorphous polymer was also seen to occur during degradation, with
the change in the enthalpy relaxation peak from the initial state (∆HR,t − ∆HR,t0)
shown in Fig. 8.8. An initial increase in the enthalpy relaxation measured during
degradation was observed for all compositions, as a result of increased mobility at the
degradation temperature (37℃) allowing structural relaxation and densification. This
was greater for the pure PLA than the PLA-CL blend due to unfavourable interactions
between dissimilar polymers as discussed in detail in Chapter 4. The addition of glass
reduced the amount of enthalpy relaxation that occurred, while composites with the
PLA-CL matrix experienced a reduction in enthalpy relaxation after a peak after 5
days, with this reduction greater for composites than the unfilled matrix.




































Fig. 8.7: Glass transition temperature Tg measured by DSC for dry composites after 0, 5, 30,
and 120 days degradation in PBS at 37℃. Shown are composites with a PLLA matrix (a) and




























































Fig. 8.8: Change in the enthalpy relaxation peak ∆HR for dry composites measured by DSC between
the initial value, and after 5, 30, and 120 days degradation in PBS at 37℃. Shown are composites
with a PLLA matrix (a) and 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG matrix (b), error bars denote standard
deviation for n = 3 samples.
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8.3.2.3 Composite structure
XRD of degraded composite samples also revealed that formation of inorganic crystal-
lites had occurred, as shown in Fig. 8.6. These are the result of glass dissolution via
the mechanisms discussed in Chapter 6, namely formation of a conversion layer, and
dissolution (or deposition) of conversion layer species, leading to formation of NaCl
and Ca2P2O7.4H2O crystallites. This crystallisation was observed for all the composite
samples, reaching a maximum of 3 - 18% after 120 days degradation as shown in Fig. 8.9.
SEM images of the composite samples at various stages of degradation are shown
in Figs. 8.10 and 8.11. Minor morphological changes were observed for the polymer
only samples PLA and PLA-CL, with an increase in small voids observed. With the
addition of phosphate glass, this increase in void volume over time increased signifi-
cantly. The increased void volume was also noticeably higher for the composites with
15wt.% glass compared with composites with 30wt.% glass. No significant differences
between composites with PLA and PLA-CL matrices could be detected by SEM. Care
must be taken in interpreting such images however, because of the potential effect of
dehydration before imaging on the microstructure. The results of inorganic crystalli-
sation could also be observed with SEM. Glass particles within the composite that
were originally smooth, after degradation showed a roughened surface with crystallite
nodules, demonstrating crystal growth or deposition.




















































Fig. 8.9: XRD crystallinity (inorganic components only) of initially amorphous polymer-glass
composites after 0, 5, 30, and 120 days degradation in PBS at 37℃. Shown are composites with a
PLLA matrix (a) and 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG matrix (b), error bars denote standard deviation
for n = 3 samples.
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Fig. 8.10: SEM images showing changes in the composite microstructure during degradation in PBS
at 37℃ for 0, 5, 30, and 120 days, for composites based on a PLLA matrix. Scale bar shown is 5 µm.
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Fig. 8.11: SEM images showing changes in the composite microstructure during degradation in PBS
at 37℃ for 0, 5, 30, and 120 days, for composites based on a 90PLLA:10PLCL(70:30)-PEG matrix.
Scale bar shown is 5 µm.
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8.3.3 Evolution of mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of the composite samples evolved significantly over time
during degradation, as shown in Fig. 8.12. The effects of composition (in terms
of matrix polymer composition and glass content and composition) on the initial
mechanical properties under these testing conditions (immersed in 37℃ water) have
already been discussed in Chapter 7 so will not be repeated here. As degradation
progresses, both unfilled polymer samples (PLA and PLA-CL) were seen to undergo
an increase in elastic modulus until 30 days, followed by a gradual decrease. Com-
posites with glass added showed the opposite effect, with the modulus decreasing
significantly within the first 5 days. This decrease was greater for composites with a
higher 30wt.% glass content, which had a higher elastic modulus initially, but fell to
lower than the 15wt.% glass composites after this decrease. A similar set of trends
was observed for the yield strength, with an initial increase followed by reduction
for unfilled polymers. Composites with 15wt.% glass showed a more gradual loss of
strength, while those with higher glass content again suffered a larger strength decrease.
Large changes in the elongation at break (ϵB) were also observed during degradation.
Unfilled polymers experienced a large reduction in ductility within the first 5 days of
degradation, with this reduction more severe for the pure PLA polymer. Composites
with 15wt.% glass showed negligible changes within the first 5 days, however expe-
rienced a gradual loss of ductility for longer degradation times, but remained more
ductile than the unfilled polymers. Composites with 30wt.% glass, which initially
showed lower and more variable ductility than the 15wt.% glass composites, generally
maintained or increased their ductility over the first 5 days, before also showing a
gradual loss of ductility for longer degradation times.











































































































Fracture Strain - PLA(CL):30% Glass
Fig. 8.12: Mechanical properties as measured by tensile testing for polymer-glass composites in
37℃ water, measured after 0, 5, 30, and 120 days degradation in PBS at 37℃. Graphs show elastic
modulus E for composites with 15wt.% glass (a) and 30wt.% glass (b), yield stress σy for composites
with 15wt.% glass (c) and 30wt.% glass (d), and fracture strain ϵB for composites with 15wt.% glass




By assessing the degradation behaviour of a range of composite materials (listed
in Table 7.1 on page 163), the effects of different components can be understood.
The degradation lifetime can be broadly broken down into two regimes, firstly an
initial stage where water absorption is dominant and wet mass increases to a maxi-
mum, before the second regime begins, which is dominated by glass dissolution and
results in slow mass loss. For composites with 30 wt.% glass this transition occurs
at about 5 days, while for composites with 15 wt.% glass this takes up to about 90 days.
During the first stage the wet mass increases significantly by water absorption. The
glass composition affects the water absorption, with composites containing the more
hydrophilic P45Ca45 glass [164] absorbing more water. The polymer matrix plays an
even larger role here, with composites where the matrix contains 10 wt.% of the more
hydrophilic PLCL-PEG [101] showing significantly higher water absorption. It is clear
that in the water absorption stage, the hydrophilicity of both components plays a role
in the amount of water absorbed. All the composite samples show much higher mass
increases than the polymers, suggesting that water absorption mainly occurs due to,
and along, the interface between the two components [230, 234]. Composites containing
more glass will have a greater interfacial area, explaining the faster water absorption
experienced by 30 wt.% glass composites during the initial stage. During this initial
stage the Ca2+ release and pH change appear to be mainly influenced by the glass
dissolution - in spite of the large difference in water absorption caused by addition of
PLCL-PEG to the polymer matrix, this only has a small effect on the solution pH
and Ca2+ concentration. These changes in ionic concentration in the solution can be
attributed to the dissolution of the glass component, with composites containing a
greater amount of glass causing greater changes in solution concentrations. The effect of
glass composition is in accordance with results seen in Chapter 6 - the slower dissolution
of the higher Ca glass P40Ca50 results in a smaller pH reduction and lower Ca2+ release.
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Different behaviour is seen in the second regime where the sample mass change is
dominated by glass dissolution. Composites containing 15 wt.% glass show only slight
reduction in mass from their peak after about 300 days degradation, so it is difficult
to comment on trends here. Composites with 30 wt.% glass on the other hand, are
clearly losing mass after peaking at around 5 days, which can be mainly attributed
to glass dissolution - significant polymer mass loss would not be expected within this
timeframe as indicated by the lack of mass loss for PLA and PLA-CL samples, as well
as drying and ashing tests. During this regime the glass composition is the dominant
factor, with composites containing the faster dissolving P45Ca45 glass losing mass
significantly faster than those containing P40Ca50 glass. The addition of PLCL-PEG
to the polymer matrix does not appear to have a significant effect on the mass loss
behaviour in this second regime, as the mass loss is mainly glass dissolution and the pH
reduction caused by glass dissolution has not triggered significant polymer degradation.
Within the timescale of the long term degradation experiment, reduction in wet mass
by polymer degradation of PLA-CL is only just observable after 300 days. As a result
it is difficult to determine whether PLCL-PEG-related mass loss in the composites is
counteracted by glass addition, or whether it is not yet observable.
Although differences in solution ionic concentration (pH and Ca2+) are observed
depending on PLCL-PEG content in the matrix in the first regime, once glass dis-
solution becomes dominant these ionic concentrations begin to converge. Again this
indicates that glass dissolution is the dominant factor here. Furthermore, the solution
Ca2+ concentration appears to be converging for all different composite compositions
(irrespective of glass composition, matrix composition, or glass filler content), suggest-
ing that some equilibrium is being approached between the glass dissolving in the
composite, and the solution concentration. This is not a situation that would occur in
clinical use of these materials, and represents a limitation of the static degradation
test used here.
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The time taken for transition between these two regimes is clearly different between
composites containing 15 and 30 wt.% glass. The higher glass content results in
faster water absorption due to the greater interfacial area, hastening the onset of glass
dissolution. The larger amount of glass present also means that once glass dissolu-
tion begins, it will have a larger impact and quickly become dominant over other factors.
Although increased solution acidity is known to accelerate the rate of PLLA hy-
drolysis, the modification of solution pH by glass dissolution does not appear to have
significantly accelerated the rate of degradation of the polymer component. This
suggests that the size of the pH change here, which is relatively small when compared
with the work of Tsuji and Ikarashi [133] (who observed acceleration of hydrolysis when
reducing pH from 7.4 to 0.2), was insufficient to trigger catalysis of PLLA hydrolysis.
8.4.2 Structure evolution
Multiple structural changes occur within the polymer-glass composites during degrada-
tion, and these are summarised in Fig. 8.13. Enthalpy relaxation was observed to occur
early on during degradation as a result of increased mobility at the degradation temper-
ature (37℃) allowing structural relaxation and densification [51]. This in turn leads to
increased intermolecular interactions and increased Tg. As discussed in Chapter 4 and
elsewhere [273], the addition of PLCL-PEG to PLLA polymer reduces this tendency for
enthalpic relaxation due to unfavourable interactions between dissimilar polymer chains.
The addition of phosphate glass particles also reduces the enthalpic relaxation, due to
reduced mobility of the amorphous polymer in the immediate vicinity of a filler particle
[354, 355]. For longer degradation times, crystallisation of polymer chains becomes
more significant. This is more pronounced for composites where the matrix contains
PLCL-PEG, due to the chain cleavage resulting from the hydrolysis reaction. This
provides additional mobility for the polymer to rearrange into a crystalline structure
[139]. The addition of phosphate glass particles also reduces the polymer crystallisation,
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by reducing the mobility of the polymer chains in the vicinity of the filler particles, in
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Fig. 8.13: Summary of the mechanisms of structural changes that occur in polymer-glass composites
during degradation over different timescales.
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Water absorption is a key phenomenon determining the structure and properties
of these polymer-glass composites during degradation. According to purely Fickian
diffusion behaviour, the presence of particulate filler would be expected to reduce
the rate and level of water absorption by diffusion, due to immobilisation of diffusing
molecules on or near the particle surface [356]. However this is not always observed in
practice, and anomalous absorption is often seen as a result of factors such as defects
such as voids or micro-cracks introduced by the composite, or interactions between the
particles and penetrant (i.e. water) [356]. In this case the increased absorption rate for
particulate-filled composites can be attributed to surface interactions of water with
the phosphate glass particles. As hydrophilic materials [164] the phosphate glass will
be easily wetted by absorbed water and contribute to accelerating water transport into
the composite by wicking. Absorption in this manner thus increased for higher glass
content, as well as for more hydrophilic components (polymer matrix that includes
PLCL-PEG, and lower Ca content in the glass).
At later stages of degradation, water absorption was observed to lead to void
formation, which was greater for 15wt.% glass composites than for composites with
30wt.% glass. These can be explained as the result of water clustering and subsequent
formation of voids. Due to the reduced mobility of polymer chains within a composite
with greater filler content, the equilibrium void content reduces as more glass is added
[356], explaining the lower water content seen for 30wt.% glass composites when com-
pared with 15wt.% glass composites. However, due to the faster absorption observed
for composites, they are able to reach a higher water content than the unfilled polymers
within the timeframe of this experiment.
Dissolution of glass particles is another key structural change, which dominates for
composites with high glass loading. Glass dissolution requires supply of water to the
glass particle, and is therefore dependent on water absorption. The reduced interfacial
area of 15wt.% glass composites compared with 30wt.% glass composites reduces their
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initial water absorption rate, explaining the initial delay in glass mass loss seen for
15wt.% glass composites. Mass transport of dissolution products out of the composite
will be limited, leading to buildup of ions in the region around the dissolving glass.
Although this would be expected to lead to significant acidification, above the level seen
in the bulk solution, this was apparently still insufficient to significantly affect polymer
hydrolysis. This buildup of concentration does seem to impact the glass dissolution
behaviour, allowing stabilisation of the conversion layer and triggering the transition
from diffusion limited to surface reaction limited glass dissolution. The formation and
deposition of conversion layer species (here NaCl and Ca2P2O7.4H2O) was observed in
XRD and SEM results, and is responsible for the reduction in glass dissolution rate
observed in mass loss measurements.
8.4.3 Effects on mechanical properties
The evolution of the mechanical properties of the unfilled polymers can be understood
in terms of the changes to the polymer structure. Enthalpy relaxation and crystallisa-
tion are the dominant effects, and both act to increase the elastic modulus and yield
strength, at the expense of ductility [51]. The later reduction in the elastic modulus
and yield strength of PLA-CL (and to a lesser extent PLA) after 120 days can be
attributed to greater water absorption, and for PLA-CL, hydrolytic degradation as well.
The changes in the mechanical properties of the composites will be a combination
of multiple different effects involving the polymer matrix, glass particles, and water
absorption. The decrease in elastic modulus and yield strength for all composites is
interesting to analyse. The decrease is more severe and faster for composites with
30wt.% glass, and results in inferior mechanical properties compared with composites
with 15wt.% glass, despite their superior starting point. This suggests that water
absorption is the dominant effect, acting more quickly for composites with higher
glass content, and causing a physical separation between the glass and polymer ma-
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trix (as observed in SEM images). This results in transfer of stress from the glass
filler to the polymer matrix, reducing the elastic modulus and yield strength, and for
composites with higher glass content and lower polymer content, this effect is even
more pronounced. The reduction seen however, is greater than the reduction that
would be expected from simple debonding of the matrix from the filler, and can also
be attributed to hydration of the polymer chains by the increased water content of
the composites, increasing chain mobility and reducing the elastic modulus and yield
strength [50]. The enthalpy relaxation and polymer crystallisation seen for composites
would be expected to counteract this somewhat and lead to increases in the elastic
modulus and yield strength, however these effects appear to be small relative to the
water absorption and hydration effects.
The ductility of the composite materials also gradually decreases as degradation
time increases - except for composites with 30wt.% glass in the early stages, where
water absorption increases the ductility of those composites that are initially relatively
brittle. The gradual loss of ductility is unlikely to be a result of enthalpy relaxation or
crystallisation, as these effects are reduced by the presence of glass particles. Instead
this is again an effect of absorbed water, causing clustering and void formation, which
can act as defects that initiate crack growth [356]. Hydrolytic degradation of the
polymer will also play a role in reducing the ductility, and is more significant for
composites containing the PLCL-PEG copolymer.
8.4.4 Implications for cardiac stents
The results here, in particular the evolution of mechanical properties over time, give
some indication of the suitability of these materials and strategies for bioresorbable
cardiac stent applications. The large reduction in elastic modulus and yield strength
observed for composites with 30wt.% glass that occurs within the first 5 days is
potentially problematic and could contribute to elastic stent recoil and increase the
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risk of restenosis [47]. By contrast composites with 15wt.% glass display a more
gradual loss of mechanical properties which could be advantageous for a stent and
allow gradual transfer of mechanical support to newly healed tissue. Although there is
no evidence of glass addition accelerating polymer degradation within the timescale of
these experiments, the addition of the PLCL-PEG copolymer to the polymer matrix
does accelerate degradation compared with PLLA, allowing the stent to degrade within
a more suitable timeframe [17, 34–36].
8.5 Conclusions
Degradation testing of polymer-glass composites based on PLLA, PLCL-PEG and
P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses demonstrated a two-stage mechanism, where water absorption
dominates initially, while later stages are dominated by glass dissolution. Although
pH reduction was observed as a result of glass dissolution, this was not observed to
accelerate degradation of the polymer matrix component within the timescale of these
experiments (∼1 year).
Structural changes that occur during composite degradation were seen to depend on
time and composition. For unfilled polymers, chain rearrangements including enthalpy
relaxation and polymer crystallisation are critical, while the presence of glass particles
suppresses these processes. For composites the glass-polymer interface accelerates
water absorption, leading to significant water uptake and cluster formation. This water
absorption leads to dissolution of the glass component of the composite, which dom-
inates for high glass loading, leading to debonding of the glass particles from the matrix.
These structural changes have significant effects on the mechanical properties of the
composites during degradation, with unfilled polymers becoming stronger and stiffer,
but less ductile. The evolution of mechanical properties is more favourable for cardiac
stent applications for composites with 15wt.% glass, which demonstrate a more gradual
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loss of mechanical properties during degradation. This could allow gradual transfer of
loading to newly healed tissue, and reduce the risk of catastrophic brittle device fracture.
The results provide valuable new understanding of the range of structural changes
that can occur during degradation of polymer-glass composites, and how the composi-
tion of the composite affects which of these mechanisms are dominant. This allows
the evolution of mechanical properties during degradation to be understood, which is




This thesis investigated polymer blends and polymer-glass composites as potential
materials for bioresorbable stents for treatment of cardiovascular disease.
A review of the literature in this area revealed significant scope for improvement in
materials for bioresorbable stent applications. Current stents based on PLLA degrade
too slowly and have inadequate mechanical properties. They can experience brittle
failure either during deployment or during degradation, and have lower elastic mod-
ulus and yield strength than the metals currently used for permanent stents. This
requires thicker struts, making the device bulkier and at risk of inducing thrombosis.
Polymer-glass composites were found to have been heavily investigated for applications
in bioresorbable orthopaedic implants, where similar mechanical strength is required.
These works showed that the mechanical and degradation properties of a base polymer
such as PLLA can be tuned by incorporation of other polymers in a blend, and by
fabricating polymer-glass composites.
The objective of this thesis was to investigate and optimise the properties of
these polymer blends and polymer-glass composites for new applications as biore-
sorbable cardiac stent materials. Tunable acceleration of the degradation lifetime
was desired, in order to produce stents that more closely match the body’s natural
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healing time. Controllable mechanical reinforcement was also a key aim; to provide
increased yield strength and stiffness, while retaining ductility both before and after
degradation, to avoid catastrophic brittle failure. Throughout these studies, a mecha-
nistic understanding of these materials was constantly sought, because if the material
processing-structure-property relationships can be well understood, the desired device
performance can be engineered effectively.
9.1 PLLA/PLCL-PEG blends
Chapters 3 and 4 described investigations into blends of PLLA with PLCL(80:20)-PEG
and PLCL(70:30)-PEG. This blending strategy facilitated tuning of polymer properties
such as ductility, strength, and stiffness, while also allowing control of bioresorbable
polymer degradation profiles. Blends with low PLCL-PEG content were brittle in
their dry state, due to the solubility of PLCL-PEG polymers in PLLA. Once enough
PLCL-PEG was added to the blend to form a PLCL-PEG-rich phase (either by phase
separation or bulk composition change) then blends became ductile. When tested in
simulated body conditions however, the temperature and hydration had a plasticising
effect, reducing interchain bonding, leading to reduced strength and stiffness as well
as high ductility for all blend compositions. The degradation lifetime of the polymers
was able to be controlled by tuning blend composition, with addition of PLCL-PEG
accelerating degradation in a controllable manner. Crucially, rather than the faster
degrading PLCL-PEG component simply degrading independently of the PLLA com-
ponent, results showed significant interaction between these two components, resulting
in accelerated degradation of the blend as a whole.
The evolution of the mechanical properties during degradation can be understood
in terms of the structural changes that occur over time. Pure PLLA and blends with
10 wt.% PLCL(80:20)-PEG content displayed densification via enthalpy relaxation.
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Due to the chemical similarity between individual polymer chains, when the blend
is plasticised by water absorption, a thermodynamically driven enthalpy relaxation
occurs, to minimise free volume. This densification results in improved strength and
stiffness, but significant embrittlement as well, which could be dangerous for a car-
diac stent strut. Blends with high PLCL-PEG content (>20% PLCL(70:30)-PEG
or >40% PLCL(80:20)-PEG) showed different behaviour, with the rapid degradation
caused by high PLCL-PEG content resulting in extensive molecular weight reduction,
encouraging crystallisation of the polymer. As with enthalpy relaxation, this led to
improved strength and stiffness, but also serious embrittlement, again posing a risk if
used as a cardiac stent material. Between these two compositional ranges, a “sweet
spot” was found at low PLCL-PEG concentration (10% PLCL(70:30)-PEG, or 20-30%
PLCL(80:20)-PEG). These compositions reduced the tendency for enthalpy relaxation
by adding more of a dissimilar polymer to the blend, making densification less thermo-
dynamically favourable due to greater interactions between dissimilar chains. They also
reduced the propensity of the polymer blend to crystallise, by slowing the degradation
rate and reducing production of more easily crystallised short chain polymers.
The polymer blend formulations developed here provide an improved set of prop-
erties useful for applications in cardiac stents. Specifically, blends of PLLA with 10
wt.% PLCL(70:30)-PEG provide accelerated degradation on a timescale comparable to
wound healing times. This blend composition also retains ductility more effectively
during degradation, reducing the risk of stent strut fracture, with only small reduc-
tions in strength and stiffness. In order to improve these mechanical properties to
the level necessary for use as a bioresorbable cardiac stent, phosphate glasses were
later incorporated as a reinforcing phase in polymer-glass composites. In addition to
developing blend formulations with improved properties, and understanding how these
properties are controlled, the mechanistic understanding discovered here provides a
useful template for understanding the changes in structure and mechanical properties
of other bioresorbable polymer blends in the future. Bioresorbable polymers are an
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increasingly important technology, especially in medical materials, and therefore the
importance of properly understanding their changes in properties during degradation
cannot be overstated.
9.2 Phosphate glasses
Chapters 5 and 6 described the synthesis, characterisation, and dissolution testing of
a range of P2O5-CaO-Na2O glasses. In the context of bioresorbable cardiac stents,
phosphate glasses are of interest as a reinforcing phase in polymer-glass composites, that
can also have the ability to further tune the degradation behaviour. When incorporated
into a polymer-glass composite, phosphate glasses can experience significantly different
solution conditions to when they are dissolving on their own, due to acidification from
polymer degradation products (lactic acid). Therefore, dissolution tests in a variety
of dissolution media were carried out, including solutions containing lactic acid to
simulate polymer degradation.
Phosphate glasses, with composition (P2O5)90−x(CaO)x(Na2O)10 where x = 40, 45,
50, were synthesised by melt quenching and either milling to produce glass powder, or
casting to produce glass discs. Increasing CaO content in the glass depolymerised the
glass network, reducing connectivity and replacing bridging oxygen (P-O-P) bonds with
Ca2+ cationic crosslinks. These Ca2+ cations were located in the interstitial spaces,
increasing glass density.
Dissolution tests in a variety of dissolution media indicated that increased CaO
concentration in the glass significantly reduced the dissolution rate, while dissolution
was accelerated by more acidic solution conditions. Two-stage dissolution behaviour
was seen, with initial parabolic mass loss, followed by later linear dissolution. A
shrinking-core model from the literature was adapted to describe the different sample
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geometry (glass discs) in this work. A new dissolution mechanism was proposed to
describe the two-stage dissolution observed here, that takes into account the more
complex dissolution media used, compared with previous works focusing on dissolution
in deionised water only. An initial stage involves diffusion of water or ions into the glass,
with t1/2 dependence, which forms a conversion layer consisting of hydrated phosphates,
and metal hydroxides or chlorides. This layer dissolves quickly initially, however as
the solution concentration increases the dissolution reaction slows, stabilising the
conversion layer. The dissolution of the conversion layer then becomes rate-limiting,
resulting in linear t dependence of mass loss. This mechanism also allows the behaviour
of the transition time (ttrans) between these two stages to be understood, where this is
responsive to both the solution conditions and the nature of the conversion layer (i.e.
the specific hydrated phosphates, metal hydroxides, and chlorides present).
The investigation into the dissolution behaviour of these phosphate glasses has
provided insight into how these glasses dissolve in a variety of different media. Due
to the changes in solution conditions locally within a polymer-glass composite, this
knowledge will help to explain their degradation behaviour, and how the degrada-
tion products of glass dissolution and polymer degradation interact and affect bulk
degradation. As well as informing the design and study of polymer-glass composites,
this knowledge of glass dissolution behaviour is of interest more broadly. Phosphate
glasses are an emerging technology, of interest to the biomaterials community as they
can provide more versatile dissolution behaviour than existing glass/ceramic materials
such as Bioglass or hydroxyapatite. They have been investigated as components in
composites (such as in this work) for various soft tissue applications, and also as glass
monoliths or porous glass scaffolds for bone regeneration. In any such applications,
a detailed knowledge of the dissolution behaviour is essential if the material is to be
used clinically with confidence.
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9.3 Polymer-glass composites
Finally, Chapters 7 and 8 described the production and testing of polymer-glass com-
posites, based on the polymer blends developed in Chapters 3 and 4, and phosphate
glasses synthesised and tested in Chapters 5 and 6. Firstly, a production method was
developed and optimised to fabricate the desired polymer-glass composites. Starting
from the coarse glass powder produced in Chapter 4, an attritor millling method
was developed to produce small microparticles (d0.5 = 1.4 ±0.3 µm) of phosphate
glass for incorporation into composites, while avoiding excess contamination with wear
debris from ZrO2 milling media. Trials of composite production by solvent casting and
injection moulding showed significant glass agglomeration, with negative effects on
mechanical and degradation properties. This would also be a significant risk for stent
materials, where glass agglomeration within stent struts, with sizes of around 100 µm,
could result in catastrophic failure. Subsequently, a new composite production method
utilising polymer precipitation onto glass particles, followed by injection moulding,
was developed. This new method allowed production of well-dispersed composites,
while avoiding the drawbacks of alternative methods such as melt blending, namely
the excessive polymer degradation that can result from high shear forces at high
temperature.
Mechanical testing of composites injection moulded from composite precipitate
indicated that addition of phosphate glass can provide significant improvements in the
elastic modulus, consistent with the Counto model for particulate composites. For a
cardiac stent material this would provide greater resistance against elastic recoil, which
is a significant concern with current bioresorbable stents. Interfacial adhesion between
the polymer matrix and phosphate glass particles provided some stress transfer in
ambient conditions, while in simulated body conditions the reduced strength of the
polymer matrix resulted in bulk yield before debonding at the glass-polymer interface
was initiated. Although the composite stiffness was improved by glass addition, the
composite materials still retained some ductility, which is crucial for allowing plastic
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deformation during stent deployment. Up to 15wt.% glass could be incorporated into
the composite without significant reduction in the ductility, while a higher glass loading
of 30wt.% resulted in a reduced and more variable ductility.
Degradation studies on composites injection moulded from composite precipitate
were performed, using the two slower dissolving glasses studied in Chapter 4 (P45Ca45
and P40Ca50). The degradation studies reveal two distinct regimes of degradation; an
initial stage where water absorption is controlling, and a later stage where glass disso-
lution is dominant. In the initial water absorption stage, mass gain is controlled by the
hydrophilicity of the glass and polymer components, with the addition of PLCL-PEG to
the matrix having a greater effect than the glass composition. The increased interfacial
area found in composites with higher glass content also significantly accelerates water
absorption. In the second regime, degradation is dominated by glass dissolution, and
slow mass loss occurs as a result. This is controlled mainly by the glass composition,
with composites containing the higher Ca glass losing mass more slowly, as expected
from results in Chapter 4. Glass dissolution during degradation led to release of acidic
dissolution products and reduction in solution pH, however this was not seen to impact
the degradation rate of the polymer component, and no difference was observed in
the degradation of the polymer component as a result, within the timescale of these
experiments.
A range of structural changes occurred during degradation, depending on the com-
posite composition, and the degradation time, which in turn determined the resulting
mechanical properties. For unfilled polymers densification via enthalpy relaxation
and crystallisation dominated, leading to strengthening and embrittlement, however
these processes were suppressed by addition of phosphate glass particles. The interface
created by this glass addition accelerated water absorption into the polymer, leading
to glass dissolution and debonding from the matrix. This limits the stress transfer
that can occur from the polymer matrix to the stronger glass particles, reducing the
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composite strength and stiffness. Both composites and unfilled polymers showed an
eventual reduction in strength and ductility over time during degradation, however the
gradual loss of support from the composites may allow more gentle transfer of loading
to the newly healed tissue around an implanted cardiac stent.
9.4 Parameter space
The map of the parameter space shown in Fig. 9.1 shows the key deficiencies of
materials in different regions of the glass filler loading and polymer matrix composition
parameter space. At low glass loading, polymer embrittlement during degradation
is the key issue, with structural rearrangements such as enthalpy relaxation for low
PLCL-PEG content, and polymer crystallisation at high PLCL-PEG content influenc-
ing the evolution of mechanical properties during degradation. Addition of phosphate
glass suppresses these changes, however the fast degradation of polymers with high
PLCL-PEG content will probably still result in significant crystallisation. Despite
PLCL-PEG addition promoting crystallisation, which can have negative implications,
the presence of a low or moderate level of PLCL-PEG is required to accelerate polymer
degradation above the very slow rate seen for pure PLLA.
The addition of phosphate glass is advantageous to provide mechanical reinforce-
ment to the weaker polymer matrix, however excessive glass addition can have negative
effects on the mechanical properties. Stress concentration and particle agglomeration
can lead to reduction in the initial ductility, however this can be counteracted by in-
creased PLCL-PEG addition. The increased water absorption caused by glass addition
also impacts the change in mechanical properties during degradation, with wicking
and glass dissolution leading to significant loss of composite mechanical properties
due to debonding at the particle-matrix interface. This is magnified by an increase in
PLCL-PEG content, which also serves to increase the water absorption.
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Fig. 9.1: Map of glass filler loading and polymer matrix composition parameter space, showing the
key deficiencies of materials in different regions. The shaded region denotes the most promising set of
compositions.
The effects of phosphate glass composition and PLCL-PEG copolymer ratio are not
reflected in this diagram, however they can also affect the composite behaviour. Increas-
ing the lactide content in the copolymer from PLCL(70:30)-PEG to PLCL(80:20)-PEG
reduces the hydrophilicity and degradation rate, as well as making the polymer blend
components more compatible. As demonstrated in Chapter 4, this would shift the range
of polymer embrittlement towards higher PLCL-PEG content. The slower degradation
of this copolymer would also alter the position of the region of optimal degradation
rate, again towards higher PLCL-PEG content. Due to the lower ductility of the
PLCL(80:20)-PEG copolymer, the border of the region of reduced initial ductility
would have a higher gradient, as PLCL-PEG addition would be less effective in retaining
ductility, while the gradient of the hydration-induced weakening region would decrease
(become more negative) due to the reduced water absorption experienced by the more
hydrophobic PLCL(80:20)-PEG copolymer. The glass composition will also have an
impact on the evolution of composite properties. A more hydrophilic, faster dissolving
glass (i.e. lower CaO content) would accelerate water absorption into the composite,




The materials developed in this thesis show considerable promise for applications as
bioresorbable cardiac stents. A key issue with current bioresorbable polymer stents is
their slow degradation, and this work has demonstrated that this can be accelerated to
a more suitable degradation rate by blending with PLCL-PEG, allowing the degrada-
tion of these materials to more closely match the body’s natural healing time. The
change in stent mechanical properties during degradation is another key consideration,
and this work has developed strategies to provide more gradual loss of strength and
ductility by blending with PLCL-PEG, and addition of phosphate glass particles within
a composite. This addition of phosphate glass also provides mechanical reinforcement
to the polymer matrix, reducing the risk of stent recoil after implantation (which can
lead to restenosis). The improved mechanical properties also allow the stent strut size
to be reduced, reducing blood flow turbulence and again reducing the risk of restenosis.
In addition to advances in development of stent materials, this thesis has also
resulted in new scientific insights regarding the behaviour of these materials. In-
vestigations of PLLA/PLCL-PEG blends revealed how the blend ratio of miscible
and semi-miscible blends determines the structural rearrangements that occur during
degradation, with important implications for the resulting properties. The role of the
faster degrading PLCL-PEG component in catalysing PLLA degradation was also
confirmed. New understanding of the dissolution behaviour of phosphate glasses was
also gained, revealing that the transition from diffusion-controlled layer formation
to reaction-controlled layer dissolution is dependent on the nature of the conversion
layer, and solution conditions. For polymer-glass composites, changes in the solution
conditions as a result of glass dissolution were not seen to accelerate PLLA degrada-
tion, in contrast to previous experiments with other bioresorbable polymers. Glass
particles were found to play a crucial role in suppressing structural changes within
the polymer, while also enhancing water absorption, which has a strong effect on the
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composite properties. This knowledge is essential for understanding the mechanical
and degradation behaviour of polymers and polymer-glass composites, and allows for




This work has developed new polymer blend and polymer-glass composite materials
which show promise for application as bioresorbable cardiac stent materials. In addition,
a thorough mechanistic understanding of these materials has been devised, allowing
control of mechanical and degradation properties. There are however, still further
tests required to conclusively assess the suitability of these materials for cardiac stents,
including dynamic mechanical and degradation testing, as well as assessment of the
biological response. Furthermore, in order to close the gap in mechanical properties
between polymer-based bioresorbable stents and the current standard metallic stents,
greater improvements in strength are needed, and suggested methods for achieving this
are discussed below.
10.1 Dynamic testing
The mechanical testing carried out on these materials so far has all been under static
loading conditions, however this is not the case when these devices are in service.
Stents are crimped (i.e. compressed) onto a catheter, and later expanded again during
deployment, before being subjected to cyclic loading (at about 1 Hz due to blood being
pumped around the body) for the entirety of their service life. Mechanical testing under
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non-static loading conditions would provide an informative complement to existing
static loading results. Simulated crimping and deployment tests could be carried out,
where the material is plastically deformed and unloaded, before being tested to failure.
This would reveal the effects of the deployment procedure and changes to the material
microstructure, on the subsequent mechanical properties. Fatigue testing, where the
material is subjected to a load significantly below its yield strength for many cycles,
could also provide useful information about the mechanisms and factors affecting
fatigue failure. However, performing accelerated fatigue testing (i.e. cycling load at >1
Hz) could prove challenging as the interaction with material degradation is crucial, and
this is challenging to accurately accelerate due to the multitude of different mechanisms
(water absorption, glass dissolution, inorganic crystallisation, polymer hydrolysis, and
polymer crystallisation) occurring concurrently. In addition, the well-known strain rate
dependence of PLLA mechanical properties [49] would provide additional complications
for accelerated testing.
The dissolution and degradation testing carried out so far has all been under static
conditions, which are convenient and easy to interpret. This does not mirror in vivo
conditions, where fresh fluid is constantly passing over the material. Dynamic testing,
where fresh solution is constantly flowed over the degrading sample, is more challeng-
ing to conduct but could provide more representative information about how these
materials would behave during implantation. This is especially important considering
that, as this work has demonstrated, phosphate glass dissolution and the transition
between dissolution stages is heavily dependent on surrounding solution conditions. In
addition, acid buildup from glass dissolution or polymer degradation can affect further
polymer degradation, so continual refreshing of the solution could also alter polymer
degradation behaviour. These experiments could also be conducted in a semi-dynamic
way, by refreshing the degradation solution regularly rather than having a continuous
flow.
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Alongside these dynamic testing methods, further µCT analysis of polymer-glass
composite samples at various stages of degradation would allow certain aspects of the
degradation process to be investigated. Formation of voids within the polymer matrix
has been attributed to clustering of absorbed water, and µCT analysis would allow
these voids to be imaged without the complicating effects of additional processing (i.e.
drying). This technique would also allow inorganic precipitation within the composite
to be studied in more detail, to determine when inorganic phases are formed, and
whether they nucleate on the glass or polymer surfaces.
10.2 Biological response
The biological response to any implanted material is of crucial importance, and here
interactions at the material surface are a key concern. For stent materials an inflamma-
tory reaction caused by the material can lead to excessive growth of the neointima (the
newly forming tissue layer that covers the implant), which can contribute to restenosis
(recurring narrowing of the artery after stenting) [357]. Most bioresorbable polymeric
stents under development therefore incorporate, on top of the structural base material,
a thin polymer coating (around 4 µm thick PDLLA) loaded with antiproliferative drugs
such as everolimus or sirolimus [35]. This reduces immune cell proliferation on the
material in order to reduce restenosis rates, therefore any new composite materials
used for biological testing should also incorporate this coating that will be in contact
with the biological environment.
Stent placement within the artery can induce platelet adhesion and stimulate
coagulation, which can result in potentially fatal thrombosis. This requires patients to
adhere to dual antiplatelet therapy, however this is not feasible for all patients [358].
As thrombus formation is a key shortcoming of stent implantation, the thrombogenicity
of any new stent material should be carefully assessed. In vitro testing of platelet
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adhesion on these materials should be carried out in order to determine the material’s
thrombogenicity and ensure they are no worse than current stent materials. Although
coating stents with a drug-eluting layer to reduce immune cell proliferation is effective,
growth and proliferation of endothelial cells to form the endothelium is essential to
restore homeostasis. In vitro cell proliferation assays could be carried out using human
vascular smooth muscle cells and human vascular endothelial cells, to ensure that the
stent material can be appropriately re-endothelialised, without the excessive prolifera-
tion of muscle cells that can result in neointimal hyperplasia (thickening of arterial
walls and decreased arterial lumen space) and consequent restenosis.
In addition to cell proliferation and platelet adhesion testing methods that are often
used for stent materials, the presence of phosphate glass within these composite stents
makes further in vitro testing desirable. Due to the slow release of calcium ions as the
glass dissolves arterial calcification may be a concern, however this may be counteracted
by the large volume of blood flow through the artery (making any increase in Ca
concentration above the baseline negligible) or the calcification-suppressing effect of
pyrophosphate release from the dissolving glass. In vitro testing with human vascular
smooth muscle cells could determine whether ion release from polymer-glass composite
stents has any impact on the likelihood of vascular calcification. This is a key concern
as increased calcification could lead to additional atherosclerotic lesions, requiring
further stenting to treat.
10.3 Material development
Despite the advances made in this work, further material development is still neces-
sary in order to improve material strength and allow stent strut size reduction. As
demonstrated in this work, addition of phosphate glass microparticles can effectively
increase the elastic modulus, but other techniques are necessary if the yield strength is
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to be significantly improved to allow comparable polymer strut sizes to metallic stents.
Recent work has demonstrated the ability of advanced polymer processing techniques
such as solid die-drawing and microfibre filament formation to significantly improve
the yield strength of PLLA by orientation of the polymer chains [35, 359]. This is a
promising technique that could also be applied to the polymer blends and polymer-glass
composites studied here, however the effects of this orientation on the degradation
behaviour, and the changes in mechanical properties during water absorption and
degradation are essential to characterise and understand.
Despite using two relatively slowly dissolving phosphate glasses for incorporation
into composites, a noticeable drop in pH is observed during degradation of all the
composites tested, within the first month. This acidification could have negative
effects on the surrounding tissue in vivo. In addition, the dissolution of the glass at
the polymer-glass interface plays a role in the fast loss of mechanical properties for
composites with high filler loading. Changing the glass composition is one way that
this issue could be addressed, by reducing the glass dissolution rate further, by addition
of Fe2O3 or TiO2 [167, 175, 176]. Alternatively, glasses with a higher Na2O content,
although they dissolve more quickly, can result in a pH increase due to the ions released
as they dissolve [165], which may counteract some of the potential negative biological
effects of local acidification.
The high water absorption seen for the polymer-glass composites is seen to reduce the
mechanical properties, as absorbed water along the interface disrupts bonding between
the two components and dissolves the glass at the interface, reducing the mechanical
strength [230]. Interfacial coupling agents have been investigated with some success
[238, 360], however this has not resulted in suitable mechanical properties over the
course of the degradation lifetime. Other potential methods to reduce water absorption
along the interface include use of sol-gel derived hybrids, with covalent bonds between
inorganic and organic components, or melt-blended combinations of low-Tg phosphate
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glass with organic polymers [361, 362]. Detailed study and engineering of the surface
chemistry of the two components, in terms of the hydrophilicity and different surface
energy components, is another promising method for controlling water absorption and
therefore the reduction in mechanical strength. If the surface chemistry of the polymer
and glass components can be tuned to be hydrophobic (while maintaining desired
degradation characteristics), and reduce the interfacial energy of the polymer-glass
interface, this could make polymer-glass contact more thermodynamically favourable
than contact with water, discouraging wicking along the interface.
* * *
This thesis represents an original investigation of polymer-glass composites for
application as bioresorbable cardiac stent materials. These findings provide new un-
derstanding of the essential mechanisms that determine the mechanical properties,
degradation behaviour, and evolution of mechanical properties during degradation,
and how these can be customised by engineering the structure and composition of the
composite. The materials developed here show encouraging results, and this, along with
the more broadly applicable concepts generated here, demonstrates that polymer-glass
composites are a promising material for the next generation of bioresorbable cardiac
stents.
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